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Shuttle Decisions

Digital Plumbing

A station cluster in Texas faced tough

Studio design ain't what it used to be.

choices when Columbia disintegrated

Digital routers are right in the middle of it.
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'Jukebox
Radio' Is
No More
by Randy J. Stine
FORT LEE, N.J. After nine years, the
saga of a New Jersey radio broadcaster
who drew the attention of the FCC and
broadcasters to questions about local program origination on translators is over.
Gerard Turro's two translators,
W276AQ(FM) in Fort Lee, N.J., and
W232AL(FM) in Pomona, N.Y., no
longer retransmit the programming of
WJUX(FM) in Monticello, N.Y.
"The FCC directed Mr. Turro to cease
the arrangement to come into compliance
with FCC translator rules," said Turro's
attorney, Charles Naftalin. "The FCC
asked that he stop the retransmission of
WJUX' programming and he did by severing his relationship with WJUX."
Turro declined comment for this story
through Naftalin, who would not speculate on Turro's broadcasting plans.
The two translators are rebroadcasting
other content. The Fort Lee translator at
103.1 MHz in Bergen County has been
retransmitting oldies from WKHL(FM) in
Stamford, Conn., since at least the first of
the year.
See JUKEBOX, page 5
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Broadcast Ownership
Rhetoric Heats Up
by Leslie Stimson
WASHINGTON The debate over
broadcast ownership rules has intensified
in recent weeks, with those who want
higher TV limits squaring off against
consumer groups who decry the effects
of consolidation.
In radio, the discussion isn't focused
as much on local ownership limits —
participants do not expect those to be

raised — but rather how aradio market is
defined, experts say. This, too, affects the
number of stations that may be owned in
amarket.
Media ownership has spurred public
disagreement between at least two
commissioners. To get more input from
outside the Washington beltway,
Commissioner Michael Copps scheduled
two more public hearings, set for later
See OVVNERSHIF, page 8

Sure. it's the best looking broadcast console
you've ever seen. But, beneath the sleek.

.

elegant exterior beats the heart of atrue
warrior! Harris' BMXdigital by Pacific has everything you need to win the digital

or logic interface. BMXdigital offers more.
Incredible Flexibility including all input modules accommodate analog
and digital signals without reconfiguring, swapping, or even removal from
the mainframe.
Amazing Adaptability with easy storage. recall and reconfiguration of set-ups
for various day parts. and built in connectivity to routing switchers, digital storage
systems and other networked sources.
Low Cost of Ownership by design, Harris' BMXdigital's true cost of installation.
operation and maintenance is markedly lower than other consoles.
Legendary BMX Reliability is what you expect in aHarris console by
Pacific.The table pounding of your resident shock jock won't faze this beauty
Harris' BMXdigital by Pacific. Beauty that's alot more than skin deep.

broadcast.harris
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A tour of the WOR(AM) transmitter facility in Lyndhurst. N.J., attracted 130
people from as far away as Washington. WOR led tours of its HD Radio installation as part of an SBE Chapter 15 meeting. More HD Radio photos, page 5.
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Race for IBOC?
lbiquity Offers
New Incentives
COLUMBIA, Md. Calling its first
HD Radio incentive program an "overwhelming success," Ibiquity Digital
Corp. announced another.
The first 125 for-profit, commercial stations to enter into a station
license agreement after Feb. 1would
have the one-time fee for the audio
license limited to a maximum

of $5,000.
Also, non-commercial, non-profit stations that enter into a station license
agreement by June 30 will have the onetime fee for the audio license waived
completely.
A station must make its "best commercial efforts" to start digital broadcasting by June 30 and continue to
transmit in digital until at least the
end of 2004.
The company said approximately
130 stations in 40 cities had signed
licenses to convert to digital by the
end of 2002.

Copps Concerned
About 'Retribution'
WASHINGTON
Commissioner
Michael Copps wants the FCC to set up
aprocedure to fight what he called retribution against those who testify against
media consolidation.
"It has been arevelation to me that
there are media professionals with strong
feelings about the downsides of consolidation for the American people, who are
afraid to speak for fear of retribution," he
said in aspeech.

THE AMAZING LITTLE MIXER

March 1, 2003

"I hear privately that speaking out on
this issue would cost .many_people their
careers.
He aid he was «working with the other
commissioners on an anonymous testimony procedure. '
Copps also announced he would hold
two media concentration hearings, one in
Seattle at the University of Washington,
the other at Duke University in North
Carolina. Both will be in March. The
FCC is in the process of reviewing local
ownership and cross-ownership rules.
"We can't pretend everyone reads the
Federal Register or has lobbyists to make
their voice heard at the FCC," he said.

Response Rates
A Concern
WASHINGTON A committee of
broadcasters say they have "serious concerns" about declining Arbitron diary
response rates.
The NAB's Committee on Local
Radio Audience Measurement put out
a "challenge" to Arbitron, asking it to
present COLRAM with a "comprehensive plan" to improve response rates.
The group said response rates are at
"critically low levels, particularly in
some of the largest markets." It cited
"Arbitron's equally alarming lack of
aggressiveness in implementing measures
to stem these declines."
Arbitron spokesman Thom Mocarsky
replied that the issue continues to be an
important priority. " We're spending
more than ever than ever before on
dealing with declining response rates."
He said the company would
"continue to work with COLRAM, the
NAB and the Radio Advisory Council
on addressing this important issue."

Index
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Consumer Gadgets Go Beyond Radio
by Craig Johnston
The annual Consumer Electronics
Show in January got plenty of coverage
in the print and electronic media, so just
about everyone saw Bill Gates and his
Smart Personal Objects Technology
wristwatch. It's of interest to the radio
industry because it uses awide-area network based on FM subcarrier technology
to deliver weather reports and news
updates to the wearer.

by using the remote control.
In order to match the look of flat-panel
display screens, the speaker unit is 5
inches thick. On your way to the stereo
store, stop at the bank; the Sound
Projector retails for $40,000.
***
While we're in the conference room,
there's nothing more pretentious than a
plasma flat- screen sitting on the wall

Alarm Clock Using SPOT Technology
The data service is called DirectBand.
Microsoft and its partners say they chose
FM as the data-carrying vehicle because
the FM infrastructure exists and the FM
sideband carriers can handle the small,
continuous data transmissions the service
requires.
Microsoft says it is working with
Clear Channel Communications Inc.,
Entercom Communications Corp.,
Greater Media Inc. and Rogers
Communications Inc. to supply stations
for an initial coverage area in approximately 100 of the largest population centers in North America.

What,

between viewing sessions. So VisionArt
introduced framed canvas prints to hide
those blank screens.
The art is in the form of limited edition Gielee prints of works from artists
such as Paul Rodriguez and Jane
Bazinet, a collection of 300 to choose
from, numbered and signed by the
artist. The prints can be combined with
28 custom frame styles.
The user pushes a button on the
remote control and the canvas silently
rolls up into the top of the frame to
reveal the screen. A special printing
process assures the print won't be

Everywhere you looked at CES, someone was putting aPalm or Pocket PC to
use for some task or another. Several
exhibitors put customizable universal
remote control menus on the tiny computers. Others had digital cameras and
camcorders built into them.
One company solved a big challenge
for Webcast listening. Among the downsides of Internet radio has been the need
to use a PC connected to the Web in
order to listen. The pocket transistor
radio in the ' 50s freed the radio listener
from sitting next to the old home console
radio. Dell Computer's Axim X5 Pocket
PC does the same for the Internet radio
listener.
Using the Axim to listen to Internet
radio requires aCompact Flash wireless
card, and that the user be within range of
a wireless network. While the combination microphone/speaker on the unit
yields unsatisfactory audio, listening on
headphones is terrific.
The best part is that the Internet radio
channels can be changed at the PDA
itself, without returning to aconnected
PC. At CES the unit was only capable of
listening to Windows Media encoded stations, but RealNetworks said they have
been talking to Dell.

Tonight's Menu Intelligent Oven
If incorporating PDAs into other technologies was one of CES' major trends,
then close behind was building global
positioning satellite receivers into various
devices. Combine aPDA and aGPS, and
you have Garman iQue 3600.
Where does the iQue 3600 fit into a
radio station? As Garman's brochure
states: "Our integrated software not only
allows you to look up appointments or
contacts, but also locates and routes you
to them with voice-guidance commands."
Get a radio salesperson one of these
and there's no reason for the individual
to forget an appointment, or get lost driving there.

e

***

SCRS-fr\ic

e

YOU -KNOW -WE -KNOW - RADIO!
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intelligent oven at your station?

Prices of the watches will depend on
design and manufacturer. Monthly service is expected to cost around $ 10.
Here's asampler of other gadgets displayed at CES that people in the radio
industry might find useful.

damaged by repeatedly being rolled
and unrolled.
The downside of a VisionArt screen:
one more remote control.

***

When radio's consolidation hits its
logical conclusion, there really will be
only one person to operate awhole cluster of stations. Among that individual's
challenges will be to find time to grab
lunch. Any timesaver could be a
lifesaver.
Enter Tonight's Menu Intelligent
Ovens with its Internet- controllable
refrigerated oven. The solo station- op
puts his lunch into the Ethernetconnected TMIO unit when he or she arrives for
work. It keeps the foodstuffs cold until
the op issues cooking instruction via
Internet or cell phone.
Look for the laptop-controlled latte
maker next year, or did we just forget to
walk down that aisle at the show?

***

SERVICE!

YOU'LL Ft> OVER OU
> IP Audio Systems
Integrators
> Competitive Prices for over
600 Quality Manufacturers
of New Equipment

you don't need an

The station's conference room needs a
Dolby 5.1 Surround Sound system, and
that requires an array of five speakers,
spread front and back, left and right
across the room, and all the attendant
wiring. Or does it?
Pioneer introduced its Sound
Projector, asingle module containing 254
discrete speakers that can be aimed individually to bounce sound waves off walls
and the ceiling to provide 5.1 Surround.
The Sound Projector is cabled directly
to the CD or DVD player and decodes
the 5.1 Surround audio within the unit.
The installed Sound Projector can be
tuned to the specific room environment

***
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AccuWeather Has aSunny Outlook
The morning was sunny but biting
cold when Ivisited AccuWeather in State
College, Pa.
Ihad apicture in my mind beforehand.
Iexpected abustling place, surrounded
by satellite dishes. Inside, numerous
sources of information would come pouring in over hundreds of computer
screens, where it would be digested, analyzed and re-formed by dozens of meteorologists huddled dramatically over maps
of isobars, wind-chill indicators and
satellite photos, pooling their collective
wisdom and crunching data with apowerful modeling system developed over
several decades.
That's pretty much what Igot.
AccuWeather serves 16,000 clients,
among them 200 radio affiliates. Three
hundred people work in this five-yearold, 52,000- square-foot facility, including
90 meteorologists. To walk onto the central Operations Center floor is to feel like
you're in ameteorological Mission
Control.
In the center of the big, high-ceilinged
room are three "pods," where forecasters
monitor weather in the west, central and
east regions of the United States. Across

From the Editor

Photo: Paul McLane

Paul J. McLane

Expert Senior Meteorologist Dale Mohler works
the monitors in the Operations Center.
the back wall is the international weather
area.
"We get more information here than
any National Weather Service office, certainly any TV or radio sta-

and production work.
Retail value: $599.
Sign up for this year's
contest, if you have not
already, at www.
rwonline.coin.

Our giveaway this issue is anew
phantom- powered tube mic from
Audio-Technica.
The winner is Charlie Wooten,
director of engineering and IT at Clear
Channel Radio in Panama City, Fla.
With the AT3060, the company is
aiming to bring the warm sound of
classic tube mics to broadcast. It
runs on 48V phantom power; it
needs no separate power supply or
custom cables. An AT8458 shock
mount is included; it attenuates
noise and vibration.
A large-diameter diaphragm cardioid condenser element produces
high sensitivity and smooth sound
with low overall noise. Features
include ashock- mounted tube, large
coupling transformer and silver satin
finish. It's alovely choice for on-air

tion,- said Senior Vice President Dr. Joe
Sobel. Fm obliged to believe him
because he's ahuge Mets fan.
NWS data, Doppler radar, satellite
images, lightning strike imagery, military
models and weather information from
other governments are accumulated here.
They know snow
As Istand in the Ops Center, off to
my right sits abank of work areas
devoted to snow forecasting. Clients
really want to know about the white
stuff. Snow coverage is ahuge part of
what radio stations do. of course. But
founder Dr. Joel N. Myers served his
first utility in 1962 and first ski area in
1963, eight years before signing aradio
affiliate ( suitably, its call letters are
WARM). School districts and highway
departments are customers.
Behind the snow bank is aTV camera,
lights and backdrop. On the other side of
the room are employees who compile
weather pages for 850 newspapers, as
well as Internet development people.
Behind me, against the near wall, is a
hallway with 19 radio booths. The first.
overlooking the operations floor, is the 8-

All-New AutoPïI*t® 2
Unleash the Power!

by- 12 office and workspace of Senior
Vice President Elliot Abrams.
I'm delighted because Ihave listened
often to this weather veteran in
Philadelphia and New York. Abrams, a
genial, stocky man wearing agray polo
shirt, is recording midday forecasts for
WBZ in Boston. He tells stories between
cuts with astraight face but aconstant
twinkle in his eye.
Arrayed before Abrams are seven
computer monitors, aShure mic on a
boom, asmall mixer setup and aComrex
Nexus codec. On the walls are charts;
maps of the Chicagoland area and of
New York and northern New Jersey; alist
of past "Buffalo Big Snows"; and maps
of the United States, stuck there with
pins, showing weather patterns he has
drawn by hand this morning.
Abrams serves approximately 19 stations with 80 cuts or live reports aday.
He gets up at 3:30 a.m. He's been doing
this job for 35 years.
Today is cold, and East Coast stations
are asking for extra reports. AccuWeather
boasts that such extra attention is one of
its hallmarks. Another is aggressive
updating of forecasts when something is
"busting" — when conditions warrant.
Ienjoy achat with Abrams, during
which he turns away to feed WBZ, then
WBBM in Chicago. Then Ihead to the
office of Sobel, who emphasizes that
AccuWeather tailors its products for each
affiliate.
"We're not asyndicator," he said. "We
work for 200 radio stations. They want
an old geezer, they get me. They want a
Continue on page 5
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"AutoPilot 2's open architecture has
really expanded our monitoring
capabilities. The power of the
scripting wizard can't be overstated."
Jeff Kuhne, Engineer, WRPI-FM
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"AutoPilot 2has not missed abeat -which is critical for ahigh powered AM
station. It's very dependable."

Order now and receive
free ARC- 16 5.4 firmware
with your purchase!
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poet, they get Elliot. They want amale, a
female, someone crazy — each gets what
they want."
Direct Ingest
In the past, the broadcast staff relied
on regular phone lines, then
frequency extenders. Now
most of the radio booths are
equipped with Comrex ISDN
codecs. WINS(AM) in New
York has adedicated circuit
so the facilities can converse
at any time. A weatherperson
might send arecorded MP3
or WAV file to an affiliate
electronically.
Coming will be direct
delivery of AccuWeather
content to automation systems, according to the product manager for radio services, Dean "DeVore"
Otthofer.
He also detects more
interest from music stations. He attributes
this in part to awareness in the wake of
9/11 of the importance of information in
non-news formats. I've heard similar
comments from folks at the Associated
Press.
Myers, founder and president, is a
slim, proper man with aformal air who
exudes asense of pride in the business.
DIGITAL

NEWS

HD Radio

Sitting in his spacious office, he tells me
he was 11 when he decided he wanted to
start aweather company. He started in
earnest in 1962 while aPenn State grad
student. His first media clients, and the
AccuWeather name, came in 1971.
We discuss the university students he

media that weather is of great interest to
the average consumer," he said.
For instance, when he first approached
WINS in New York, the station treated
weather as simple rip-and-read content,
he said. Now WINS and AccuWeather
are closely identified and the station airs
AccuWeather reports around
the clock.
"Weather affects everybody.
(But) it's an investment.
Stations need to put it on and
promote it."
If alistener needs aforecast
and your station doesn't have
good weather information, he
said, the listener will tune
away. "You're conceding those
listeners to someone else —
maybe for good."
He seems amazed that he still
has to make this argument.

Weather weenies
The company is active online.
Elliot Abrams
It provides content for 1,200
has taught and the challenges he faces
Web sites and enjoys 4.8 million unique
now. One big change, he said, is that
users on its own each month. It offers Web
weather is a "continuing story" for consubscriptions to premium services. Its latsumers, thanks to CNN Headline News,
est product is AccuPOP, afree online tool
The Weather Channel and services like
for predicting the probability of precipitaAccuWeather. But even today, the obstation in any given location.
cles involved in selling the concept seem
Another change, according to
to get him abit nettled.
Marketing Communications Manager
"My whole life has been convincing
Jamie C. Oberdick, is the number of
weather enthusiasts — he affectionately
called them "weather weenies."
Ismile, but Ifind myself thinking that
one obstacle to growth for AccuWeather
Comes to Town
may be its own success. Americans are

indeed far more educated about the
weather than we were 20 or 30 years ago.
Media outlets, too, have many choices for
content, and AccuWeather's services are
not free. They cost astation, in cash or,
more typically now, in barter (United
Stations is its sales rep).
Such costs can be an obstacle to selling
the service at atime when many aradio
manager finds it attractive to strike adeal
with the local TV outlet to use its weatherperson. A familiar TV name is an audience
draw, some argue. The TV station might
even pay the radio station for the exposure.
"Radio is enamored of TV," Sobel
acknowledges. But, AccuWeather argues,
"Where will the TV weather guy be
when abig storm hits your market?"
Answer: on TV, not your station. Further,
in many small and medium markets, he
said, the TV weather person will soon
look to move to bigger cities.
AccuWeather, by contrast, has astable
brand and personalities.
To those arguments, Iwould add: Why
concede to another media outlet that it
can do the job better than you can?
Create your own strong weather brand.
I'm not endorsing any given weather
provider here. And AccuWeather is itself
not alocal resource, although the company
knows the importance of sounding local,
and crafts its content as much as possible.
But Ido favor the concept of aradio
station developing its own personality.
That's what drew me to Elliot Abrams
when Iwas listening to him on
KYW(AM) in Philadelphia.
AccuWeather has prospered by understanding this concept. te

Stations are beginning to play up their HD Radio/IBOC service.
In the top photo, Dave Kroeger, principal engineer for Broadcast Electronics, and
Gary Richardson, owner and engineer of WJLD(AM), Birmingham, Ala., check underneath the station's BE ASi 10 signal generator. The station said it was the first AM that
was not an Ibiquity test station to go HD
Radio. WJLD is also using aBE AM- 1A
transmitter for the digital signal.
In the second photo, Thomas R. Ray
III, CSRE, corporate director of engineering of Buckley Broadcasting/WOR(AM)
in New York, is shown hugging aproduction-model Visteon HD Radio that will
appear in 2004 model year Ford, Lincoln,
and Mercury vehicles. WOR led tours of
its facility for SBE Chapter 15/NYC
for those who wanted to see " New
York's First Digital AM Radio Station."
The photo on page 1of this issue is
from the WOR tour.
Radio World welcomes photos from
your HD Radio transition. Email
them
to
radioworld@
imaspub.com or mail to Radio World
News Department, P.O Box 1214, Falls
Church, VA 22041.
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centralize operations, using more syndicated
programming and applying new technologies like voice tracking to cut costs.
For example, in Denver, Clear Channel
owns seven stations. Instead of offering
time that we've lost over 1,700 distinct
blues, classical, jazz, folk, bluegrass,
radio station owners since 1996.
zycleco or other formats, this is what they
But it's more distressing that in New
program: news/talk, talk, rock, classic
York City, 79 percent of revenue is conrock, modern rock, contemporary hit
trolled by four companies. In Washington,
radio, and adult alternative.
D.C., it's 79 percent. In New Orleans, 90
percent. In Austin, 92 percent. In virtually
We know that radio companies spend
enormous resources to draw the largest
every local market of the county, four
possible audience in preferred democompanies or fewer control over 70 pergraphics. But is that really how we define
cent of the market.
the public interest?
In many cases, these owners are not localWe have heard concern about radio
ly based. This means that we have less comconsolidation expressed by musicians,
petition than before deregulation, not more.
unions, record labels, consumer and reliSecond, the broadcast industry claims that
gious groups, small broadcasters, industry
deregulation has brought us more formats,
and thus more diversity. But formats are a employees and elected officials.
Concern about the loss of local voices.
poor measure of diversity. Measuring music
Concern that stations are burying public
diversity by counting the number of radio
service announcements in off hours.
formats is like measuring the variety of food
Allegations of "pay for play." Concern
in your pantry by counting the number of
cans without looking at what is inside them.
about increased advertising. Concern that
public officials have fewer outlets to reach
We found substantial overlap between
citizens. Allegations that talk shows won't
supposedly distinct formats. In the most
allow questions from callers who "sound
extreme case, for the week of Aug. 2,
old" because it alienates younger listeners.
2002, the national charts for two distinct
Concern that community-based low-power
formats overlapped at a76 percent level.
radio licenses were scaled back because of
In other words, 38 of the top 50 songs
the power of the broadcast lobby. And conwere the same. Third, the broadcast
industry claims that fewer owners in a cern that musicians who publicly criticize
the industry will be blackballed.
market leads to more diversity. They say
But the burden of proof should fall on
radio companies will avoid competing
the broadcast industry that pushed for
against themselves in asingle format.
these changes, and now they must explain
On the surface, this makes sense. Why
how they serve localism, competition and
would acompany that owns seven stations
diversity. Iwant to thank Chairman
in amarket want to compete with themselves? But this misses the fundamental
McCain and the committee. Mr.
logic of the value of astation group. The
Chairman, we can do better.
Ihope that today's hearing inspires citiprimary goals of aradio station group are
zens around the country to contact memto: 1) attract the largest possible number of
bers of this committee to explain that our
listeners in the most attractive demographcommunities need access to radio. There
ics and 2) ensure that if the listener
are hundreds of thousand musicians in this
changes station, they change to another
country and while they may all not have a
station owned by the parent company.
hit record in them, each one of them has a
The economic incentive is not to provide
vote. And while they disagree about many
diversity of programming; rather radio comthings, they agree that there is something
panies seek to assemble overlapping and
tragically wrong about what has happened
economically lucrative audiences that will
to our radio and they agree that it has
generate the most revenue. On the expense
side, the incentive for radio companies is to
to change.

Radio Faces the ' Burden of Proof'
lhis is the text ofa statement by Future
of Music Coalition Executive Director
Jenny Toomey to the U.S. Senate
Commerce Committee on Jan. 30.
Iam arocker, abusinesswoman and an
activist. Ispeak to you today as aworking
artist and as executive director of the
Future of Music Coalition, a non-profit
think tank that pursues initiatives that can
benefit citizens and musicians.
Most working musicians aren't superstars — rather, they are independent and
local. For the past three years the FMC
has worked with musicians and citizen
groups on issues from Webcasting to
health care. But one issue unites our entire
constituency: access to commercial radio.
Given these concerns, last February we
began an eight-month research project to
examine the problem. In the study, we ask
the basic questions: how has ownership of
commercial radio changed? And does
radio serve the essential regulatory priorities of localism, competition and diversity?
The radio study is over 150 pages. We
have entered it in the record today, filed it as
apublic comment at the FCC, and it's posted
on our Web site, www.futuirofmusic.org.
We cannot summarize that data in five
minutes, so Iwill confine my comments to
three themes that must alter the focus of
future debate on radio concentration.

First, the broadcast industry defends the
radical restructuring by pointing at other
entertainment industries and saying,

Jenny Toomey
"We're not as bad as those guys." But,
they aren't "those guys."
Radio is not private property, but apublic resource regulated by the government
on behalf of citizens. For decades, it was
based on amodel of local ownership. In
1996, the national cap was 40 stations. So
it's distressing that Clear Channel owns
1,240 stations and five other radio groups
each own over 100 stations at the same

"We're On-Air
in Five Minutes."
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Budget: $ 280.8
Million for FCC
When you've got audio to cut
and no time to spare...
Trust Short/cut moo- to get amove on. How fast is it?
You'll be editing tracks as fast as you can push the
buttons. And when you're working on-air, Short/cut's ten
Hot Keys keep your best clips cued-up and ready to go.
We've also tripled audio storage to awhopping 12 hours
-and with ahard drive so quiet you can work right next
to an open mike.
Whether it's breaking news, phone-ins, sports, interviews,
or live events, the new Short/cut 2000 is radio's # 1choice
for stand-alone digital audio editing.

WASHINGTON The FCC would
receive funding of about $280.8 million in
fiscal 2004 under President Bush's proposed budget. This compares to budget
authority of $268.3 million in the president's budget for FY2003.
The proposal includes $ 6.1 million
for more staff and programming initiatives, and $ 6.37 million for cost
increases for salaries and benefits plus
inflationary costs such as office space
and supplies.
Fee income would offset 90 percent of
the budget, according to the FCC, compared to 37 percent adecade ago.

Boccardi to
Retire at AP

LeSu

pki)

360 Systems, 5321 Sterling Center Drive, Westlake Village, CA 91361 • Phone ( 818) 991-0360 • Fax ( 818) 991-1360

WASHINGTON Louis D. Boccardi
will retire as president and CEO of the
Associated Press.
"Boccardi has led AP worldwide operations for 18 years, half of his AP career.

He will be 66 when he retires in late
summer or early fall," the company stated. A replacement was not immediately
announced.
Chairman Burl Osborne credited
Boccardi with leading the rebuilding of
services, the conversion to electronic
photos and the launch of Associated
Press Television News as well as amultimedia Internet site.
During his tenure, budgeted revenue
grew from $200 million to $500 million in
17 years; bureaus increased from 215 to
242. Osborne called Boccardi "atireless
crusader on First Amendment issues."

Plans Set for
College Media Show
NEW YORK Collegiate Broadcasters
Inc. will produce the broadcast portion of
the Spring National College Media
Advisors Convention in New York,
March 20-22.
Organizers expect 1,200 print, broadcast and online journalists and student
media advisors.
CBI is anon-profit volunteer organization. Its section of the conference targets
attendees looking for guidance on what
to expect in the job market.
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Fritts: Telecom Act aSuccess
This is the text of a statement by NAB
President/CEO Eddie Fritts to the U.S.
Senate Commerce Committee on Jan. 30.
NAB represents America's free, overthe- air radio and television stations.
Today, there are nearly 4,000 separate
owners of the 13,000 local radio stations
that serve America's listeners. I'm
pleased to testify on their behalf.
While the industry continues to
change, one thing has remained constant:
radio's commitment to serving local
communities. This attribute distinguishes
us from all competitors — from online
music to satellite radio — local service to
the community is that which separates us
from our competition.

Today,

Compared to other entertainment choices, radio is perhaps the least consolidated
sector. The Hollywood movie studios, the
record companies, direct broadcast satellite, cable systems, newspapers — even
the Internet — all have more of their revenue share concentrated among the top
ten owners than does radio.
Of course, radio's diversity is not measured by revenue shares.
Radio broadcasters recognize the
importance of diversity. Chairman
McCain has offered aproposal to foster
greater ownership diversity through tax
deferrals. We look forward to working
with the chairman, the committee and the
entire Senate in seeing that this important

legislation moves forward.
Already, today, radio's formats mirror
the diversities in American society.
Spanish language formats have increased
by over 80 percent in the last decade and
other ethnicities are well represented on
the dial, from Persian to Polish to Chinese
to Haitian. The list goes on and on.
Radio also remains the most trusted
source for music. According to Arbitron,
two-thirds of Americans say that radio is
where they turn first for new music.
Ninety-five percent of Americans listen
to radio weekly. Our listeners have good
reason for tuning in: last year alone, radio
debuted 3,000 new songs and over 550
new artists.

jilhq does Doug lane rely on Comrem?

the industry

has rebounded finan-

Because he can

daily but, just 10
years ago, 60 percent

Power user Doug Lane relies on Comrex codecs
for all of his remotes. Responsible for major league
basketball broadcasts, Doug reports that in the ten
years they've been using Comrex equipment, they've
never lost agame. With 29 teams and more than 80
games annually plus playoffs, that's over 15,000
perfect broadcasts. Doug also specifies Comrex
codecs every weekend during basketball rind
football season at his stations.

of stations were losing money.
— Eddie Fritts
Radio broadcasters are proud of their
commitment to localism. A recent NAB
study found that in 2001 alone radio stations contributed $7billion worth of public
service to their communities. That number
includes the value of public service
announcements, as well as monies raised
for charities, disaster relief and the needy.
While this is an impressive figure, it
does not tell the whole story. Radio's
local connection allows it to offer services that cannot be measured in just dollars and cents. For example, the AMBER
Alert has been able to return over 40
abducted children to their families largely
due to radio. How can one put aprice tag
on successes like that?
Radio underscored its value in helping
solve the D.C. sniper case. After hearing
the vehicle description and tag number on
the radio, a listener called authorities
resulting in the suspects' immediate arrest.
And no dollar figure can account for
radio's work following the events of
9/11. Stations across the country raised
donations for rescue equipment and victims, organized blood drives and overall,
reassured and informed Americans during that dark time.
These, of course, are just afew examples, and Icould go on.
Today, the industry has rebounded
financially but, just 10 years ago, 60 percent of stations were losing money. Many
stations had gone off the air, depriving
communities of the local service upon
which they had come to rely.
It was in that state of affairs that the
Congress and the FCC revised radio ownership rules. NAB believes the limits
implemented
through
the
1996
Telecommunications Act enabled radio to
better serve local audiences across the
country as well as strengthening the
industry economically.
As radio deregulation has moved forward, radio's critics have tended to overstate the effects of industry trends.

In
sum,
Mr.
Chairman,
the
Telecommunications
Act has been asuccess for our listeners. And what's
good for our listeners is good for our
industry.
It was a goal of
Congress when formulating the Act to
Eddie Fritts
keep radio a viable,
vibrant and local
medium. That objective has been met.
Radio today is more financially stable.
Radio's programming is as diverse as its
audience. Today, radio remains the ultimate local, community medium. We look
forward to continuing that proud tradition
into the future. e

Comrex products are so easy to
use, Doug can outfit and train an
announcer in minutes. In fact, even
the most nontechnical sport's writers can broadcast solo with the
equipment. That's crucial these
days, since engineers frequently
have to manage multiple
remotes. With Comrex on your
team, you can lidndle the
most demanding remote
•
schedule — and stay on
top of your game.

"Over 15,000 games on
Comrex codecs, and we've
never lost a broadcast."
—Doug Lane, ISDNTechnical
Consultant to the NBA and NHL
and Technical Director for WEE!

BLUEBOX

Rely on Comrex for your next broadcast.
And we'll give you the shirt off our back.
Mail us the warranty card from the purchase
of your next BlueBox, Matrix, Vector or
Nexus. We'll send you u handsome
Comrex shirt like the one Doug is
wearing ( retail value $65) FREE.
Plus, we'll extend your warranty to
two years. How's that for reliability?

For adealer call 800-237-1776 or visit www.conirex.com
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19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01432
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Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717 • Email: info@comrex.com
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The caps
Experts contacted for this story believe
the local radio ownership limits, the
tiered system established by Congress
when it passed the Telecom Act of 1996,
are not likely to change.
Indeed, NAB and the major broadcast
groups are not lobbying for changes to
the limits, which allow one entity to own
up to eight radio stations in amarket.
However, some consumer groups are
pushing for the local limits to be lowered,
claiming that consolidation has forced out
many independent owners who were too
small to compete with larger neighbors.
These groups, and the National

Stimsfmn

Continued from page 1

this month in Washington state and North
Carolina, in addition to the one already
set for late February in Richmond, Va.
Chairman Michael Powell, however,
expressed satisfaction with the input
already received from the public.
He said the 13,000 comments filed on
media ownership through mid- February
proves citizens can air their opinions
without the commission spending federal
money to ferry agency staff around the
country for hearings.
Copps is aDemocrat who was nominated by President Bush. Powell is a
Republican, nominated by President Clinton
and designated as chairman by Bush.
Powell hopes to complete the biennial
review of media ownership limits by late
spring. The review is mandated by
Congress to justify the existence of the
rules, to revise or eliminate rules that
don't reflect the media marketplace.
With the public comment period over,
FCC staffers now turn their attention to
reviewing the comments, leading radio
owners wondering whether their local limits will be further relaxed and whether the
definition of aradio market will change.
A rule that bans cross-ownership of either
aTV or aradio station and anewspaper in
the same market also is under scrutiny.

Arbitron Radio Metro Survey Areas,
might better reflect today's markets, showing where astation's listeners are located
and the identity of stations actually perceived by advertisers to be in amarket.
When the FCC determines how many
total stations are in amarket, it counts those
whose principal community contours overlap at all with the contours of any station
"whose contours define the market." But to
calculate how many stations agiven group
owns there, it counts only those whose signal contours overlap all the other signals.

e•slit•

Ownership

Association
of
Black
Owned
Broadcasters, say fewer minorities own
stations compared to 1996. Some say
consolidation also is responsible for less
diversity in programming.
The act allows one company to own up
to eight stations in amarket that has 45
"voices," i.e., commercial stations. In
2000, commissioners then under
Chairman Bill Kennard, aDemocrat, proposed changing how a radio market is
defined. This school of thought argues
that the current method for determining
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Musician Don Henley and NAB President/CEO Eddie Fritts dont see eye-to-eye.
the number of stations or "voices" in a
market — by counting overlapping signal
contours in ageographic area — allows
one entity to own more stations in amarket than intended by the Telecom Act.
Powell recently referred to these outcomes as "anomalies." One expert said
such situations are unusual, but do occur
more frequently since passage of the
higher local limits in 1996.
In its Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
in 2000, the FCC suggested that an
"Arbitron-like" market definition, such as

FM " Relay" Receiver
Model 630 - $ 1250
A PROFESSIONAL FM RECEIVER
FOR DEMANDING OFF-AIR PICKUP
APPLICATIONS
The 630 is asingle-channel, frequency-agile
receiver for FM translators and other professional
uses. It features an adjustable composite MPX
output as well as balanced stereo program audio.
Remotely-selectable IF bandwidth and auto-blend
functions minimize adjacent-channel interference,
fading signals and noise.
Front-panel bargraph metering displays incoming
signal strength, MPX level and recovered audio,
and may also be switched to show multipath
distortion to aid proper antenna alignment.
Alarm outputs for loss of carrier and program audio.
0.6
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NAB and some other large groups,
such as Clear Channel, oppose using
Arbitron Radio Metros, saying they could
lower how many stations one company
could own in amarket.
Womble Carlyle attorney John
Garziglia said the effect might be minimal in a large market, but could be significant in smaller and unrated markets.
"A change in the way the market is
defined is likely to lead to aresult where
we're back to, in asmall market, where
someone can just own an AM and an
FM." The way to success today for radio
owners, he said, is to acquire enough stations to be able to compete against the
larger groups.
No one raised the issue of changing
radio market definitions in 1995 when the
Telecom Act was being debated, he said.
At a Senate Commerce hearing on
radio consolidation in late January, NAB
President/CEO Eddie Fritts said consoli-

•

dation basically saved radio stations in
the 1990s, when many of stations in this
country were losing money. He said cost
savings and profits resulting from consolidation "have rescued the radio industry
from economic failure."
NAB believes the ' 96 Act worked,
Fritts said. Of the approximately 13,000
radio stations in this country, there are
4,000 owners. NAB and many large
group owners believe local limits should
remain untouched because radio's competitors in other media have grown, and
because terrestrial radio now competes
with 200 satellite digital radio channels
in each market, he said.
Unlike many of his fellow senators
who remain on the Commerce
Committee, Chairman John McCain, RAriz., opposed the Telecom Act.
McCain's line of questioning for Clear
Channel Communications Chairman/CEO
L. Lowry Mays was intense, and he interrupted the head of the nation's largest
radio owner repeatedly.
McCain asked if Clear Channel
planned to acquire more stations. Mays
said no, unless adeal that had significant
advantages was discovered.
Also testifying was Robert Short, former
owner
of
urban- formatted
WRDS(FM) in Syracuse, N.Y. He said
Mays' claim that Clear Channel provides
alocal service to the communities where
it owns stations was "audacious."
Short, an African- American, said he
was forced out of the business because
he couldn't compete against Clear
Channel. He wants ownership limits
reduced so that other small radio owners
don't share his fate.
NABOB Executive Director Jim
Winston said that of approximately
13,000 radio stations, there were about
200 minority group owners in ' 96, but
fewer than 100 such owners now.
McCain used the hearing to promote the
re- introduction of his bill providing tax
credits to owners who sell media properties
to minorities, legislation supported by
NAB. The bill replaces the defunct minority tax certificate program, eliminated by
Congress in 1995 for alleged abuses.
In aFebruary letter to Powell, Rep.
Billy Tauzin, R- La., chairman of the
House Commerce Committee, praised
the commission's effort to develop a
comprehensive record on the issue. If
the agency cannot complete its goal by
the intended deadline, Tauzin said he
would "appreciate a detailed explanation of the circumstances and obstacles" involved.
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FCC Confirms
Several Large Fines
WASHINGTON
The FCC fined
Piedmont Radio Co., licensee of
WPID(AM) in Piedmont, Ala., $ 10,000
for not registering its antenna and tower
and not maintaining a presence at the
main studio during business hours.
The FCC stated the station did not
respond to the original fine notice, levied
in October, so the commission reaffirmed
the penalty. The station had 30 days to
pay or explain why the fine should be
reduced or cancelled.
Separately, the commission confirmed a
$15,000 fine against Small Town Radio

Inc., licensee of WDGR(AM) in
Dahlonega, Ga. The violations involved
failure to maintain operational EAS gear
and to enclose the tower within an effective locked fence.
The original notice was issued in
November and Small Town did not
respond.
And $ 10,000 was the fine against
Marcel ( NMI) Charles of Immokalee,
Fla., for operating an unlicensed radio
station.
The station was operating on 103.3
MHz, the FCC said; the original action
was taken by its Tampa office. The notice
of apparent liability was issued last summer and upheld this week. As in the other
fines, the commission said Charles did
not reply to its notice.

Most of the top
FM stations have
already upgraded
to Omnia.

Are you next?

Most of the 100 highest rated FM stations in the most
competitive US markets* have already upgraded to
Omnia. So have many of the leading stations in Paris,
London, Munich, Toronto, Rome, Beijing, Tokyo...
Competition is brutal at the top, and with so much at
stake, the big guys need every advantage they can get.
Which is why the leading stations choose Omnia more
than any other FM audio processor.
Nothing competes with Omnia. Pure, vibrant, silky
smooth audio. And more than enough power to win any
loudness war. Take a cue from the best in the business
and move up to Omnia.
Omnia. The competition is history.
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Jukebox
Continued from page 1

Turro's unorthodox operation
included the origination of programming from a studio in Dumont, N.J.,
feeding the audio via telephone line to
WJUX more than 100 miles away. He
recaptured the audio at the 2.5- watt
Pomona translator, which in turn was
received by a Sony car stereo at the
34.5- watt Fort Lee translator site. The
programming was then retransmitted
on 103.1.
Critics of Turro's arrangement said
he was using a back-door approach to
reach listeners in the lucrative New
York City and northern New Jersey
market.
Bending the rules?
Complaints
by
Universal
Broadcasting of New York, which
owns Bergen County's only full-power
radio station, WVNJ(AM) in Oakland,
N.J., led to an FCC investigation into
whether Turro was skirting commission rules regulating translators, which
bar operators from directly producing
programming for translators.
Turro asked the FCC in 1991 if an
FM translator could purchase air time
on the primary FM station it rebroadcasts. The FCC at the time gave the goahead for the project in a letter,

Naftalin said.
Turro launched "Jukebox Radio"
and its middle-of-the-road format in
1993. Turro and Wesley Weis, owner
of
Monticello
Mountaintop
Broadcasting Inc.. licensee of WJUX,
entered into a Network Affiliation
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improper. However, Naftalin said the
FCC allowed Turro's arrangement with
WJUX to remain in place until the case
was resolved.
"The whole issue of compliance
with the programming or carriage part
of the translator rules was an unre-

Turro stands with his station's promotional vehicle in 2000.
Agreement, or time- brokerage arrangement, whereby Turro leased virtually
the entire schedule of WJUX.
In 1996 the FCC said any financial
agreement between persons owning
translators and primary stations was

BROADCAST TOOLS

"RackAbles"

solved issue that had been hanging
around for seven years," Naftalin said.
In addition, the FCC held hearings
in 2000 to address the issue of whether
Turro lacked candor or misrepresented
his use of the translators to the FCC,
Naftalin said.
The FCC also examined the relationship between Turro and Weis, and
whether WJUX complied with mainstudio rules governing origination of
programming.

lishes aprohibited connection with the
borrower," the agency stated staff in
the letter.
The letter concluded by terminating
Turro's temporary authority to
rebroadcast WJUX for noncompliance,
effective 10 days from the date of the
letter.
FCC Audio Division Chief Peter
Doyle said FCC rules governing the
use of translators are straightforward.
"The rule says ( there can be) no
connection between a primary station
and a translator if it is outside of the
primary station's coverage area. In this
case, we found continuing connections
between the sides. There were numerous ways Turro could have avoided
this, by either selling the translator or
terminating the affiliation agreement.
(Turro) failed to act until we threatened to cease his operation," Doyle
said.
Doyle said it was a " unique case"
with many factors involved, which is
why the case took nearly 10 years to
settle.
"This often happens when we do not
receive sufficient information to make
decisions ... things are not wrapped up
in a timely matter. In retrospect, the
advice they received early on was contrary to FCC guidance. It was a long
and protracted process, but we were
only interested in upholding the FCC's
broadcast standards," Doyle said
Naftalin said a proposed sale of the
two translators to Press Broadcasting
Inc. in Trenton in 1999 never materialized.
"With the delay in the sale because
of the FCC hearings ... both parties
amicably walked away from the deal,"

There were numerous ways
Turro could have avoided this, by either

.

..

selling the translator or terminating the
affiliation agreement.
— FCC's Peter Doyle

SS 8111
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Weis rented space from WVOS(AMFM) in Liberty, N.Y., and hired several
of its staffers to work for WJUX. The
FCC concluded that Turro and Weis
acted truthfully in their dealings with
the commission.
"The FCC ruled in Turro's favor and
that is why he remains a licensee in
good standing," Naftalin said.
In early 2002 the commission
ordered Turro to sell either the translators or the studio to distance himself
from the licensee of WJUX. Naftalin
said Turro sold the Dumont studio to
his business manager, Graciella
MacLeod. However, the FCC remained
unsatisfied with the relationship.
In a Nov. 18, 2002, letter to Turro,
the FCC wrote, "Turro personally paid
off the substantial loan amount for the
FM 103 studio and retained all documentation of the FM 103 loan. In contrast, ( MacLeod) had no involvement
in the repayment of the loan and no
documentation.
"A personal loan guaranty by an
individual establishes aprohibited connection with the borrower. Repayment
of the loan by an individual also estab-

Naftalin said.
Turro has said in the past that he
considered Jukebox a success. " We
served the community, generated revenue, gave people jobs and paid taxes,"
he said. e
•
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Clear Channel Hires
Director of Vertical
Real Estate
COVINGTON, Ky. Clear Channel
Radio hired Scott Quitadamo to the
new post of director of vertical real
estate. He worked for two years in
wireless sales and leasing with
American Tower. With Clear Channel,
it will be his job to marketing and leasing the company's towers, billboards
and other properties. The company had
been contracting out that task.
Radio Senior Vice President of
Engineering Jeff Littlejohn made the
announcement. Quitadamo has offices
in Covington, Ky., and Marietta, Ga.
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The Demise of Playa de Pals?
Radio Liberty Fans Wonder Whether One of the
Great Shortwave Stations Will Really Be Dismantled
by David L. Hollyer
A leading Spanish newspaper recently
reported that the governments of Spain
and the United States had reached apolitical agreement for the cancellation of the
lease contract under which the U.S. government has maintained and operated the
facilities of Radio Liberty at Playa de Pals.

for the site and eventually obtain a
lease on it despite protests of envious
development interests that were
already aware of the emergence of the
Costa Brava as amajor tourist mecca.
McGiffert never did things halfway.
He hired gilt-edge engineering firms to
design the antenna arrays, towers and
support structures. Work to lay out

The transmitter building and offices at Playa de Pals are the former home
of Radio Liberty in Spain. These photos date from the early 1960s.
The Spanish Senate approved amotion
to dismantle the antennas and structures
that occupy the 1-1/2 kilometers fronting
the Pals beach. The City Council of the
town of Pals declared that 90 percent of
that terrain would be declared a "green
area."
The fate of the historic facility remains
in doubt.
Russian service
For more than 40 years, the Radio
Liberty shortwave transmitters at Playa
de Pals, on the Costa Brava in Spain,
pumped out broadcasts of news and
information around the clock to listeners in the former Soviet Union and
people of that area who could understand Russian or one of the associated
languages. Their targets included most
of Central Asia via second hop.
The brainchild of the late Colonel
S.Y. McGiffert, chief engineer of
Radio Liberty, the site at Playa de Pals,
about 75 miles north of Barcelona, was
selected in the late 1950s after he and
an engineering team investigated many
kilometers of beachfront locations in
Spain. It was chosen as the best possible spot for banging in a shortwave
signal into the Soviet Union.
The colonel demanded a site with
ocean in front of it to provide maximum reflection area for the transmitting for the transmitting antennas. He
got everything he wanted in the Playa
de Pals location.
He also got an 82- acre chunk of
land, arguably one of the best pieces of
beachside real estate in all of Spain.
And thereby hangs a tale. The colonel
had
powerful
connections
in
Washington that helped him negotiate

roads and build the office/transmitter
building started on the site. Installation
of four Continental Electronics 250
kW transmitters was begun by engineers from Continental Electronics,
assisted by staff technicians. An additional stand-alone 100 kW Telefunken
transmitter was installed.
Antenna Groups "A" and "C" were
completed first and situated between
the antenna switchhouse and the sea.
"A" and "C" Group towers were constructed by Brown -Boyen iCo. The
towers were freestanding, several hundred feet high. Strung between them
were the antenna arrays. Made up of
cage- type radiating elements, they
were backed up by areflector grid.
In Group A, the two antennas covered the 9, 11, 15 and 17 MHz bands,
while in Group C the two antennas
covered the same ranges. The configuration consisted of three bays in line,
each bay with four stacks. Remote
switching permitted using the upper
and lower antenna elements or both to
achieve vertical " slewing" to change
from a low take-off angle to a higher
take-off angle.
Vertical "slew" angles were changed
in accordance with the ionospheric layer height at the time of transmission.
Horizontal "slewing" or steering of the
beam from center to 11 degrees either
side of center was accomplished
remotely by cutting in delay lines.
The design was elegant and state-ofthe-art.
Standing tall
When Iarrived in Playa de Pals in
the fall of 1961, Group B antennas
near the entrance were under construc-

tion by Spanish firm Miguel Mateu.
These were for operation on 6, 7, 11
and 15 MHz. Work on Group D antennas, at the far end of the beach, had not
yet started, because the spot for their
installation was swampy. It had to be
"dewatered," or pumped more or less
dry, for a year before the massive
cement foundations for the guy anchor
could be poured.
We employees kidded the resident
civil engineer, the late "Toby" Taylor,
that he was trying to pump the
Mediterranean dry.
Eventually, the dewatering work was
finished and the pouring of the massive
cement bases for the ground anchors
was completed. The erection of the
steel support towers for the radiating
elements and the reflector grid was
begun. It took months.
Back at the station, work advanced
on the audio control room and internal
wiring. Part of the building was devoted to offices and the remainder to the
technical installation.
The facilities were great. They
included agood restaurant, with meals
partially subsidized and affordable. As
most employees didn't have automobiles, busses brought them to the site
from centralized pick-up points in
nearby Palamos and Palafrugell, where
most of the Spanish employees lived.
Eventually work was completed on
the Group D support towers, built by
CIFA of Milan. And they were tall.
The tallest of four guyed towers stood
over 540 feet, close to the height of the
Washington Monument.
One pair of the guyed towers supported the antenna elements, while the
other pair suspended the reflector grid.
The structure was designed cleverly so
that both the antenna and the reflector
were held up by cable, which ran on
pulleys.
Whenever the breeze blew — and
this was often, at the beach — the front
antenna array would tend to belly in.
Tied to the ends of the support cables
was an elaborate system of counterweights in frames at the base of the
towers. The reflectors were equally
counterbalanced. In astiff breeze, both
the antenna elements and the reflector
grid would belly in, becoming concave. But thanks to the counterweighting, they would maintain their critical
separation space and hence keep an
excellent standing wave ratio, even
during periods of heavy wind.
There were three antennas in this
group. D1 operated on 7MHz; D2 on 9
and 11 MHz; D3 worked on 15 and 17
MHz. D1 consisted of one bay having
four stacked horizontal cage dipoles
backed by a screen reflector. D2 and
D3 consisted of two bays, each having
eight stacks of horizontal cage dipoles
backed by ascreen reflector.
D2 and D3 could be slewed vertically to three positions. Through remote
electrical switching, the antenna elements could be combined to provide
three vertical take-off angles: a low of
4degrees, amedium of 8degrees and a
high angle of 12 degrees.
Take-off angles were selected to
accommodate any ionospheric height
for a specific Russian target. The
antenna could be "slewed" or steered

View of Beach from Group C
Antenna Tower. Note the cage
construction of antenna dipoles.
laterally plus or minus 12 degrees off
center by introducing a delay line
between the bays.
What a magnificent antenna. It represented the most sophisticated and
versatile antenna design available,
which even today has not been
improved upon.
Phaseout
la preparing this story, Iwould be
remiss if Ididn't acknowledge the assistance of my colleague Valenti Carbonell.
aconsulting engineer in Palamos, Spain.
Over the years, he filled many engineering positions at the transmitter site.
Whenever I've forgotten adetail or needed information on the antennas, Valenti.
with his encyclopedic knowledge of the
antennas, provided an assist.
Over the years there were technical
changes at the site. A 250 kW General
Electric transmitter was installed. The
100 kW Telefunken was retired and a
Marconi 250 kW installed.
The voice-quality program line used to
bring in program material from Munich
gave way to better program lines and
eventually to a satellite system, which
delivered
programs
from
the
International Broadcast Bureau in
Washington.
Ileft Playa de Pals in 1964 to work at
Radio Liberty headquarters in Munich.
Thirty-one years later, in the spring of
1995, Iwas summoned out of retirement
to take ajob at Playa de Pals to replace
the retiring manager. It was to be ashorttime assignment as managing director.
The facilities and assets of Radio Liberty
were being turned over to the IBB, agovernment umbrella agency, which controlled the Voice of America, Radio Free
Europe, Radio Liberty, Radio Free Asia
and Radio Marti.
My stay lengthened into six months,
during which time a team from
Washington came in to cut the staff drastically, terminate bus transportation and
subsidized meals. It was aprocess to cut
costs and staff dramatically.
A new IBB manager arrived and
took over management duties. The station continued in service until May 25,
2001. when the government terminated
operation of Radio Liberty, abruptly
stopped broadcasting and sent the
See PLAYA DE PALS, page 14
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interconnecting analog cables, continue
to be popular in digital installations, but
there are some precautions that need to
be taken.
Jay Tyler, a sales engineer with
Continued from page 14
Wheatstone, said, "Some customers have
radio studios that are co-located with TV
used the traditional telephone-type ' 66'
facilities in major markets have been
blocks with digital cable. Since digital
done with fiber; but the cost of fibercable uses a smaller diameter wire than
ready terminal equipment makes this a
analog cable, ' 66' blocks don't hold it
less attractive option for many.
well.
Belden Cat-6 Cable
Even if astation is retaining an analog
"The end result is intermittent connecplant to the transmitter, with an eye to
"It's becoming less important to put
tions, an inability to maintain the AES
going digital at alater date, it is still best
together
awhole synchronous digital sysstandard of 110 ohms throughout the
to pull digital cable, Coates said.
tem
from
input to output," said Owens.
plant."
Tyler
recommends
the
use
of
"Because of their impedance character"Most devices now have sample rate conKrone or ADC blocks with digital cables.
verters on their inputs."
Another common pitfall with digital
That's not to say there isn't aneed to
installations noted by Tyler and by Phil
determine common sample rates when
Owens, also of Wheatstone, is not having
planning a studio. For instance, having
the proper test equipment to verify syssources such as CD players and an
Advertising Bureau, which called it a tem performance.
automation system with sampling rates of
Pubcasters
Both
stress
the
importance
of
having
the
"remarkable recovery." National advertising
44.1
kHz connected to aconsole running
ability
to
measure
parameters
such
as
the
led the way, up 13 percent, while local revCriticize Budget
at 48 kHz, connected in turn to aprocespreamble and flags set in the AES bitstream,
enue, which is the bulk of the industry's
sor with a32 kHz input, results in numerblock error rate, jitter and reflections.
income, increased 4percent.
ous
up and down conversions, with a
"You
want
to
know
if
your
digital
sig"These growth rates represent a98 perWASHINGTON Four of the country's
potential
for signal degradation.
nal
is
in
the
comfort
zone,
or
right
on
the
cent recovery against 2000, radio's highest
top public broadcast officials say
Tyler recommends taking the time to
edge," Owens said. The Tektronix 764
growth year since 1985:' the organization
President Bush's 2004 budget would
determine the most common sample rate
AES analyzer is apopular tool for checksaid. The news was released during the RAB
"seriously compromise our ability to
and trying to buy gear accordingly. The
ing
plant
performance.
convention in New Orleans. Radio's percentdeliver the services we are required by
goal should be aplant with as few anaMaintaining
correct
audio
levels
in
a
age of the ad pie is 8.2 percent.
law to provide to the American people:'
log-to-digital, digital-to-analog and samdigital plant is an ongoing problem.
President/CEO Gary Fries predicted
The statement was issued in
ple-rate conversions as possible.
There
is
no
fixed
standards
for
digital
"continued acceleration and growth," foreresponse to the president's 2004 budAnother point to ponder with sample-rate
levels.
casting revenue to be up 6to 8percent this
get plan by Robert T. Coonrod of the
converters is that they often remove subcode
"Different
parts
of
the
audio
industry
year.
"This
is
healthiest
environment
that
I
CPB; Pat Mitchell of PBS; Kevin
information from the digital signal.
incorporate different digital standards, so
have ever seen," he said.
Klose of National Public Radio; and
"This may be more of an issue in the
there
is
no
standard,"
said
Uhl
of
SAS.
John Lawson of the Association of
future," Owens said. "If IBOC happens
"With
analog
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saturation
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degradaPublic Television Stations. All are the
Entercom Moves
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when
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all
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get
is
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need
to
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levThey said public broadcasting is at a
along somehow."
els
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digital
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In
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next
month
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two,
"critical technological crossroads," citing
Tom Vernon is a technical training
A few years ago, digital audio plants
Entercom's FM stations in Boston and
the deadline next year for public TV to
consultant
working in Philadelphia.
were
designed
with
a
centralized
source
Seattle will be converted to HD Radio,
convert to digital transmission and marReach
him
via
e-mail
to
of
sync,
as
is
customary
with
television
after which the group will move on to
ketplace pressures on public radio staTLVernon@blazenet.net, or call ( 717)
facilities.
That
requirement
is
rapidly
other
markets.
tions to do so.
367-5595. e
changing.
Supplier Broadcast Electronics said
its client would convert KISW, KQBZ,
SBS Disputes
KMTT and KNDD in Seattle using FXi
A Terminology Sampler
digital exciters and FMi-201 broadRuling in Suit
band transmitters. The setup will highADC- Analog-to-digital converter, adevice that converts audio signals from analog to digital
level combine analog FM and digital
form
through
a
shared
main
ERI
master
MIAMI Spanish Broadcasting System said
antenna, BE said.
it disagrees with aruling by ajudge and will
AES/EBU - A digital audio interface standard used by most broadcast equipment
"Using a new ERI approach to highappeal, after the judge in its suit against
level
combining,
Entercom
will
introClear Channel Communications and
Category Cable - A classification of twisted-pair cables capable of handling both analog and
duce aseparate HD Radio path into one
Hispanic Broadcasting Corp. granted the
digital signals. The most cunent implementations are Cat-5and Cat-6.
polarity of the circularly polarized antendefendants' motion to dismiss.

Plumbing
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istics and low capacitance, digital wiring
is also the best analog cable available."
Belden reps often are asked about
using the company's popular 8451
shielded twisted pair for digital.
"This is not agood idea," Coates said.
"8451 has an impedance of 45 to 50
ohms, while the AES standard calls for
110 ohms. The resulting mismatch can
cause problems:'
While a few brave souls have run
AES/EBU digital audio through 50 feet
of 8451 without problems, the practice is
not recommended.
Punch blocks, the standard device for

NEWSWATCH•

"We will continue to prosecute this case
vigorously and have every confidence that
SBS's claims will be reinstated and vindicated upon appeal," SBS stated.
Last summer, on the heels of an
announced acquisition of HBC by
Univision, SBS sued HBC and Clear
Channel Communications, the largest
shareholder in HBC. SBS alleged that
Clear Channel and HBC "adversely affected SBS' ability to raise capital, depressed
SBS' share price" and made acquisitions
more difficult for SBS, according to the
suit filed in U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of Florida.
SBS alleged that the goal of HBC
and Clear Channel was to eliminate
SBS as a competitive threat. Clear
Channel called the allegations "absurd
and unfounded" at that time.

Sales: Year of
Recovery
NEW ORLEANS Radio sales were up 6
percent for all of 2002 compared to the previous year, according to the Radio

na so that HD Radio can broadcast at the
same time as the analog FM, which is
radiating from the opposite polarity of
the antenna," BE stated.
"The approach will reduce the injector
loss typical of high-level combining ...
eliminating the need for Entercom to
purchase higher- powered HD Radio
transmitters to handle the injector load."
Entercom will install FMi-201 trans
mitters for each station's HD Radio path
The BE FXi 60 and 250W exciters with
FSi-10 signal generators will generate
the digital signal, BE said.
Another Entercom station in Seattle,
KBSG, is on aseparate Shively antenna
system and will be converted to HD
Radio using an FXi exciter and a FMi
transmitter.
Also converting to HD Radio are
WQSX(FM) and WAAF(FM) in Boston.
BE had supplied Entercom with two
exciters and atransmitter for conversion
testing and demonstrations on a shared
antenna at its Seattle aux site. "The additional equipment will complete
Entercom's conversion to HD Radio FM
in Seattle and Boston:' BE said.

Codec - Short for "coder/decoder," adevice that converts audio signals from analog to digital
form acceptable to digital transmission systems. It then converts these digital signals back to
analog form on the device's output
DAC - Digital-to-analog converter, adevice that converts digital audio signals to analog form
Fiber optic - A type of cable using strands of glass to guide abeam of modulated light
FSD - Full-scale digital, the level at which an analog-to-digital converter reaches the end of
its number range. Also known as 0dBFs
,litter- Instantaneous timing errors in the position of signal changes or transitions
Router - Device analogous to telephone exchange for digital audio and control signals
Salvo -A collection of sources and destinations stoned in arouter's memory that can all be
switched at once. Useful for reconfiguring studios.
Sampling Rate - Sampling is the process of turning analog sounds into digital. The system
takes "snapshots" of its frequency and amplitude at regular intervals. The higher the sample
rate, the more accurate the sound reproduction, and the larger the disk space needed to store
it. Common sample rates are 32,44.1 and 48 kHz.
Sample-Rate Convener - Circuitry that converts the sampling rate of adevice's input signal
to that of its internal clock
SIPDIF - Sony/Philips Digital Interface, aconsumer-grade digital audio interface standard
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Digital ' Plumbing' at the Studio
by Tom Vernon
As broadcast studios transition from
analog to digital, much attention has been
focused on the most visible items:
automation systems, consoles and source
equipment.
Less publicized, but equally important
to an efficient operation, is the infrastructure that connects everything. Call it the
audio plumbing.
In the analog days, this discussion
would include shielded twisted- pair
cable, spade lugs, patch panels and massive solder terminals. Today's digital
plumbing involves routers, fiber optic,
AES/EBU and " category" cabling,
AES/EBU distribution amps and synchronizing devices.
Radio World asked several suppliers to
review the concepts that are likely to
come up in discussions with clients during the planning of studio upgrades.

some experts say, the studio console is
becoming more of alogic controller for a
remote router, with the two connected by
asingle fiber or Ethernet cable.
Just like local-area networks or LANs,
routers can be connected in " star" or
"ring" configurations. Mike Uhl of SAS
says there are advantages to the dual concentric ring style favored by SAS.
"We have abuilt-in backup in case one
path is broken, whereas a star setup has
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card, and that, he said, takes up real
estate that could better be used for audio
cards.
Designing an efficient digital infrastructure also requires more than substituting digital boxes for analog boxes in a
flow diagram.
This certainly is true when routers are
used in consolidated operations, where
effective use of resources is paramount.
For instance, Chris Crump, director of
sales and marketing for Klotz Digital,
said, "We've created an elegant way for
broadcast engineers to design afacility so
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Dayparting and more
While the current generation of digital
consoles appear similar to their analog
and digital predecessors, there has been a
paradigm shift in how they actually function.
Rather than routing audio through the
console, as had been the norm, it can now
be routed from aterminal room switcher,
allowing for greater flexibility and asimpler wiring infrastructure. Ultimately,

• • •
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Clockwise From Upper Left: The Wheatstone Bridge,
SAS 32KD and rear view of Klotz VADIS 880
no redundancy, you lose either transmit
or receive functiohs if alink is severed."
Uhl believes a star configuration is
inefficient, requiring more hardware.
Typically, each frame requires its own PC

it is incredibly functional, reducing a lot
of additional hardware, wiring and need
for physical space."
This approach to technology is attractive to general managers when they add

Playa de Pals
Continued from page 12

staff home.
IBB claimed that their former shortwave listeners were now well- served by
local FM and satellite broadcasts and
that shortwave transmissions had outlived their usefulness. The station was
mothballed, with the specter of dismantling in the offing.

Then-Assistant Manager Dave Hoflyer, left, talks with Col. S.Y.
McGiffert, director of engineering for Radio Liberty, beneath the
540-foot-high reflector support towers of Antenna Group D in 1964.
that permission be granted
to reactivate the transmitter
site and use it for broadcasting to the Muslim population, presumably in Central
Asia.
Up to now, no decision has
This view of the antenna field was taken from
been taken to allow that to
the roof of the transmitter building. The tall
happen. Meanwhile, powertowers are part of Group D.
ful Catalan political forces
strongly oppose any such
As Iwrite, some changes have taken
cancellation. Having had that beautiful
place. The U.S. Congress has apparentbeach property almost within their
ly had second thoughts about the cangrasp, they understandably are reluccellation of the lease contract and the
tant to have it slip through their coldismantlement of the Playa de Pals
lective fingers. At least one informed
transmitter site. It has gone back to
source in Spain feels the station is off
Radio Nacional, the Spanish governthe air forever. Radio Nacional apparment agency that holds the lease, to
ently intends to transfer the real estate
request that the lease cancellation and
to either the national or provincial
the dismantlement be rescinded and
government, and the Playa operation

has lost all of its operating permits, of
which there are three ( national,
provincial and city). The political
problems to re- obtain these licenses
may be insurmountable.
In the meantime the facility's fate is
in limbo. Those who admire the site,
myself included, would hate to see the
destruction of such a valuable facility.
If the U.S. government is able to make
its case and put this site back into operation to continue its war of words, Pals
may yet light up its transmitters again
and pump its broadcasts to a Muslim
population.
The outcome is unclear and bets go
either way. As the Spanish might
express it, quien sabe? Who knows?
The author was managing director
for Spain of Radio Free Europe/Radio
Liberty.

FECHNOLOGI FOR MANAGERS
up the cost savings. -You need to look at
the square footage costs of studios, and
multi-purpose rooms are an effective way
to economize."
Crump said the new generation of
router technology, such as the Klotz
VADIS platform, makes it possible to
change the purpose of studios by daypart.
"Many stations are only live in the
mornings, and management wants to use
the same studio for production during the
remainder of the day, saving the cost of
building another production room."
Using arouter feature called offer and
accept, stations can not only change the
inputs to aconsole simultaneously, but
change the control logic for rooms as
well.
Digital technology also has brought
new ways of designing signal flow in the
plant.
Michael Uhl, director of sales for
Sierra Automated Systems, said, "The
great advantage of an audio router over
other types of distribution systems is that
you can minimize all the plumbing by
not running wires for every source into
the studio and have some type of patch
bay or remote line selector in the studio
select from all those sources.
"Rather, you run acouple lines into
the room, and into acontrol head, which
allows selection of hundreds of inputs to
the studio. It cuts down on the amount of
wiring, time spent installing the wiring
and costs. This increased capacity means
more things can be run into the studio
than in the past. Non-traditional sources
might include microphones and delivery
systems."
Intelligent studio design with digital
technology takes careful planning, and
there are some common mistakes.
Uhl stressed the need to anticipate.
"Most studio installs plan for today's
needs, but don't adequately address the
future. No facility goes without changes,
so it's good to plan for additional wiring,
including category cable and fiber. In
most eases it's difficult to add additional
conduits or wire troughs between the terminal room and studios after the initial
construction is completed."
Plan ahead
Future-proofing afacility includes not
only planning for the number of wires,
but also the type.
Kip Coates, marketing manager for
Belden Corp. said, "We recommend that
broadcasters use the highest performance
product they can install. That means
Category-6 cable for the IP infrastructure, which is good to 250 MHz, and
making sure AES cables are swept to 25
Mhz."
Sales of fiber cable to broadcasters
have been comparatively limited. A few
See PLUMBING, page 16
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radio studios that are co- located with TV
facilities in major markets have been
done with fiber; but the cost of fiberready terminal equipment makes this a
less attractive option for many.
Even if astation is retaining an analog
plant to the transmitter, with an eye to
going digital at alater date, it is still best
to pull digital cable, Coates said.
"Because of their impedance character-

•
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interconnecting analog cables, continue
to be popular in digital installations, but
there are some precautions that need to
be taken.
Jay Tyler, a sales engineer with
Wheatstone, said, "Some customers have
used the traditional telephone-type ' 66'
blocks with digital cable. Since digital
cable uses a smaller diameter wire than
analog cable, ' 66' blocks don't hold it
well.
Belden Cat-6 Cable
"The end result is intermittent connec"It's becoming less important to put
tions, an inability to maintain the AES
together awhole synchronous digital sysstandard of 110 ohms throughout the
tem from input to output," said Owens.
plant." Tyler recommends the use of
"Most devices now have sample rate conKrone or ADC blocks with digital cables.
verters on their inputs."
Another common pitfall with digital
That's not to say there isn't aneed to
installations noted by Tyler and by Phil
determine common sample rates when
Owens, also of Wheatstone, is not having
planning a studio. For instance, having
the proper test equipment to verify syssources such as CD players and an
tem
performance.
Advertising Bureau, which called it a
automation system with sampling rates of
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44.1 kHz connected to aconsole running
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enue, which is the bulk of the industry's
sor with a32 kHz input, results in numerblock
error
rate,
jitter
and
reflections.
income, increased 4percent.
ous up and down conversions, with a
"You want to know if your digital sig"These growth rates represent a98 perpotential for signal degradation.
nal is in the comfort zone, or right on the
cent recovery against 2000, radio's highest
Tyler recommends taking the time to
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said.
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Tektronix
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growth year since 1985," the organization
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levels.
casting revenue to be up 6to 8percent this
converters is that they often remove subcode
"Different parts of the audio industry
year. "This is healthiest environment that I
information from the digital signal.
incorporate different digital standards, so
have ever seen," he said.
"This may be more of an issue in the
there is no standard," said Uhl of SAS.
future," Owens said. "If IBOC happens
"With analog tape saturation the degradaEntercom Moves
and stations want to start streaming song
tion was subtle; but with adigital medium,
titles so they get displayed on receivers,
when you pass digital maximum, all you
Along With HD Radio
that information will need to get passed
get is garbage, so the need to maintain levalong somehow."
els is more critical with digital gear?'
In the next month or two,
Tom Vernon is a technical training
A
few
years
ago,
digital
audio
plants
Entercom's FM stations in Boston and
consultant
working in Philadelphia.
were
designed
with
a
centralized
source
Seattle will be converted to HD Radio,
Reach
him
via
e-mail
to
of sync, as is customary with television
after which the group will move on to
TLVernon@blazenet.net, or call ( 717)
facilities. That requirement is rapidly
other markets.
367-5595. e
gi
changing.
Supplier Broadcast Electronics said
its client would convert KISW, KQBZ,
KMTT and KNDD in Seattle using FXi
A Terminology Sampler
digital exciters and FMi-201 broadband transmitters. The setup will highADC- Analog-to-digital converter, adevice that converts audio signals from analog to digital
level combine analog FM and digital
form
through a shared main ERI master

istics and low capacitance, digital wiring
is also the best analog cable available."
Belden reps often are asked about
using the company's popular 8451
shielded twisted pair for digital.
"This is not agood idea," Coates said.
"8451 has an impedance of 45 to 50
ohms, while the AES standard calls for
110 ohms. The resulting mismatch can
cause problems."
While a few brave souls have run
AES/EBU digital audio through 50 feet
of 8451 without problems, the practice is
not recommended.
Punch blocks, the standard device for

NEWSWATCH•
Pubcasters

Criticize Budget
WASHINGTON Four of the country's
top public broadcast officials say
President Bush's 2004 budget would
"seriously compromise our ability to
deliver the services we are required by
law to provide to the American people."
The statement was issued in
response to the president's 2004 budget plan by Robert T. Coonrod of the
CPB; Pat Mitchell of PBS; Kevin
Klose of National Public Radio; and
John Lawson of the Association of
Public Television Stations. All are the
president/CEOs of their respective
organizations.
They said public broadcasting is at a
"critical technological crossroads," citing
the deadline next year for public TV to
convert to digital transmission and marketplace pressures on public radio stations to do so.

SBS Disputes
Ruling in Suit
MIAMI Spanish Broadcasting System said
it disagrees with aruling by ajudge and will
appeal, after the judge in its suit against
Clear Channel Communications and
Hispanic Broadcasting Corp. granted the
defendants' motion to dismiss.
"We will continue to prosecute this case
vigorously and have every confidence that
SBS's claims will be reinstated and vindicated upon appeal," SBS stated.
Last summer, on the heels of an
announced acquisition of HBC by
Univision, SBS sued HBC and Clear
Channel Communications, the largest
shareholder in HBC. SBS alleged that
Clear Channel and HBC "adversely affected SBS' ability to raise capital, depressed
SBS' share price" and made acquisitions
more difficult for SBS, according to the
suit filed in U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of Florida.
SBS alleged that the goal of HBC
and Clear Channel was to eliminate
SBS as a competitive threat. Clear
Channel called the allegations "absurd
and unfounded" at that time.

Sales: Year of
Recovery
NEW ORLEANS Radio sales were up 6
percent for all of 2002 compared to the previous year, according to the Radio

antenna, BE said.
"Using anew ERI approach to highlevel combining, Entercom will introduce aseparate HD Radio path into one
polarity of the circularly polarized antenna so that HD Radio can broadcast at the
same time as the analog FM, which is
radiating from the opposite polarity of
the antenna," BE stated.
"The approach will reduce the injector
loss typical of high-level combining .
eliminating the need for Entercom to
purchase higher- powered HD Radio
transmitters to handle the injector load.
Entercom will install FMi-201 transmitters for each station's HD Radio path.
The BE FXi 60 and 250W exciters with
FSi-10 signal generators will generate
the digital signal, BE said.
Another Entercom station in Seattle,
KBSG, is on aseparate Shively antenna
system and will be converted to HD
Radio using an FXi exciter and a FMi
transmitter.
Also converting to HD Radio are
WQSX(FM) and WAAF(FM) in Boston.
BE had supplied Entercom with two
exciters and atransmitter for conversion
testing and demonstrations on a shared
antenna at its Seattle aux site. "The additional equipment will complete
Entercom's conversion to HD Radio FM
in Seattle and Boston," BE said.

AES/EBU - A digital audio interface standard used by most broadcast equipment
Category Cable - A classification of twisted-pair cables capable of handling both analog and
digital signals. The most current implementations are Cat-Sand Cat-6.
Codec- Short for "coder/decoder," adevice that converts audio signals from analog to digital
form arrfptable to digital transmission systems. It then converts these digital signals back to
analog form on the device's output
DAC- Digital-to-analog converter, adevice that converts digital audio signals to analog form
Fiber optic - A type of cable using strands of glass to guide abeam of modulated light
FSD- Full-scale digital, the level at which an analog-to-digital converter reaches the end of
its number range. Also known as 0dBFs
Jitter- Instantaneous timing errors in the position of signal changes or transitions
Router- Device analogous to telephone exchange for digital audio and control signals
Salvo- A collection of sources and destinations stored in arouter's memory that can all be
switched at once. Useful for reconfiguring studios.
Sampling Rate - Sampling is the process of aiming analog sounds into digital. The system
takes "snapshots" of its frequency and amplitude at regular intervals. The higher the sample
rate, the more accurate the sound reproduction, and the larger the disk space needed to store
it. Common sample rates are 32, 44.1 and 48 kHz.
Sample-Rate Converter - Circuitry that converts the sampling rate of adevice's input signal
to that of its internal clock
S/PDIF - Sony/Philips Digital Interface, aconsumer-grade digital audio interface standard.
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Industry Standard Compact Mixers

sealed rotary pots

ultra- high RFI rejection

low noise / high headroom
studio- grade XDR" mic preamps

solid steel chassis
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Mackie 1202 V17 Pro, 1402 VLZ Pro, 1604 VLZ Pro & 1642 VLZ Pro:

Industry standard for good reasons.
Family specs

-50dB

• Studio- grade XDR

-70dB

mic preamps
• Advanceo DC pulse
transformer RFI rejection
• VLZ ( Very Low
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Why are Mackie VLZ Pro Compact Mixers used to
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produce more ENG and remote broadcasts, live in-
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As you can see, our VLZ Pro

• Sealed rotary pots

Compact Mixers have the best RFI
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Rejection of any compact mixer on

• Metal 1/4" jacks

the market today.

• Neutrike XLRs
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And an unmatched ROI.
For more reasons, visit www.mackie.com or call
your broadcast equipment supplier.
Legendary Reliabillity

Studio- grade
XDR mic

Our mixers have survived drops from

preamps

quake- strewn studio monitors. How? We

Our mic preamps have specs that
exceed rffic preamps costing hundreds,
if not thousands, of dollars more.
As you can see, our XDR design main-

tains lower noise levels in the critical
0to + 30dB gain range, and is typically half that of the most expens;ve

moving vehicles and the impact of earthconstruct them out of solid steel to fend
off the assaults of live remotes and the
occasional ding and drop. And unlike competitors that mount their pots to vertical
Crcuit boards that snap under pressure, our
pots " ride" just above the mixer's chassis
and transfer downward force from the knob
to steel — instead of knob to control.

units.
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were people continuing to come in and
register for the prize before we gave it
away. Ithink that people were aware of
what was going on, but it hadn't sunk in."
Back at KICKS105, Morgan Mason
Ericson drove to Tipton Ford, where
concrete, including the roof, Iwas
had her hands full.
the client was drawing the names of three
shocked by the intensity of the noise and
"Within five minutes of arriving at the
engaged couples in its month-long "Tie
the shaking of the building as the shuttle
studio, one of our stations in Houston
The Knot" promotion. The couples were
passed overhead," he said.
called me for a live report," she said.
to get married at Tipton two weeks later.
He wondered if a local factory had
"Somebody handed me apiece of paper
with information on it. As Iwas reading
it on air, Icouldn't decipher the person's
handwriting. This, plus the stress of the
moment, officially flustered me. My
voice cracked, and it took everything in
my power not to lose it."
As more debris reports came in,
Lufkin Group Operations Manager
Danny Merrell called for help.
Unfortunately, a lot of people were on
vacation, including him.
"I was in Hot Springs, Arkansas,"
Merrell said. "As a result, Idid what I
could over the phone. The best we could
muster were five part-timers."
With the handful of staff, the four
stations did what they could. Soon, a
pattern emerged. KICKS105 stuck to
format, with frequent news updates on
the Columbia disaster and how to cope
with debris. KTBQ went to a "rolling
news format," using local and national
Sean Ericson interviews Mike Floyd, business manager at Tipton Ford.
news clips.
"We were so short-handed that we
even sent Q's PD to apress conference,"
The couple that won the most listener
blown up. "Icalled up the local police
Merrell said, "just to find out what was
votes would then win a seven-day
department to find out what was going
going on."
Caribbean cruise.
on," he said. "That's when Iwas tipped
KAFX and KSFA, which was running
KICKS105 management and the client
off to the shuttle situation."
faced a decision. Going ahead with a nationally syndicated talk content, stayed
within format as well.
standard remote seemed inappropriate.
To say the least, it was "an extremely
However, a lot of time and money had
hectic day," Mason said, with listeners
been spent building up to this broadcast.

Radio Presses On Under Shuttle Path
by James Careless
Feb. 1, 2003. For KICKS105's
APD/Production Director Sean Ericson,
it was supposed to be just another
Saturday remote.
However, by the time Ericson started
broadcasting from the Tipton Ford dealership in Nacogdoches, Texas, the world
had changed. An hour earlier, the shuttle
Columbia had exploded 200,000 feet
above east Texas. The explosion shook
the community. The debris fallout rained
at least 1,200 pieces onto Nacogdoches
alone.
Some of those pieces had fallen on the
dealership itself. The result: when Sean
Ericson hit the airwaves at 10 a.m., he
was no longer just working another
remote. Instead, Ericson and Tipton had
become part of the story.
Remote decision
Billed as "The Country Leader,"
KYKS is one of four Clear Channel
Communications stations in Lufkin,
Texas — the " Lufkin Group" — 15
miles south of Nacogdoches. The other
three are news/talk KSFA(AM), classic
rock
KTBQ(FM),
and
all- hit
KAFX(FM).
At 9 a.m., Ericson was at the studio
preparing for the remote.
"Even though the station is made of

When you require
the ultimate in
accurate timing

A Piece of Shuttle Debris

W

HEN you require the best, most accurate in precision timing
look only to ESE. Designed for " Precision liming", ESE
Master Clocks & Accessories have been the industry
standard for over three decades.

Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency accuracy
—all ESE Master Clocks can drive digital or analog slave clocks, as well
as interface with video and/or computer based systems. Call or visit our
web site for more details.

142 Sierra Street • El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone: (310) 322-2136 • Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com
See us at NAB2003 Booth # 51.15623

After some discussion, it was decided
that the Tipton remote would go ahead in
an upbeat yet low-key fashion. To set the
tone, Ericson summed up the Columbia
situation for Nacogdoches residents,
warning them to stay away from the
debris. He held a moment of silence in
respect for the fallen astronauts. Then the
remote went ahead with its regular cutins
while
Assistant
Music
Director/Imaging Director Morgan
Mason ran the board back at the station.
Parking lot debris
When not on air, -we walked around
the dealership's parking lot, where we
found pieces of debris:' Ericson recalled.
"Neighboring homes within walking distance had larger pieces of debris. And in
the downtown area, just three minutes'
drive away, were even bigger parts of the
shuttle, some which were shown on
national television."
"It was actually frighteningly normal:'
he said. "Even as we walked through the
lot and identified pieces of debris, and
then called the authorities, there were
people jogging down the street. There

calling to report debris findings. Most did
as they were told and left the pieces
alone. However, "we had people calling
us and saying, ' I've got this piece of
debris in my truck," she said. " It was
hard to make people understand that the
pieces of Columbia weren't souvenirs,
that there were evidence, and that all of
them were needed to figure out what
went wrong."
Meanwhile, local officials seemed
confounded by the Columbia disaster.
"We've had hurricane evacs that went
without ahitch," Merrell said. "However,
we'd call government people asking what
to do (about the shuttle debris), and they
just didn't have the answers."
Eventually, as the story clarified, the
state of alert eased at the four- station
complex. Within two days, the broadcast
day was back to normal.
However, the memories remain.
"I wasn't living in New York when
9/11 occurred, and so it was hard for me
to grasp what people there went
through," Mason said. "Today, Iunderstand their sense of loss. Iknow what
they were feeling."
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'Tomorrow Radio' Could Save IBOC
NPR 'sBold Move to Add Secondary Audio Might
Drive Consumer Demand for HD Radio Receivers
As you've read in this column and
elsewhere, there is considerable concern
that the audio quality increase of HD
Radio alone will not be sufficient to generate mainstream acceptance of the new
format, and that the technology may languish as aresult. This would lay waste to
the considerable investment made by
broadcasters, not to mention the R&D
efforts of Ibiquity and others in designing
the IBOC systems.
Nevertheless, hope may not be lost,
thanks to anew initiative of public broadcasters and equipment manufacturers.

service, using adifferent algorithm optimized for the lower bit rate audio envisioned in the Tomorrow Radio design.)
Also, some method of switching
between primary and secondary digital
audio services would be required in the
receiver. IBOC radio manufacturers
already plan the inclusion of soft keys on
a front-panel display screen, so one of
these buttons could be programmed to
serve such a switching function when a
second audio signal is detected.
NPR has launched the Tomorrow

Radio project with the expectation that it
will run for five to seven years. Initial
partners Harris Broadcast, Kenwood and
KKJZ(FM) in Long Beach, Calif., may
be joined by others soon. Several manufacturers have already expressed interest
in doing so.
Project plans
Current plans call for development of
an experimental dual-service broadcast
over KKJZ using Harris exciters and
Kenwood receivers. A Texas Instruments
chipset involved in the receiver prototype
should be completed in the summer, and
the on-air testing is expected to commence in the fall.

19

The primary goal of the initial test is to
prove the feasibility of the concept, particularly with respect to the robustness of
asecond audio service that has no analog
backup. The goal is to show that at least
within the primary coverage zone of astation (down to -40dBu) that alow-bit rate,
digital-only second audio service can be
reliably received on a mobile platform,
while retaining acceptable quality in a
slightly reduced bit rate for the primary
digital audio (analog simulcast) signal.
The concept calls for an HD Radio
receiver to default back to the primary
digital signal should the secondary
audio signal become unusable, perhaps
with the insertion of an aural and/or
graphical message that the secondary
signal had been lost.
If the initial tests are successful,
See PIZZI, page 20

The Big Picture

Powerful Automation from BSI

by Skip Pizzi
Despite the Ibiquity design that
requires a broadcaster's IBOC digital
audio service to be asimulcast of its analog audio program, and the FCC's initial
rulemaking that mandates this approach,
National Public Radio has launched its
Tomorrow Radio project ( see Feb. 12,
page 6), which would place secondary
audio services in the auxiliary data portion of the IBOC signal.
The concept would reduce the bit rate
of the FM-IBOC main digital audio channel from 96 kilobits per second to 64
kbps, and assign 32 to 36 kbps of the
IBOC datacasting bandwidth to asecond
compressed digital audio stream. At that
bit rate, the second audio channel would
be of limited quality, but it could serve
well for amono voice service, quite suitable for much of the programming that
public radio stations often provide.
(Note also that the concept affects only
the FM-IBOC service, again addressing
the specifics of the public radio environment, where most stations are FM.)
This arrangement would allow each
public radio FM station to provide adigital simulcast of its analog service, along
with another lower fidelity channel for a
second service.
Implementing this at the station would
not be too difficult from atechnical perspective, requiring fairly straightforward
modifications to IBOC encoder and
exciter designs, or perhaps even asimple
sidecar extension to first- generation
devices in the field.
The real challenge to this model arises
on the receive end, where substantial
design changes might be required to feed
auxiliary data into the PAC audio decoder
— originally intended to be fed only by
the main digital audio channel's bitstream. (Alternatively, a separate codec
could be dedicated to the second audio
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Pizzi
Continued from page 19

subsequent rounds will refine the
design, and second- generation IBOC
receivers with secondary audio channel capability could be available by
late 2004.
Driving Miss HD
Although this service was not included in
the initial design of HD Radio, and asimulcast-only model for digital conversion was
supported by commercial broadcasters, public
radio's needs are divergent. For the latter
group, aquantitative expansion is important,
given the large availability of (and listener
demand for) non-commercial content, and the
limited shelf space in which to broadcast it.

March 1, 2003

outsold the mono designs of the original
Radio project." in fact, he feels the indusstandard, even though the additional capabiltry at large is supportive.
ity was optional.
"I'm pretty gratified at the response from
Starling also expects that the FCC rulemanufacturers:' he said, adding, "No one
making on digital radio will be an iterative
has stood in the way of this, and in fact some
manufacturers have cleared alot of road- process, and he points out that several commissioners already have expressed interest in
their initial rulemaking that such future service expansions might be offered.
"We're cautiously optimistic at this
this capability wasn't
point," Starling said, and thinks that at some
appropriate point the Tomorrow Radio proin the initial design of HD Radio.
ject may result in acontribution to the rulemaking that adds secondary audio service as
astandardized feature of U.S. digital radio.
Certainly this project faces an uphill
climb, and its success will only come with
blocks to allow us to pursue this activity:'
full- or part-time basis, to do so flexibly.
considerable sales of currently hypothetical
Starling believes that secondary-audio
While this effort has had to originate
second-generation IBOC receivers. Yet the
capable IBOC receivers could eventually
from the outside and as asecond-generaeconomics of public radio — where content
become the de facto standard, likening them
tion add-on, Starling states that, "Ibiquity
for such second services already exists
to FM stereo receivers, which ultimately far
has assured its support for the Tomorrow
(some public stations currently provide this
content on an AM sister station), and considerable revenue comes directly from satisfied
listeners — might allow for the successful
evolution of, and acomfortable transition to
such technology in ways that acommercial
environment might not.
Ultimately, the entirety of IBOC technology might benefit through accelerated accepmu
tance, and once established, some commercial broadcasters could eventually choose to
incorporate the technology, as well.
It's too bad this capability wasn't in
Break every composite performance barrier
the initial design of HD Radio, and ironic
that non-commercial interests may come
with the new Starlink Digital Composite STL.
to the rescue of the American radio
industry's digital future. We'll keep an
ear turned to Tomorrow Radio, so stay
tuned for updates on the project's
progress in future columns.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World. RW welcomes other points
of view. e

Mike Starling, NPR's vice president of
engineering and Tomorrow Radio project
leader, stresses that this second service is not
atrue doubling of the spectrum, but would
allow any broadcaster that wished to include
some additional content in its signal, on a

It's too bad

The Secret
is Out.

Klotz Plans More
Seminars
Klotz Digital America and its subsidiary Graham- Patten Systems plan to
mount more of their "roadSHOWcases"
this year, after conducting two in
California and Texas in recent months.
The company reported agood turnout
for its event in Dallas in December.
Broadcast Electronics and ERI conducted
an early -bird IBOC session; Mike
Dorrough discussed his proposal for 200
percent sinusoidal AM modulation.

It's an engagement years in the making. Digital audio quality
finally meets the convenience of composite operation.
Introducing the newest Moseley milestone - the Starlink
Digital Composite STL. It delivers all the audio quality that
earned the component Starlink its industry applause. with full
16- bit sampling.
Stereo separation that fully exploits the advantages of digital
signal processing. with minimal distortion. Plus an overall system
gain improvement of 20 dB over analog STL performance
SNR better than 85 dB.
Best of all, its a direct replacement for your existing
composite STL. So its easy to implement the digital audio
quality you've hardly dared whisper about until now. With all
the quality assurance of the name you know for STLs.
Moseley.

Chris Crump of Klotz, left, discusses
products with booth visitor.

The Starlink Digital Composite STL.
Spread the word.
And contact us today for the complete story.

111 Castilian Drive • Santa Barbara. CA 93117-3093 • (8051 968-9621 • www.moseleysb.com

The December event was held in conjunction with Dallas/Ft. Worth SBE
Chapter 67; approximately 20 manufacturers took part. A Klotz spokesman said
the company would like to hear from other interested chapters.
For information contact Dave Burns at
(765)
935-3893
or
e-mail
to
d. bums @ klotzdigital.com.
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I'm an Engineer, Not aBricklayer!
by John Bisset
For too many years, engineers have
had the jobs of plumber, electrician, even
exterminator when it comes to our dayto-day duties.
I'm not sure how it began, and to be
fair, Iwas just as guilty as achief, doing
almost everything the GM asked — moving desks, unstopping the toilet, changing
light bulbs. We've all been there. Maybe
some of us still are.

seems. The chief is directed to handle the
problem. End of discussion.
That's the point at which you need to
call in the professionals. Toilet overflowing? Call the plumber. A hundred boxes
of bumper stickers arriving that need to
be carried up two flights of stairs? Call
Manpower and hire a couple of day
laborers. You can supervise them, but
don't get stuck doing the work yourself.
The key to delegating is to have
resources readily at hand. Visit with your

to the station. I'd drop off a few of the
station T-shirts when the account was
established. Yes, some even were willing
to trade their services

connects that most engineers could
install. The smart engineer will leave this
kind of work to the licensed electrician.
This is doubly important for contract
engineers. Unless you hold avalid electrician's license, don't even think of saving
your client abuck by doing the job yourself. If acatastrophe strikes, you can rest

Fig. 2: Let the experts hang heavy stuff.
The key is that we were front-of-mind,
and they'd take good care of us because
the liked the station. Use your resources
to work for you
As a CE, you probably can fix the
plumbing or handle changes to the electric system. The caveat here is that you
are not licensed to do this.
So you wire up the new transmitter. If
something happens that invites an insurance claim, you'd better believe the insurance company will investigate any reason
to deny the claim. Electrical wiring
installed by an unlicensed individual could
open you up to all kinds of liability.
Fig. 1shows acouple of Square D dis-

Fig. 1: Just because you can doesn't mean you should.
To be fair, in my case, the GM would
always help, and he'd get the other managers (PD, SM, OM) to lend ahand as
well. You don't mind expanding your
skill set when you're not the only one
doing the unpleasant job.
Nowadays, there's little camaraderie, it

local Manpower or day-labor company.
Find out what's available. Put together a
resource list of plumbers, air-conditioning repair services, exterminators, and
develop relationships with them.
When Iworked with acountry format,
most of these service companies listened

L

R
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uNBPA.

Fig. 2 reminds us that this liability
extends even to hanging speakers.
In this studio, prepared by Radio One in
Washington, they hired the building renovation contractor to mount the speakers.
(Note in the figure how the cables were
enclosed in aflexible black split-sheath to
keep the unsightly wires from view.)
Having a speaker fall can really spoil
your day. Again, it's not that you can't do
See WORKBENCH, page 22

Henry Engineering's NEW rack- mountable
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A Few of My Favorite Tools
Buc Fitch Explains Why He Brings Not One, But
Eight Toolboxes When He Hits the Road
by Charles S. Fitch
"When are you going to send me programming from your location?"

chaotic house of 50,000 fans. Our connection with the station was via an antenna mounted on a 50- foot mast on our
remote truck, out in the parking lot. A

was in my younger days), swung over the
fence, hung by my fingertips and dropped
to ground on the opposite side. A quick
dash to the truck and Iwas inside.
Irealized that the power supply on the
transmitter was dead. Ineeded about 24
volts of DC, and fast.
We had alittle portable TV with a24volt battery tray on the bottom, but it was
eight screws and two clip leads away.
Thus our whole broadcast hung on
whether 1had remembered to put my
screwdrivers and clip leads back into my
briefcase.
My life was contained in that black
beauty, but in my controlled panic, Isimply dumped it all on the truck floor.
Blessedly, Ifound myself looking at the
small Phillips screwdrivers and two clip
leads sitting there atop the pile.
Like awhirling dervish, Itook off the
screws, bared the contacts and applied
power to the transmitter just as the opening theme and sponsor credits ran out.
We made it, barely.
Sometimes the difference between

Workbench
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This question over the walkies from the
station took us by surprise. We had in
fact been sending signal from our remote
over the RPU link for more than 20 minutes, or so we thought. At 6:40 the station
had acknowledged our signal. Now it was
almost show time, but no signal.
What had happened?
It was the 100th birthday of the
Philadelphia Phillies baseball team. On
this May night in 1983, we were behind
home plate to broadcast the pregame ceremonies to mark the big occasion at
Veterans Stadium.
Essentially we were isolated inside a

it — we all can — but whether it's worth
the liability to you.
500-foot umbilical cable connected us to
At an SBE meeting recently, agroup
the truck and transmitter.
of engineers and Idiscussed why we are
Quickly it became obvious that the
so willing to go the extra mile, save the
problem was "out there:' while we were
boss the cost of a licensed electrician,
"in here." Being the only real tech type
even foolishly climb towers to change a
on this remote, Itook off for the truck.
Security in the stadium was severe. I bulb. No one had aconcrete answer, but
we all agreed hindsight was 20/20 and
knew that it would take nearly an hour —
we'd done some pretty stupid things in
way beyond the length of the show — to
our careers. All of this to save the station,
get out to the lot. So Itook off following
the boss, someone — other than ourthe direct route of the cable, coming
selves — some money.
eventually to a six- foot-high concrete
Iworked with avery wise director of
wall with achain-link fence on top, sepaengineering who chastised me for not
rating the stadium from the lot.
turning in receipts from Radio Shack or
Ivaulted to the top of the wall ( this
the electronic wholesaler.
It was only acouple of bucks, Ireasoned. He told me that until my name
was on the corporate documents as part
owner of the station, Iwas cheating
myself. Wise advice, and Ilearned to
break that habit, Ihope you will too.

The Wizarcr

has gone

STEREO!
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The new
FMSA- 1
gives The Wizard System
unmatched stereo
monitoring capabilities. . .

E

BELAR
STFAEO MONITOR

.
THE. N'IZARD
FM DIGITAL MOD /M'At r-IFf,

Superlative stereo performance. Linear- phase filters
that reveal the true performance of your audio
processing. The stability of digital stereo demodulation.
The sophisticated graphical presentation of The Wizard.
And
with the RS- 232 port
operation on site or off.
Contact Belar today for more details on what should
be your next modulation monitor

BELAR

ELECTRIMI1C13 LAMC3RATORY.INC.

119 LANCASTER AVENUE • P.O. BOX 76 • DEVON. PA 19333-0076 USA
[610] 687-5550 • FAX [ 610] 687-2686
Cal, write or FAX for more infermation on E3elar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA. and TV monitors.
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No freebies
This is especially true for contract
engineers. You are not running acharity.
Dismissing debt, giving away your
advise, not charging for parts just perpetuates the attitude that your services are
not worth something, and you can be taken advantage of.
So we're going to let the professionals
handle the problem from now on, right?
Bill Smith is a telecom technician with
National Grid Service Co. in Brockton,
Mass. He offers advice along this line.
Bill read what we've discussed in
Workbench about handling rodent problems at the transmitter site. Bill's advice,
if you decide to clean up this problem, be
sure to wear gloves, Tyvek coveralls, face
protection and respiratory protection. Bill
cautions that rodents carry such nasty
things as Hantavirus. No radio station is
worth risking your life over such an illness.
In the case of National Grid, a large
electric utility serving New York and
New England, they have a significant

success and failure in this business comes
down to asingle tool.
Socrates said you would know a
craftsman by his tools. Plato said there is
atool for every task. These gems of wisdom were spoken nearly 2,500 years ago
but remain true today.
To do your best work, you need awide
compass of proper and adequate tools in
serviceable condition, and you have to be
familiar with their use, limitations and
operation.
Truly there is atool for every task. My
eight toolboxes are proof.
"Eight toolboxes?" you ask. Yes, and
here they are, organized by function or
type of use. In some cases, one must
cluster certain tools to be effective.
For an exact list of what's in each box
and why, visit the Radio World Web site
at www.rwonline.com.
/ Box 1holds general tools. If Ican only
take one box, this is the one. Ninety percent
of my work is done with this box. It includes
small hand tools such as screwdrivers, Allen
wrenches, asmall drill, my electrician's
pouch and of course my trusty, fiberglass,
24-ounce, Craftsman hammer.
/ Box 2holds light specialty tools such
as a torpedo level, small punches,
rodent problem in both their substations
and radio sites. Company policy is to hire
an outside contractor, experienced in
handling these problems, to clean up the
site. After the extermination, the technicians will go in and attempt to secure the
site from rodents.
The issue of disease holds true not
only for rodents but birds and other wild
animals that may inhabit your site.
Perhaps the best way to assess any situation that deviates from your technical
duties as an engineer is to ask, "Will performing this task endanger me or put me
at risk?" If the answer is yes, grab that
phone and call aprofessional.
* * *
Imention that contract engineers
shouldn't treat their business as acharity.
Look to the major transmitter manufacturers if you want an example of running
asuccessful business. They don't apologize for the rates their field service technicians command, nor should you.
As for parts, they buy apart but realize
it may sit on their shelf for acouple of
years. To sell it for what they paid for it
two years ago would quickly bring the
company to its knees.
Just as you invest money in bank,
bond or stock, you expect your investment to grow. Storing parts on ashelf is
an investment, too. It also explains why
the $5chip is sold for $ 10. It may sit on
the shelf for several years.
Even the best stocking efforts by manufacturers can be thwarted by parts discontinuance. For example, high- voltage
rectifier stacks that are no longer in a
manufacturer's supply may be found at
www.hvca.com or call ( 732) 938-4499.
This company stocks a variety of parts
that are useful in repairing transmitters.
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for more
than 30 years. He is adistrict sales manager for Harris Corp. Reach him at ( 703)
323-8011.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertification credit. Fax your submission to
(703) 323-8044 or send e-mail to
jbisset@harris.com.
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crimpers and riveter.
Box 3is mainly for ratchets in three sizes:
1/4-, 3/8- and 1/2-inch, with cross-size
adapters and related items.
• Box 4contains heavy specialty tools such
as large wrenches and a 100-foot tape measure.
Box 5 is for extra-heavy tools including
large pipe wrenches, 3/4-inch ratchets and
large conduit punches and hole saws up to 2inch. For any job that requires larger than 2inch, we bring in the industrial electricians.
• Box 6 holds video/RF tools including
low-loss jumpers, my trusty Bird Wattmeter,
five select elements and nearly 100 adapters.
This is proof of Buc's Cliché No. 1, "The
Universe Is Divided Into Two Equal Parts:
Connectors and Adapters?'
• Box 7contains audio and data tools —
essentially the same as the RF box, but for
audio. It includes asmall audio oscillator
and the invaluable CD put out by Ed
Dulaney with every special audio sample
you might want including touch tones.
/Box 8is for expensive, delicate stuff. This
is where my digital voltmeter, inclinometer
for satellite antenna adjustment and amprobe
are kept. This box actually is ahard-shell
makeup case. It may or may count as atoolIBOC

box, but it does agreat job of protecting
expensive items.
In addition to these. Ihave afew canyons including a3/8-inch chuck, 14- volt
cordless drill in its own carryall and an
ancient carpenter's box with woodworking

Q&A

Harris on HD Radio
This is one in aseries of question-andanswer articles about how to implement
HD Radio. Past answers are posted at
www.rwonline.com under the tab "IBOC
DAB."
Here, we query Dale Mowry, vice
president of transmission systems for
Harris' Broadcast Communications
Division.
RW: How do the design of Harris products for HD Radio/IBOC reflect what you
learned in the DTV process?
Mowry: Digital is digital, no matter the
flavor of the media. Harris has been
involved in the development of digital
broadcast transmission from the start for
HD Radio and in the development of the
North American standard for digital television with the Advanced Television
Systems Committee.
The ATSC approached Harris in 1990
and requested that we develop aRF Test
Bed for the Advanced Television Test
Center, which was used to evaluate every
advanced television system proposed for
the United States.
Harris Broadcast is the only company
that designs and manufactures both DTV
and HD Radio transmission equipment.
With majority of the installed digital
transmitters carrying the Harris label,
Harris has amassed a huge breadth of
knowledge in digital transmission
through its development of digital television transmitters in our Mason technology development center. The same teams
that
developed our Apex Digital
Television Exciter technology have
developed HD Radio technology such as
the Dexstar AM/FM HD Radio exciters.
The technology for Digital Television
(ATSC and DVB) and HD Radio is similar
in many ways ( digital modulation, RF
mask compliance, linearity requirements,
etc). For example, our understanding of
COFDM's sensitivities has enabled implementation of HD Radio with fewer impairments generated in the equipment itself.
Harris has designed linear broadcast
transmitters for years. Harris' understanding and experience in developing
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these products was helpful when dealing
with amplification design elements for
FM HD Radio. In the development of
television transmitters, we acquired asignificant knowledge base on non-linear
correction and on compensating for
amplitude and phase variations.
We have made ahuge investment in time
and money to develop digital adaptive precorrection for digital television. We've
learned from DTV how to design pre-correction schemes that work — we now
understand the strengths and weaknesses of
numerous linear and non-linear pre-correction techniques. For instance, we have used
this technology to create anew low-power,
AM analog/digital transmitter, DAX, which
offers an exceptional digital signal.
All digital television transmitters make
use of mask filtering. With DTV transmitters, we've had to do custom correction for mask filters and found that with
the certain amplifiers the mask filter can
be eliminated. And when amask filter is
necessary, we've found that it is alot easier to set up or compensate for the filter
when we do proper pre-correction. In
fact, with good precorrection and amplifier technology, we can get more from
our power modules, which can increase
power and cost savings for customers.
To date, our service teams have
installed more than 400 DTV transmitters, and because of the high number or
simultaneous installations, Harris has
made asizeable investment in specialized
digital test equipment. That investment
will enable Harris to offer cost-effective
installation assistance for HD Radio.
Harris has taken the lead in digital radio
since its inception, beginning with the
introduction of our fully HD Radio-ready
DX- 10 AM transmitter in 1987, which featured digital amplitude modulation, and the
HD Radio-ready DX-50 in 1989. Hank
introduced the first digital FM exciter.
Digit, in 1993. In 1999, the first Z-IBOC
transmitters were introduced and were followed by the Dexstar second-generation
HD Radio digital exciter in 2002.
RW welcomes other HD Radio questions and other points of view e
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ing often takes place in collaborative environments. A few toolmakers dominate the
industry (Sears Craftsman, Xcelite, Klein,
Jensen and Snap-on) because of their quality
and selection of product; so sometimes multiple copies of the same tool will be at hand
in your work theater.
Buy several hundred name and address
labels and paste them all over your tool
boxes, test equipment and anything of
yours that is worth more than the label.
This practice causes misanthropes to think
twice about stealing; and it's good publicity for you. Etch your initials or ham call
with your Dremel tool onto anything metal of value.
Scotch 33+ makes agreat generic, quickfind marker. This versatile, durable electrical
tape comes in aspectrum of colors. My personal tool color is super-hot red. My close
associate, the exceptional engineer Bill
Rosenfeldt, uses cool blue. Kevin Smith, a
tools such as aprecision planer and an
contract engineer in upstate New York and
assortment of wood chisels.
another regular construction partner, uses a
Even if you are amaster virtuoso with a minty, refreshing green.
tool, if you can't locate it, it won't help you.
When four or five of us work together, the
Keep your tools in aknown spot. Replacing
tape on safety glasses, ear protectors, hardeach in the same location as amatter of habit
hats and ratchets makes the room look like
will reduce the chance of lost tools, aprobone of those early, garish Technicolor
lem that can bring any project to ahalt.
movies minus the leading lady. At the end of
From my vast experience in construction,
the day, though, we get our tools back into
Ican warranty that most master craftsmen
the right boxes, ready for use another time.
are master artists. A peculiarity of artists is
Respect your tools and those of others. A
that their tools are organized "just so:' Exact
favorite instructor at MIT once told us, "A
personal organization is astrong trait that
tool is a machine that makes money.
has been used as aplot device in murder
Everything else is ahobby?' He was right.
mysteries, including Lord Peter Wimsey's
Take good care of your tools and they'll take
tale "Five Red Herrings." Organize your
good care of you.
boxes to save time, energy and frustration.
Charles S. Fitch, W2IPI, is a registered
Mark your tools. Our work in broadcastprofessional consultant engineer.

Learn about
the latest public
radio technology
developments,
including:

• HD Radioim technology and equipment
• contentdepot—the next public radio
d,stribution system
• Tomorrow Radio and Facilities Projects
• Cascaging and Transcoding Issues
SpDrisored by NPR's Engineering & Operations and
Distribution divisions. Just prior to NAB 2003.
Register today and receive free NAB exhibit hall
passes courtesy of Harris Corporation!

PREC 2003
Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas, NV • April 4-5, 2003
www.npr.org/euonline
202.513.2483

If you call and order more stuf
for silly photos
like this one.
FREE Bag

BSW Exclusive - Free Comrex
Gear Bag with Codec Purchase!

A

tually, we put
BSW Sales

Representative
Laz Harris up to posing
for this photo because
we're trying to illustrate
aVisual Metaphor:
Keeping up with digital
technology can be areal
juggling act.
Not to worry Laz
uses his weekends and

The affordable Comrex BlueBox combines ahigh speed modem
with adigital audio codec to produce high-quality 15 kHz audio from
astandard dial-up line. You also get acellular hands-free interface
to send high-quality audio over wireless services. Features: one
mic/line switchable input, one headphone output and one line level
output on XLR; a - 10 dbu tape input allows connection to aminidisc
or DAT player; internal peak limiter; data Port allows connection to
GSM phones; cellphone jack. Free bag while supplies last.
BLUEBOX

List 2,800"

COMREX

Call For Price

New Rolls AM/FM Tuner
AAS/F A4
The Rolls TU78 Pro Tuner is asmall and
PRO TUIVER
affordable solution for any compact AM/FM
tuner need. It has 75 ohm FM and 300
ohm AM antenna inputs, stereo line-level
RCA outputs, avariable tuning control and
an AM, FM stereo, FM mono band select
switch. An LED indicates when astation is locked, another
indicates astereo output signal is present at the outputs.
-

,

TU78
List 116'

7900

evenings tracking and
mixing awide variety of
audio projects. He knows
Order direct from Laz Harris by calling 877.564.0570
or e-mailing him at lazh@bswusa.com
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This super affordable rack mount CD player is the most popular
of Gemini's pitch control models with up to ± 12% pitch control
with pitch bend. Besides the cool play functions, the CDX601 makes
use of Gemini's Auto Disc Calibration System (ADCS) to recalibrate
the CDX601's laser to each new CD you play. Features: multi-speed
jog wheel search; instant start; digital output.

Along with Tom, John, Shannon, Ryan, Paul, Ric and Steve,

CDX601
List 329'

Laz is another reason why Broadcast Supply Worldwide really
know how to take care of you whether you need an I/O card
or aproduction studio

BROADCAST SueeLr

WORLDWIDE

Artist's conception of
private train linking
our main corporate
headquarters with
BSW president Tim
Schwieger's private
golf course and yacht
basin. Slated for
completion sometime
before the end of the
millenium pending a
significantly increased
order rate from our
customers.

199 95
RE20 75th Anniversary Special
Edition Microphone
-Exclusively
at BSW

is your best source for professional audio — our friendly folks

can pose again.
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audio cards, software and

seasoned expert with years of hands-on experience.

stop Laz before he

=

Popular Gemini CD Player

When you call him, you don't get an order taker, you get a

Call us today and help

Ilea

digital mixers, digital

computer interfaces because he uses them.

full of gear.

'meet

Here is your
chance to own a
piece of history. Be the
first on your block to own
the Special 75th Anniversary Edition ElectroVoice RE20
Microphone. This limited edition collectors mic is an RE20
through and through but is painted black and has aspecial
75th Anniversary Logo. This mic will look and sound
great in your studios. It comes complete with awooden
box, serial number certificate and stand clamp. Hurry
once these are gone...there will be no more.
RE20-75SE
List 798"

429°°

f, Laz won't have time to pose
BSW Exclusive Offer
on VoxPro Digital Editor

Buy two VoxPro PC software/
controllers and get VoxPro PC
Network for only $99.00!
Auclion's VoxPro PC software system is the fastest, easy-touse two-track recording and digital editing system used today
by deejays, producers and reporters nationwide. VoxPro PC
software uses ahardware USB- or Serial-port controller for
fast recording/editing as well as on-air "Hot Key" playback. In
addition to importing and exporting files, the system is seamlessly
networkable, allowing files to be moved instantly back and forth
between the production room, onair studio and newsroom (with
PC network software).
Right now, buy two VoxPro PC software/controller bundles.
,and
get VoxPro PC Network software for only $99.00 - asavings of
almost $600.00! VoxPro PC Network links two or more VoxPro
PC workstations using Novell, NT or peertopeer networks.
This is alimited time offer exclusively from BSW. Call for sale
prices and more information.

AKG Studio Mie
The sound is pure AKG, but the price
is far below what you'd expect for apremium
large-diaphragm electret condenser. The
C3000B's two switches select options for bass
roll-off and pre-attenuation. Features:
cardioid pattern; 1" diaphragm; goldsputtered membrane; switchable 10 dB
internal pad; internal windscreen; shock mount.
C3000B
List 536°

299°°

PROBOOM (-B)

8900

0.C
e e.s.

Top Selling
Microphone
Boom
ProBoom is the best
value in studio microphone
booms. This 41" arm comes
complete with 12" riser for
table top mounting and
two sets of upper springs to
accommodate all mic sizes
and weights. Additional
mounts for wall mounting are
available as options. Order
beige (#PROBOOM) or black
(#PROBOOM-B).

Hot MiniDisc
Walkman

The Sony
MZ-N707 MiniDisc
recorder will allow you to record
MP3s, and use affordable MDs
for storing over 5hours of music
on one 80-minute disc.
This MD machine also plays
back in ATRAC3 and supports
multiple internet audio formats.
Enjoy up to 56 hours of listening
using one "AA" battery, and up
to 20 hours of listening using
the rechargeable battery (LP4
mode). Supplied accessories:
charging stand; rechargeable
battery and AC adaptor; car
kit; remote control with editing
functions; headphones.
MEN707BLUE

219 00

List 279°°

SONY.

ing=11111111111111111ffl
"AutoFill" Broadcast Delay
The low-cost Eventide BD960 not only provides adelay, it
replaces naughty words with astation's own "zapper"! In the past
it was necessary to wire the delay "Dump" switch to acart machine
and arelay to kill the caller, so to speak, and let the recorded
filler do its work. This latest Eventide unit, dubbed the "AutoFill
Broadcast Delay" does the job all by itself. Included in the 1U rack
mount unit is asection of nonvolatile memory (NVRAM) that will
store up to eight seconds of filler of the station's choice. Audio
quality is excellent — 24-bit/48 kHz sampling. Call today.
BD960
List 1,995°°

Call For Price

Eventide'

Industry Standard Voice Processor
The Symetrix 528E is the industry standard analog voice
processor with 5major functions in asingle-rack-space unit.
Features: microphone preamp with aswitchable 15 dB pad;
front panel inic/line level switch; 48volt phantom power; voice
symmetry switch (phase rotator) that corrects for excessive
positive or negative signal peaks; de-essing with frequency and
range controls; compression/limiting with downward expansion;
3-band parametric equalization; balanced XLR mic and line level
inputs; balanced XLR and unbalanced 1/4" outputs; 1/4" in and
out patchpoints on each section.
528E
List 749°°

49 9°°

0 Symetrix

Incredible Value
Headphone 5-Pack

Don't Forget
BSW Exclusive
Microphone 5-Pack Stands and Cables

Five AKG K110M headphones
for $89.00! We're not kidding.
These durable, great sounding
headphones have sealed ear
cushions, aself-adjusting
headband and low 32 ohm
impedance. A BSW exclusive!

The Audio-Teclmica ST95MKII
is aquality sounding dynamic
mic that is perfect for PA and
studio recording. Features:
On/Off switch; XLR output; low
impedance; cardioid pick-up
pattern. Includes stand adaptor.

These durable mic stands
for less than $18 each in the
5-pack are an incredible bargain
exclusively from BSW.
Also save on quality, lowloss
25 ft. mic cables at agreat price.
Money saving 5Pack!

KllOMPKG

ST95MKIIPKG

MS200PKG

M25PKG

8900

4900

89°°

99 00

audio-technics.

BSW offers package pricing sLet us save you money on your next quote

800 • 426 • 8434 or online gwww.bswusa.com
Broadcast Supply
Worldwide.
Your Best Source
for Professional
Audio Products.
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Broadcast Electronics said it began
receiving " significant orders" for HD
Radio gear by the Ibiquity fee waiver
deadline. It received early orders from
major groups and several independent
stations, among them Entercom, Clear
Channel, Greater Media, Spanish
Broadcasting System, Crawford
Broadcasting and Multi- Cultural
Radio Broadcasting.
"Independent broadcaster WJLD(AM)
in Birmingham, Ala., became the first nonexperimental AM station to air HD Radio
on December 20, 2002," BE stated. The
station is using an ASi 10 signal generator
and AM- 1A transmitter.
Clear Channel Communications
ordered BE HD Radio equipment for stations in Detroit, San Francisco and Los
Angeles. Spanish Broadcasting System's
WRMA(FM) in Miami was to be the first
in that group to implement HD Radio.
Crawford Broadcasting ordered an HD
Radio transmitter and exciter for
WPWX(FM) in Chicago.
"We're definitely past the experimental
stage with HD Radio," said Entercom Vice
President of Engineering Marty Hadfield
in Seattle. Among the early Entercom

adopters: FM stations KISW, KQBZ,
KMTT, KNDD and KBSG in Seattle and
WQSX and WAAF in Boston. ...
Harris Corp. said it had approximately 45 orders in hand from early
adopters in January. WRAL(FM) in
Raleigh-Cary-Durham-Chapel Hill, N.C.,
began broadcasting an HD Radio audio
signal with aZ- HD-6 solid-state digital
DAB transmitter and Dexstar AM/FM
IBOC exciter.
"As the first commercial company in
the nation to be licensed to broadcast
high-definition television and the first to
provide adigital newscast, WRAL(TV),
Capitol Broadcasting, has always had a
very strong commitment to digital broadcasting,"
said
Ardie
Gregory,
WRAL(FM) vice president and general
manager.
Separately, WUSF(FM), an NPR affiliate and the public station for the
University of South Florida in Tampa and
for west central Florida, ordered aHarris
HD Radio- ready Z- HD
12 FM
Transmitter, Dexstar FM Exciter, Orban
Optimod-FM 8400/HD/FM digital
processor and auxiliary digital transmission equipment.

"WUSF will use the separate amplification model ... and will be one of the
first public broadcast radio stations to
broadcast HD Radio," Harris stated. ...
Elsewhere, Televisa/Radiopolis chose
Burk Technology to provide 35
GSC3000 transmitter remote control systems for sites throughout Mexico.
The media group is installing the
equipment as part of aremote site project
at 17 AM and FM stations in Mexico
City, Veracruz, Mexicales, Monterrey and
San Luis Potosi. The sale was coordinated with supplier AURI....
KCMT(FM) in Tucson, Ariz., is on the
air with aNautel Q40. The supplier says
the Arizona Lotus station, airing anew
Hispanic format with a 100 kW signal, is
the first in the United States to broadcast
with 40 kW solid-state transmitter power
from adual power block Nautel Q40. ...
Neumann says Hispanic Broadcast
Corp. has purchased seven TLM 103
microphones as part of an upgrade project at the home of three stations in San
Francisco.
Raul Velez is chief engineer there. The
facility now has 14 TLM 103s. Leo's Pro
Audio recommended the mic....
In Iowa, Smarts Broadcasting completed installation of an apt- X
Smartcaster digital automation system.
FM station KPVL in Postville is
described as the first turnkey install completed by Smarts that includes both studio and transmitter sites.

Jampro Antennas and more than a
dozen Salt Lake stations have completed a major FM master antenna
project at Farnsworth Peak.
KQMB/KSFI.
Ownership groups
involved include Bonneville, Capitol
Broadcasting, Clear Channel, Citadel,
Listeners Community Radio of Utah
and Simmons Group....
KLTX(AM) bought four Orban
Opticodec 7400 codees to transmit programming from its Pasadena, Calif., studios.
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YOUR UNSOLD
AVAILS = CASH!
Worried about unsold avails on your
station? Forty year broadcast veteran can
convert your unsold inventory to lifetime
income. Go to broadcastbucks.com
now to learn how I
do it, or call me (Cal Walker
or Carl White) @ 1-800-236-0699.
You can start your income flow now!
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Simon Hancock, senior studio manager of BBC Radio
Resources, left, works with Paul Hughes, general manager of the
BBC Symphony Orchestra, on the Studer D950 M2 console.
According to APT, the project also
uses one of its new Program Channel
Access Unit cards for an STL link of several hundred yards. The card sends 15
kHz stereo audio over a 256 kbps data
rate using apt-X compression. The card is
ajoint venture of Pulsecom and APT. ...
Jampro Antennas and aclutch of Salt
Lake stations completed amajor FM master antenna project at Farnsworth Peak in
Utah. Total power: about 325 kW.
The antenna, combiner and filter system were engineered by Jampro in cooperation with KSL; KBZN; KKAT; KISN;
KUBL/KBER;
KRCL;
KSOP;
KCPX/KOSY; and KXRK/KRSP/

Quick, Low-Cost Cures For
Rectifier Headaches
Retrofits wired and ready to install

vAnv.rectifiers.com
800-649-6370

The chief engineer is Dan Feely. The
codees feed program to XEXX(AM) in
Tijuana over the Internet, using TCP/IP.
He also has used the Opticodec 7400 to
feed programming to another station via
aTl circuit. BSW sold the units to the
station....
The BBC installed and commissioned
aStuder D950 M2 digital console in the
BBC Symphony Orchestra studio at
Maida Vale, west London. The 56fader
D950. the first large-scale digital console
to he installed in aBBC Radio music studio. is fitted with Studer's Virtual
Surround Panning software....
The University of Iowa's WSUI(AM)
uses Telos Systems' Zephyr Xstream
ISDN transceiver for remotes. Jim Davies
is chief engineer for WSUI and
KSUI(FM); the Xstream is used for
"Iowa Talks," aprogram that originates
off-campus and features interviews and
live music.

e

Vacation?
What Vacation!

Is your digital audio delivery system spoiling your your free time?
Since 1984, over 500 radio stations around the world have trusted iMediaTouch broadcast automation
software. With ahost of award winning featureb designed to save both time and resources without breaking
the bank, the iMediaTouch digital audio delivery system is easy to use and dependable time after time.

iMediaTouch broadcast automation software.
Big market dependability. Small market affordability.
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See us at NAB 2003 - Las Vegas, NV - Booth #2937

To find out more cal US
665 05o1 or visit wwwomt net
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Russia's RTRS Fights Network Chaos
by Bernd Trutenau
A return to centralized control is
curbing what had become a chaotic
spread of transmission networks
across Russia.
More than a year has passed since
the re-establishment of a single body
to oversee Russian radio and television
transmitter networks, Rossiyskaya
Televisionnaya iRadioveschatelnaya
Set or RTRS.
Today, RTRS owns approximately
15,000 television and 3,000 radio
transmitters, and unites 94 network
branches in the Russian regions. The
new state corporation replaced old
Soviet- era structures that competed
with each other in the marketplace,
and, not infrequently, blocked each
other's operations.
Constant struggle
Over the past 10 years, regional state
network owners in the Russian
provinces, for the most part, have
worked independently from Moscow.
Due to financial difficulties, these
operators sometimes replaced relays of
national programs on some frequencies with different programs if another
broadcaster offered a higher price for
the airtime.
On other occasions, regional utility
companies switched off transmitters
for days or weeks because of nonpayment of electricity bills. The Russian
national radio companies were facing
a constant struggle over their frequencies.
As aresult, some local governments
took network development into their
own hands and established state companies to run the regional transmitter
networks. Some of these regions have
still not handed their networks over to
RTRS.
As a nation with large, scarcely
populated areas, long- and medium-

This is a Soviet-era high-power transmission center
with equipment from the Komintern transmitter plant.
wave transmitters still are a primary
means of distributing national radio
programs across Russia. In the days
of the Soviet Union, AM transmitters
of up to 2.5 MW were installed at
major broadcasting centers around the
country.
These transmitters were manufactured at the Komintern plant in St.
Petersburg. The transmitters, designated PDSV-500 through PDSV-2500,
were of similar design, but each was
adapted to local requirements.
However, these transmitters consume a large amount of electricity,
with an efficiency of only 55 percent
or less. Many are now operated on
reduced power.
No new transmitter of this power
class has been installed during the past

NANOAMP SERIES`m Problem Solvers
DM200 - DIGITAL MONITOR
DIA • METER • HEADPHONE • LINE OUT
FIELD OR STUDIO • COMPACT • DESK OR RACK MOUNT
• AES/EBU Input Signals

• Transformer Isolated Inputs

• Sample Rates 27 to 96kHz

• 24 Bit D/A Converter

• XLR. RCA and BNC Inputs

• Headphone, Meter and Stereo
Balanced Line Outputs

• Loop-thru Inputs with switchable
terminations

DM200
•UL & CE 24VDC remote power supply
AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED

Free Brochure Available Upon Request
http://wvnv.atiguys.com
328 W. Maple Avenue • Horsham, PA 19044
800-959-0307 • 215-443-0330 • Fax: 215-443-0394

10 years, even though one of the successors of the now dissolved
Komintern plant, St. Petersburg- based
RIMR, still has the capacity to build
such units.

On occasions,

updating its environmental laws to
meet European standards, and many
transmitter locations with high radiation levels close to housing fail to
comply with the new norms.
Reserve capacity
This means that RTRS has to run
many transmitters on reduced power,
and it has to find new locations. In
Kaliningrad obalst', the regional state
broadcasting company requested an
increase of its medium- wave power
output from 30 kW to 75 kW.
This was not permitted at the old
site in downtown Kaliningrad so the
new transmitter ( aRussian- made DSV75 unit) was installed at the
Bol'shakovo transmitting center, 50
kilometers east of Kaliningrad.
In Saransk, the capital of the
Republic of Mordovija, a30 kW Tesla
transmitter was closed down and
replaced by a new 100 kW transmitter
some 60 miles away in Kovylkino, at a
transmitting center that was used for
jamming during the Cold War.
In Astrakhan, a provincial capital
on the Black Sea coast, two transmitters in the town center are to be dismantled and moved outside of town
following pressure from environmental
authorities.
While there is no new production of
high-power transmitters, there is asignificant reserve capacity of this power
class all over the country.
In 1999, the Ostankino Radio- IAM

regional utility companies

switched off transmitters for days or weeks
because of nonpayment of electricity bills.

The lack of transmitter efficiency is
partly compensated for by antenna
systems. Russian scientists developed
a number of highly effective antennas
for long- and medium- wave broadcasting, such as the SV2+2 and ARRT
models and the high- gain directional
Zarya antenna.
But the maintenance of broadcast
antennas is another challenge for
RTRS. Due to a lack of funding in
recent years, many antennas are in bad
condition and some have fallen,
including a long- wave mast near
Irkutsk.
Until the fall of the Soviet Union,
the high- power long- and mediumwave transmitters from 150 kW
upwards were manufactured in the
USSR, while smaller transmitters
came
mainly
from
Tesla
of
Czechoslovakia.
Since the 1950s, Tesla has supplied
more than 40 30 kW AM transmitters,
190 25 kW transmitters and 130 7 kW
transmitters. Most of these have been
in operation for 40 years or more and
are being phased out. Many have been
decommissioned or are only used for
local broadcasting for a few hours a
day.
Furthermore, Russia has been

network was switched off when the
station could no longer afford the
lease. Radio- 1 was a former allRussian state network, which was dissolved by former Russian President
Boris Yeltsin in 1998, but it soon reappeared under private ownership on the
old frequencies.
Some of the Radio- 1frequencies
were offered to private operators in a
bid in 2001, but drew no response.
Now RTRS is intending to use the frequencies to fill coverage gaps in
national programs.
A first transmitter, in Bol'shakovo
in Kaliningrad °blast', went back into
operation on Aug. I, 2002. It is a 1.2
MW system operating on 171 kHz, but
running at 600 kW with an omnidirectional antenna. It provides Radio
Rossii to listeners in Kaliningrad
oblast', as well as to Russian ships in
the Baltic and North Sea and to listeners throughout the Baltic region.
The RTRS regional branch in St.
Petersburg is considering putting a 1
MW transmitter into operation on 801
kHz for similar purposes.
Bernd Trutenau is a free-lance
media journalist based in Vilnius,
Lithuania. Contact him via e-mail at
btrutenau@delfi.lt. •
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REBUILT POWER TUBES

ECONCO
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Wocdland, CA 95776
Phone: ( 800) 532-6626 or
(530) 662-7553
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hirty-three years ago,
three engineers at
Eimac found that they
could take a failed tube
which had been returned
from the field after many
thousands of hours of
operation, take it apart,
replace worn parts and
reprocess the tube like
new. They found that the quality was good
and that the life was excellent.
They approached management with the
idea of building abusiness based on rebuilt
tubes. Eimac, at the time, declined on the
grounds that they would be competing with
themselves. The three engineers disagreed,
and left Eimac to form their own company,
ECONCO.
Over the following many years, ECONCO
has built a fine reputation for quality and
customer service and has become the world's
largest tube rebuilder, with more than 80
employees and amodern 50,000-square-foot
facility in Woodland, Calif.
ECONCO knows how to make quality
tubes because unlike original tube manufacturers, ECONCO performs an analysis on all
tubes after failure, and therefore learns how
and why they fail. Plus, we rebuild more than
450 different tube types from the several
manufacturers and so we know the strengths
and weaknesses of the various tube designs.
The Navy experience
A case in point is the U.S. Navy For many
years, our customers have told us that the life
of ECONCO rebuilt tubes exceeds that of
new tubes. However, we did not have statistical evidence to back this up.
Now we have that evidence. Long powertube life is an important part of the cost of
operating the U.S. Navy's AEGIS missile system. Accurate records are kept on the life of
the power tubes that are purchased new,
compared to those purchased rebuilt from
ECONCO.
The statistical evidence is compelling.
There is now no question that our company's
processing results in rebuilt tubes with much
longer life than new tubes from the original

manufacturer. The evidence is so striking that
the Navy has twice presented ECONCO
awards for excellence (the first time apowertube company has been twice honored), stating that the life of our rebuilt tubes exceeds
that of tubes purchased from the original
manufacturer by afull 30 percent.
ECONCO is proud to now have this unassailable confirmation of the statements of our
broadcast and industrial customers over the
years. The power tube used by the Navy is
the Y633, awater-cooled version of classic RF
transmitting tubes, such as the 4CX10,000D
and 4CX15,000A. Basic construction and
design are the same, so the Navy's quality
assessment results can be directly extrapolated
to the tubes used in broadcast service.
New tubes too
Over time, ECONCO has developed
processes for manufacturing tube parts,
including anodes, cathodes, grids, etc.
With this knowledge, there was anatural
progression to manufacture new tubes.
Today, ECONCO makes new tube types for
most of the broadcast transmitters throughout the world.
Through our history, we have worked hard
to build and maintain areputation for quality rebuilding of tubes for broadcast, industrial and government applications. Now with
our new tube manufacturing, the combination of our knowledge of failure mechanisms
for 450 tube types from many different tube
companies contributes to ECONCO's ability
to design, fabricate and process rebuilt and
new tubes of superior quality
Why do ECONCO tubes last longer?
Processing: ECONCO has the finest furnaces and pumps available.
Cleanliness: First-Class Industrial Practices.
Time: ECONCO invests the time to process
at the highest temperature for the best
vacuum.
You can now obtain these newly manufactured broadcast tubes from ECONCO:
3CX2500A3,
3CX2500F3,
3CX3000A7,
3CX10,000A7, 3CX10,000E7, 3CX15,000A7,
3CX15,000E7, 4CX3500A, 4CX7500A, 4CX5000A,
4CX10,000D, 4CX15,000A, YU148. •
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Tascam Workstation: The Joy of SX
by Alan R. Peterson

There are many paths you may take to
get to the production rig of your dreams.
You can go the budget PC route with a
mini- mixer, plow the bucks into a big
Mac ProTools system, build a room
around an Audicy or consider what the
engineers at Tascam call a "digital production environment."
The Tascam SX-1 is such achoice.
This behemoth of aworkstation combines
an automated 32 x8x8digital mixer with
ahard-disk recorder, full-featured MIDI
sequencer, a pile of DSP effects from
Tascam and Antares and aCD burner.
And it does so in one very large, very
heavy black case that looks flat-out cool as
the heart of an audio production system.
Similar workstations are out there; only
afew months ago, we checked out the
Yamaha AW-4416. With an extra feature
here or there, all are immensely powerful
and, to adegree, complicated almost to the
point of confusion to the radio- minded
person. The SX-1 certainly qualifies.
If you are in business creating music
for broadcast, commercial production or
are doing anything other than day-to-day
spot or liner production, this is an excellent system around which to build.
lf, on the other hand, you are cutting a
spot with voice, sound effects, two music
changes and atouch of echo at the end,
the SX-1 is excessive and perhaps should
not be your first choice at the radio station.
But boy, is it aterrific system for the
big projects.
The digital mixer section occupies
slightly more than half the work surface of
the SX-1. It is fairly simple in appearance:
motorized faders, rotary encoder controls
and afistful of illuminated buttons.
Above the mixer, you will find monitor
controls and aline of buttons to select Fader
Banks. Note there are 16 faders and one

Master slider. These buttons let you switch
between input channels 1-16, 17-32 and all
the group returns and aux busses you can
handle. This multifunction approach keeps
the mixer to amanageable size.
Getting physical
lo the right of center, function buttons
switch you through display modes (more
on the display coming up), mixer automation, editing and library management. The
last item allows you to call up routing configurations and favorite patches, which
certainly beats rifling through mystery
folders on astandalone computer system.
To the far right there is amultifunction
numeric data keypad, ajog/shuttle wheel
and nice familiar tape transport buttons to
control recording and playback. As on
many audio and video products, the jog wheel has a
lightweight, fragile feel.
For anyone who has
ever spun the weighted wheel of a360
Systems
Short/cut or
the
old
Fostex
Foundation
editor, you
know what it is like to give asolid, well-designed wheel aspin.
The star of the show is the LCD screen
that shows track playback, waveforms,
mixer functions, DSP settings and more.
Perhaps "co-star" is abetter choice of
words, as the SX-1 is complete when
connected to aVGA computer monitor.
We have all marveled at the all-inclusive screens that tell us everything about
our digital mixers. But the functions
found in the SX-1 really do require afull
monitor screen, especially when viewing
the multitrack view or the mixer. Indeed,
the mixer fills the screen with aremark-

ably complex virtual console complete
with aux sends, dynamics and EQ stages.
But with 16 faders filling the screen, the
controls are tiny.
There is space on the top of the SX-1 to
mount aVGA monitor, but the Tascam
manual suggests not doing so with aCRT
unit. A flatscreen display is abetter choice.
A look around the back reveals the
unmistakable layout of aPC backplane —
plugs and all
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to implement. So what if you can see the
backplane? Would it work any differently
if ablack panel covered it?
Before the "Ihate PCs" movement gathers breath, the SX- ldoes not run under
Windows. Tascam engineers are using
Be0S, the Be operating system, which was
designed from the outset to be astable and
outstanding multimedia performer.
Actually. the Be0S-driven CPU only
serves as atraffic cop for the system. Eight
internal SHARC DSPs handle audio computations: six take care of audio routing,
EQ, dynamics, bussing and summing. Two
DSPs run the plug-in effects, and are split
into four quadrants. allowing four stereo
effect processors to run at once.
The configuration of the SX-1, therefore, has more in common with aDSPbased ProTools TDM system than it does
with atypical PC-based DAW using the
CPU for tracks and plug-ins.
Then there is the 88-pound weight of
the SX-1. Hoisting a large PC onto a
tabletop is tough enough for some people,
but two people will be needed to prepare
this unit for performance in the studio.
Running it

— as if someone shoved acomputer into a
large hole into the SX-1.
Potential customers might consider
this acheap-out: If Tascam can build a
system around acommon PC — and not
even spare the effort to disguise it — why
not just buy aPC and get on with life?
Granted, the same thought briefly
crossed my mind. But it makes sense.
There is no fiscal advantage in Tascam
reinventing the wheel and designing computerized innards when OEM hardware
has already been perfected and costs less

For anyone who has used acombined
audio/MIDI software product such as
Cakewalk or Cubase, the idea behind the
SX-1 is similar.
Both audio and MIDI data can be
recorded, edited, processed and mixed
down, then burned to aCD. But do not
expect a cute little computer program
here. The SX-1 is called a "production
environment" for agood reason.
Except for the presence of akeyboard
and mouse, the computer never really gets
in the way on the SX-1. The BeOS operating system is transparent, so you are literally using adedicated recording and mixing system, not aPC that just happens to
be amusic environment at the moment.
Much of what you need to know can
be gleaned from the 38-page "Quick Start
Guide," with the longer " Reference
Manual" delivering most of the fine
See TASCAM, page 32

For all your audio & audio-for-video needs:

El BROADCAST co m
800-732-7665
Local Phone: 301-682-8700 • Fax: 301-682-8377 • Address: 7313-G Grove Road, Frederick, MD 21704
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MDO Promotes New Profanity Delay
The Arse! Delay from MDO UK is
a profanity delay for broadcast use
that provides up to 30 seconds of
stereo delay.
During a live program the operator
can control the system with two buttons. According to the company, the
Arse! Delay is an all- software PC
solution that is advantageous over traditional standalone delays. A large,
full- color display on a PC monitor
provides status information on the current level of delay, audio levels, mode
and user options.
Countdown clocks to cue points are
also shown. The system can be controlled with amouse, user-defined keyboard hotkeys or with an external keypad. These controls can be built into

Tascam
Continued from page 31

details. Read both for best results.
Voice recordings captured with my
Earthworks microphone were made a
great deal more enjoyable by the application of the Antares Mic Modeler, licensed
by Tascam for use in the SX-1. The clinically flat response of the Earthworks
microphone was jazzed up with an emulation of around-sounding Neumann U87.
While Ihad no U87 with which to do
an accurate A/B comparison, the effect
nonetheless was impressive. Other
great microphones in the preset library
include the AKG 414 and the Manley
Reference Gold, among others.
Oddly absent were models of the
broadcast favorite E- V RE- 20 and the
classic RCA 77DX, although finding a
single mic representative of the entire
77 line has to be impossible today.
Once asample voice track was committed to the internal hard drive, Iwent
after it with some steep compression, a
little over- the- top " smile" EQ and a
drop of Boss Jock reverberation, all
variable and patchable.
DSP processing on the SX-1 is quite
capable, but do not expect spacey
Harmonizer- type effects. These are
bread-and-butter processing and effect
algorithms we all need and depend on.
Useful jacks
Music tests consisted of recording a
few electric guitar tracks directly into the
SX-1, and running some MIDI data via
my classic Roland D-50 keyboard and an
E-mu Proteus orchestral module. The SX1has 128 MIDI tracks and four MIDI Out
jacks, which means you may actually get
to use that many tracks for achange.
Any recorded audio is subject to the
same DSP effects as on voice, so Iwill
not repeat myself here. Know too that
the SX-1 was not designed to be a
"mini- studio" for musicians; there are
no dedicated buffered inputs for instruments, so an electric guitar connected
directly to the SX-1 mic inputs will be
loaded down by the low- Z inputs and
sound muddy.
Expect the standard audio editing
conventions of cut, copy, paste, split,
clear, reverse and normalize, all nicely
implemented on the SX-1. Again, use
the VGA monitor to do this — you will
quickly appreciate the larger viewing
area when doing some hairsplitting.

existing control surfaces in the studio.
Delay can be built in using several
methods. The delay- build function
builds the delay imperceptively over a

build, the Arse! Delay system can play
filler audio directly from the PC hard
disk, ajingle, sweeper or promo, for
example, while the delay is gathered.
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period of a few minutes with a dualmode technology tailored for use in
speech- only or music/speech mixed
program segments. For a quicker

The audio is played from a WAV file
and if the filler is longer than the
needed delay period, an on- screen
countdown to the cue point is shown

You may import audio files in WAV,
AIFF, SDII, BWAV and AU formats.
The SX-1 records and converts to SDII
and BWAV formats. Audio quality is
24- bit, 44.1 or 48 kHz sample rate;
there is no 96 kHz option, but one is
not needed for most general music or
radio production.
The SX-1 lacks an internal MIDI
sound generator, much as you might
find a software synth on a computer
soundcard, which is fine. Connect
whatever sound generators and modules you want to the MIDI Out jacks
without getting locked into the limited
set of sounds found on the computer.

faders under my fingers remains a
wonderfully organic experience. And
thanks to the ability of the SX-1 to
memorize and automate a mix, it is
possible to recall that same mix every
time, or to create and save as man)
variations as you want to.
Besides, clients will love watching
those motorized faders move themselves.

Extras include

Idle port
Extras that have made it onto the
Tascam SX-1 include a SCSI port for
greater storage capacity, an ADATcompatible 9- pin I/O connector, time

a SCSI port for greater

storage capacity, ADAT-compatible 9-pin I/O
connector, time-code port and expansion slots
for optional inputs and outputs.

Iwas pleased to see so many features under the MIDI menus, including
Piano Roll editing ( where note data
appears on screen as a series of dots
and dashes like on aplayer piano roll),
Event editing and all the cut/copy/pasting Icould want. Fleshing out repeated
phrases in a music track by grabbing
MIDI passages and pasting them into
new locations was as effortless as in
any other MIDI package out there and
agreat deal faster.
As radio production does not depend
heavily on MIDI, Iwill not dwell on
this aspect of the SX-1. Ienjoyed its
depth of functions very much, but if
you do not need MIDI in your studio,
you would just be paying for an expensive feature you would not use.
During my test music recording, I
heard a high-pitched noise induced
through the guitar pickups whenever I
touched afader. This was due to atouch
sensor in the fader that implements an
automated function in the unit whenever
touched. It was peculiar but not necessarily aproblem; nobody can play guitar and run console faders simultaneously unless they have three arms.
Speaking of the faders, may Isay
bravo. While Ihave no problem creating mix decisions by drawing "rubberbands" on a track view, having real

to aid the user.
An advanced Wipe Delay function
allows the user to edit out the last few
words spoken, removing words from
the end of a sentence and preserving
the remainder of the delay and permitting the talk/phone-in segment to continue uninterrupted. The delay immediately starts to rebuild. At the end of
a delayed segment the delay can be
played out or transparently removed
over aperiod of afew minutes.
Requirements: Windows XP, 2000,
Me or 98 with a standard Windowscompatible sound card. Price: $970; a
studio grade sound card is available
for an additional $ 250.
For more information contact MDO
UK in the United Kingdom at 011-44121-256-0200 or e-mail sales@
profanitydelay.com. A trial version
is available on the Web at www.
profanitydelay.com.

Product Capsule:
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Tascam SX-1
Digital Production Environment

Thumbs Up
/Performs under BeOS
7_ / Extensive audio and MIDI editing
capabilities
/Antares Mic Modeler built in
/Full-featured mixer surface
/Software upgradeable

=

Thumbs Down
/Too many features for straightahead radio production
/Expensive, given the features
that may go unused
Price: $ 5,999.99
For information, contact Tasca
California at 13231 727-4778 or
www.tascam.com.

finished product immediately.
Ireluctantly must repeat that, for
day-to-day radio production, this is not
the system for you. The learning curve
can be steep, the features intimidating,
and the unit's perceived inability to
squirt a finished and labeled piece of
production out over the LAN to the
audio server make it less desirable than
asimple PC/software solution.

code port and expansion slots for additional optional inputs and outputs as
desired.
The unit can sync up to video if
desired, with the ability to set frame
rates, pullups and pulldowns.
There is also an Ethernet ( network)
port on the PC backplane. It is idle
Price in line
now, but will be turned on in version
Also, cooling fans and disk drive
1.5, at which point the SX-1 will funcnoise might preclude its use up close to
tion as an FTP server. By giving the
amicrophone.
machine an address on your network,
Is the six-grand price tag a turnoff?
you will be able to move files back and
It might be for folks more used to buyforth via the FTP.
ing PCs and basic DAW software than
Idon't know if you are bothered by
for users who remember what aquality
indicator lights that leave "tails" in the
16- track reel machine and an effects
air as your eyes move, but the LEDs on
rack cost only adecade ago. The price
the SX-1 worksurface are clocked at a seems in line, given the features.
high rate and flash rapidly. Some may
Instead, look to the Tascam SX-1 as
find this fatiguing in a dark control
aunified production system better suitroom, some do not. Your call.
ed for the big projects outside of the
In summary, the Tascam SX-1 is a station: MIDI production music and
magnificent piece of engineering, with
jingle creation, large-scale multi-mic
a mixing surface that feels comfortrecording, serious audio mixing and
able and serious, and with audio qualirealtime processing. Use it to move
ty you would expect from the folks
into audio-for-video later on. And with
who have made everything from
software upgrades periodically issued
portable cassette multitracks on up to
on CD-ROM, the SX-1 will stay fresh
full-bore studio gear. Editing features
and timely for awhile to come.
are powerful, the on-board DSP keeps
Alan Peterson is a longtime broadyou from wishing you had "just one
caster, MIDI musician, production
more reverb box," and the internal CD
engineer and contributor to RW. Reach
recorder lets you walk away with a him at alanpeterson@earthlink.net.

Rhapsody
in Blue.
Digital Core
Routing System
Scalable Up to
4,096 Channels
Digital & Analog
24 Bit I/0
Mix Multiple
Inputs to
Any Output
IFB-Talk to
Remotes
Integrated
Intercom
Functions

Introducing the new 3210
Digital Audio Network from
Sierra Automated Systems.
This modular, digital-core
routing system processes
more audio, routes more
signals, and provides more
user control than any
other system in its class.
Routing, mixing, signal
processing, IFB, mixminus,
and more, run simultaneously without conflict.
All this functionality is
readily accessible via PC, mixing boards,
or dedicated control panels. And the
performance? Like music to your ears.
For more details about the impressive
capabilities of the 32KD, give us a call
or visit our web site.
SAS. Doing more for radio. Again.
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[ENTER TO WINj
Here's your chance to unpack FREE GEAR in 2003.
Enter to win one of 26 New Technology prizes.
Over the past two years, Radio World and dozens of
industry suppliers have joined forces to award more

than $ 115,000 worth of radio and pro audio gear -- 7"
.
from microphones, master clocks and sound

In 2003 you can expect asimilar range of cool
New Technology products from our great sponsors. It takes only seconds to sign up online.
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And best of all, there are 26 chances to win in 26
4I->
drawings - - one for every issue of Radio World.
This is our way of saying " thank you" for allowing us to
bring you New Technology for the past
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Ending Those
Console Cravings
Ford 1thought 1kept in pretty good running
condition.
So Iarrived at the studio. You may see in
Right about this time last year, Iwas beating the bushes with both hands, hoping to
the picture what was waiting for me there:
an old Harris Executive, astereo console
flush out an old retired Harris Gates
Gatesway 80 console.
designed for the age of turntables, reel tape,
Having pulled "Annandale Terrace
network newscasts and cart machines, doing
Radio" out by the roots when Imoved from
its best to keep up with MiniDiscs, CDs,
Annandale to anew town in 2001, Ihad
computer automation and digital audio prohopes of reviving my little Part 15 AM stacessing for production.
tion in my new digs — calling it "Rolling
Tired but still working, the old boy bore a
Valley Radio" after the subdivision where
dusty but proud countenance (consoles are
my house is.
always masculine, Ihave determined). And
But Iwanted more than my little five-pot
despite its age, it had the upright bearing of
an old admiral being wheeled down the
Sparta mono mixer as the heart of the operation. Iwanted to replace it with aboard that
boulevard in aveteran's parade. It surprised
had some guts and areal radio feel to it. I me to see it still in use.
wanted arotary pot job to give it anostalgic
The problem: no audio was passing
through it, even though the speakers
air, but also some serious ambiance.
by Alan R. Peterson

('

cards, to audio processors, routers, CD mastering machines and shopping sprees.
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To enter the sweepstakes you must complete these 3easy steps.
1Go to our website www.rwonline.com

2 Click on the New Technology Sweepstakes icon
3 Follow the instructions and fill out the electronic entry form - that's it you're done'
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held throughout the year. Contest registration expires Dec. 3, 2003. Final contest prize andouncement on Jan. 1
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Winners should receive prizes within 30 days of notification: however, actual delivery time may vary and is not
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When Iran it all through my head, the
mixer Iended up with in my mind was the
veiy one on which Istarted out my career a
'70s vintage, eight- pot monophonic
Gatesway 80.
Ihad to find one.
Iburned up the newsgroups and every
broadcast classified posting Icould find. I
got on ham radio lists, called rural stations
and retired engineers, begging for a
Gatesway that might have been hiding in the
junk room or up at the transmitter site.
Iam here to tell you not to worry about it
anymore. Ijust had an experience that convinced me those old consoles might be better off left in glorious retirement.
When my previous position as operations
manager went south back in November, I
immediately took to the free-lance life again
to meet the bills. If there was acamera that
had to be hoisted, acable that needed to be
pulled or aRAM upgrade that had to be
rammed in, Iwas on the scene. No job too
small, no paycheck too big. In fact, the bigger the better.
One call Itook was from aprominent
educational institution in Northern Virginia
that has an extensive broadcast curriculum.
They had aproduction studio with an "older" console that was not functioning right
and wanted someone to look it over and, if
necessary, replace it with a modern
Behringer mixer they already in house.
Iwould rather have tried to save it. It hurt
my sensibilities to pitch apiece of working
gear just because it might be alittle old.
Case in point: my last car, which was a1988

thumped and the VU meter lights came on
when powered up. My initial guess was a
fried program amplifier section, if the internal audio amp was still functioning.
These mixers were designed with faceplates and panels that can be tipped up or
down to gain service access. Itipped the
front down, not totally ready for the tangle
that awaited me inside.
What does this do?
If you work on enough modern consoles,
you lose the memory of what went into the
classics. If you too have forgotten or never
had the pleasure, feast your eyes on the second photo.
In place of ribbon connectors tying circuit
boards together, the inside of the Executive
was thick with military-spec braided cable,
some with little number stickers. No sealed
potentiometers, voltage-controlled amplifiers
or Schadow switches here, but giant step
attenuators and telephone-grade switches
with more blades than aSwiss Army knife.
Instead of small PC boards with TL084
chips and tiny little bypass capacitors, there
were slide-in circuit cards with discrete components ... you know, the ones where you
actually troubleshot down to the component
level!
Muting and control relays were big
enough to switch loads at alighthouse. And
the smell of the warm components was a
war surplusy, short-wavey, wax papery, galvanized metallic one, like the smell of 1950s
vintage ham radio gear still in use.
Continue on page 35
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Continued from page 34
Faded service stickers were everywhere in the console and handwritten
footnotes peppered the manual: "Added
50 pF cap to stop oscillation on Audition
Amp input," or "Changed PS rectifiers to
250 PIV units, 7/20/80." When there are
more footnotes than factory text on the
pages, it may be fair to say retirement
time for that mixer is imminent.
Still Iwas willing to try. As it turned
out, there were separate power supplies
for most of the console and for the program and monitor amplifiers. The main
supply was held down by one remaining
screw instead of four, which meant it was
free to wobble around inside the chassis.
That is what it did and shorted out against
acable shield, popping some mutant 30V
slo-blo fuse not made anymore. The monitor amps stayed on as they had their own
separate source of juice.
The fuse was replaced, the supply
remounted and the power restored. The
poor mixer sounded awful. There was
hum everywhere, the mic channel was
distorted, a turntable pot had nothing
through half its travel, then burst to life at
the 12 o'clock position.
Impedance mismatches and awkward
levels meant crummy audio quality on
some unbalanced sources. One monitor
channel was completely out and the
remaining one went into oscillation after
20 minutes of wannup.
My own reaction actually surprised
me. Restoring this classic to afunctional
state, even as a hobby, was not even
tempting this time. Parts like those fuses
or even germanium transistors are
impossible to get now. Clearly it was
time to cut the old boy free and twas
not about to debate the issue.
Wise decision, Grasshopper ...
In all probability, students working in this
studio would never have encountered such a
console anytime in their careers; Idon't care
how far out in the sticks the station is or
what format it airs.
With the exception of afew notable consoles ( like the oldest working unit in the
country up at acamp in Pennsylvania), most
student broadcasters are statistically likely to
encounter modem digital technology at even
the smallest of stations.
The decision was made by the school
administrator to retire the Executive board
and drop in the Behringer, and, at the
same time, make the room digital-ready
with acomputer-based editor. For crosscompatibility with the other studios, one
turntable would come out, all three cart
machines would stay in.
Despite the way inexpensive mixers are
mass-manufactured today, Ido appreciate
one facet of their design. Each line input is
high impedance and comes with trimmer
knobs. Impedance mismatches are almost a
thing of the past and one no longer needs to
assemble little resistive pads to tame levels
from playback decks.
Zeroing those levels took almost no time
in the new room. With Cool Edit mounted
on the computer, a1kHz tone was generated
at 0VU analog (in this room, about - 12 dB
on the Cool Edit on-screen meter).
Once the soundcard and the board got
along, carts, MiniDisc, cassette and reel settings took maybe four minutes. And as a
bonus, we recorded anew calibration tone
cart, although the tone file on the PC is infinitely more stable than the cart will ever be.
The room no longer has astodgy look or
feel, and the new console sounds includible.
It has become aroom Iwould actually enjoy
doing production in myself.
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Don't feel bad about the old board. It
won't be scrapped. In fact, this Executive is
shifting emphasis from "admiral" to
"ambassador" as being ashowplace spokesconsole in the lobby.
Rather than power up the whole board,
we are using awall-wart power supply to
light only the VU meters, with a little
Walkman receiver connected right to the
meters to make them dance.
All controls, switches and attenuators
now do nothing, but the size and complexity
of that big imposing console almost invites
you to walk over to it just to spin the dial,
flip alever and grin.
Ireally did hate to yank that console out
of service. Part of me still likes to see functional gear continue at the task for which it
was designed but Ibelieve Igot over most of
it. Still, if you have aGatesway 80, contact
me anyway.

Too many previous repairs, too confusing, no reliable
source for parts. The interior of the console.
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to 60 x 60 circuits ( equal to 120 x 120
mono), and can accept analog signals
with Caddy A-D/D-A converters.
The Impact sums any number of
inputs over each output and distributes
any input over the required outputs.
The unit also routes digital and analog
audio signals in radio and television program production centers. It adds routing
capabilities to radio broadcast console
that do not possess them. It can be customized to operate 400 x400 circuits and
can be remote- controlled through the

PRODUCT GUIDE

Digital Router
Sums and
Distributes
The AEQ Impact is a digital router
with modules of 12 x 12 AES/EBU circuits. Impact is scalable in blocks of up
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SEE ONE OF COMEDY'S
BEST — LIVE!
NAB Opening Celebration
with Bill Cosby
Sunday, Apnl 6, 2003
The Bella& Hotel and Casino

saV
13 ti day and
save
Register by February 28, 2003
up95to.
ges and
sta rt at $3
For
oft the regula rpnce Packa
formation, visit
detai ls and up-to-the-minute in
www.nah.org/comendonsinab2003

Easy Control Port, an RS-422 control
connector.
For more information contact AEQ in
Florida at (954) 581-7999 or visit
www.aeqbroadcast.com.

Henry Engineering
Introduces
Small Mixer
The new Micromixer from Henry
Engineering is afour-input, two-output stereo mixer for line- level audio
sources.
The compact mixer is useful for
combining two stereo sources or four
mono sources to a stereo output.

than 137 different countries. The Radio Management Conference
is guaranteed to leave you with the wisdom you need to succeed well
into the future. And there's no bigger or more complete showcase of
broadcast and multimedia products on the planet.
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Let's face it, time is money — now more than ever. For the most

NAB2003 is the only truly worldwide event for electronic media, offering
professional networking opportunities with industry leaders from more

MICROMIXER''

BUSINESS DIGEST

You gotta network. You gotta learn. You gotta see. You gotta NAB.

comprehensive electronic media industry experience available. you'd
be wise to invest your time in an event with global returns.

Proprietary MicroAssign switches permit
any input to be routed to the left, right or
through both outputs. With its built-in
power supply, the Micromixer needs no
wallwarts.
The unit is rackmountable in a onethird width by 1RU high space. Up to
three units can be mounted to an optional
1RU rack shelf.
For more information, contact Hank
Landsberg at Henry Engineering in
California at (
626) 355-3656 or visit
www.henryeng.com.

NAB
THE WORLD'S LARGEST
ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW
April 5-10, 2003 • Las Vegas, NV

Make plans to attend NAB2003. The World's Largest Electronic
Media Show and the Radio Opening Reception on Sunday. April 6.
Because if you wanna know, You Gotta Go!

Conferences: April 5-10,2003 • Exhibits: April 7-10 • www.nab.org/conventions/nab2003

Seeks U.S. Partners
Italian company S.M. Sistemi
Modulan iis seeking partners who can
help it to enter the U.S. market for its
design and acoustical services.

The company is a " broadcast stylist," using elements from the Italian
school of design to develop studios for
clients who want sophisticated working environments.
S.M., established about 20 years
ago, is owned by Giuseppe " Pino"
Stillitano. It offers architectural and
technical services and touts its ability
to interpret the personality of its
clients.
Representative of its work is a project in Milan, a four- floor studio and
office complex of commercial station
Radio Deejay. The bright colors and
sinuous design reflect the station's
youthful target demographic.
Another project was for Radio
Italia, the first private station broadcasting only Italian music and owner
of Video Italia. The Radio and Video
Italia group occupies a complex of
offices, studios and concert rooms in
the broadcast operation "heartland" of
Lombardy, northern Italy.
S.M. restructured most of the building to reflect the company's adult
audience. Natural materials such as
wood with fabric produced warm colors and soft tones.
The company hopes to establish
relationships that allow it to offer its
services to U.S. broadcasters.
For information from S.M. Sistemi
Modulan, contact the company in Italy
at 011-39-039-48-46-95; or send
e-mail to info@s-mit; or visit www
.s-m.il.
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O.C. White Mic Boom Won't Stray
by Stephen Murphy
Business is booming — quite literally
— for Mass.- based O.C. White. The
company manufactures arange of industry -specific lighting and mechanical
products with one thing in common:
adjustable boom arms.

Otis Charles White, asmall-town dentist founded his eponymous company in
1894 with his pioneering design for a
gas-fueled adjustable dental light.
The company's adjustable magnification and lighting products are ubiquitous
in many disciplines and areas of manufacturing including medical, photographic, quality control, critical safety inspection, microscope lighting and electronic
magnification.

terminates in afemale XLR jack near the
top of the riser. A nonterminated fourfoot length of the cable extends from the
riser base for attaching to aconnector or
patch bay or other existing audio system.
A 40-inch XLR cable is required to
get the signal from the microphone to
the female XLR jack at the top of the

desk-mount riser. A removable plastic
strip hides the wire channel running
down the spine of each segment. This
strip permits quick and easy installation
of the user's microphone wire. Simply
drop the wire in place and zip the wire
covers in place.
The two-segment spring-loaded boom
arm attaches to the riser via aheavydut.
swivel socket. Each arm segment measures 18 inches and features two soft

Mounting the riser

This force, in turn, transfers to the spot
where the base attaches to the desk. The
screw holes already showed signs of
loosening.
Iremoved the screws, drilled clear
through the solid oak surface and
switched to the widest bolts that would fit
through the base holes, fastened on the
underside with nuts and large diameter
washers. The heavy-duty arm now had
appropriately heavy-duty mounting —
desk and mic arm were now evenly
matched.
Although this experience should probably be considered "operator error," I
relay it as awarning to all who intend to
mount this arm on fiberboard- based
counters or thin wood surfaces.
Properly mounted, the arm functions
with excellent sturdiness that does not
stray from its designated position (acontinual annoyance endemic to cheaply
built spring arms).
The well- matched soft gold-plated
springs generally are quiet, as advertised, providing a professional on- air
performance. Normally, care should be
taken in making sure the springs have
not migrated toward contact with the
arm assembly over time — metal
against metal does not a quiet arm
make. The ProBoom, however, has integrated slots in the spring holders that is
claimed to prevent the springs from
moving from their original position.

0.C. White ProBoom

-

Elite Microphone Boom

Thumbs Up
= iWell-constructed
-

/ Sturdy enough for heavy broadcast microphones

Thumbs Down
•-•

= / Must be permanently mounted
to solid desk surface; an
optional 2-inch capacity tableedge clamp is available as an
option
Price S199
For information °contact the compa
in Massachusetts at 141.3 289-1751
visit vvww. ocwhite.com.

Summary
As in other industries, O.C. White's
broadcast microphone arms are asuccess
story. With proper mounting and minimal
care, this mic arm should withstand many
years of continuous, high- traffic studio
use. To wit, O.C. White backs its product
with alifetime warranty. The G1900-BG
arm is now available for shipping.
Stephen Murphy, former editor of
Pro Audio Review magazine, is afreelance engineer/producer with 20 years
experience in audio, radio and video
production.

•

vow,
•Compact, light weight and easy to
operate with aworldwide ready ISDN
connection.
•Works anywhere and is compatible with all codecs
on the market.
It has abuilt-in digital phone hybrid for POTS connection
and it works simultaneously with the ISDN connection.

and boom assembly

to my desktop using wood screws was quick
and straightforward.

Microphone boom arms are anatural
extension of the coffipany's industrial
reach, so it should be no surprise that
0.C. White has been successful in the
broadcast industry as well.
Features
For this review, O.C. White provided a
ProBoom Elite 61900-BG arm that features two spring- loaded adjustable segments and afixed base/riser.
The riser/base is a 15- inch vertical
metal tube that has a rectangular 3-inch
by 2- 3/4- inch base that permits either
through-the-counter wiring or side exit.
Four screw holes are provided for attaching the base to the target surface.
The riser comes prewired with a
Gepco 24-AWG microphone cable that
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gold-plated " music wire springs."
According to the manufacturer, the music
wire springs enhance the dampening
effect, obviating the need for "flocking"
the springs. 0.C. White states that the
ProBoom arm can hold up to.eight
pounds when used with the optional
heavy-duty springs.
Mounting
Mounting the riser and boom assembly
to my desktop using appropriately sized
wood screws was quick and straightforward. But it did not take long for me to
realize that the corollary to aheavy-duty
boom arm design that holds up to eight
pounds is that agreater amount of force
is required to move the arm, especially at
the joint just above the riser.

Stereo and Mono
Digital and Analog I/O.
Capable of establishing an On Air conversation with two callers

ulgital Telephone Hybrid known worldwide for its high performance.

one: 954 - 581 7999 Fax.: 954 - 581 7733
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The SEN6 is a single channel Subaudible
tone encoder with integral audio filtering
that can produce 25Hz. 35Hz and
combination tones from external closures.

CoolProblernSolverl
Encodes 25, 35 & 25/35 combination tones
(can also generate 50 & 75Hz or 19 & 27Hz).
Tunable notch filters remove subaudible content
from program material prior to tone insertion.
Jumper- set precise tone duration.
. Model SEN 6 List Price only $399.00
'50 & 75 Ftz tones may require external input fittenng to avoid false topping.
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These monitors are state-of-the-art instruments of unequalled
accuracy (. 50/o or better on ratio and . 5° or better on phase)
and stability. With typical modulation the true ratio readout of
these monitors is afactor of 10 more stable than instruments
that measure normalized amplitude, and their phase readouts
are rock solid. Phase sign is automatic, no extra operation. In
addition to the analog DC outputs for remote control the Model
CMR has amultiplexed BCD digital output which can be used
to drive the Remote Indicator Model CMR-1. RF inputs have
dual protection. Gas discharge tubes across the sample line
terminations plus relay protection.

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
Phone 740-593-3150 • FAX 740-592-3898
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Call for details 1-866-240-6497
CDS" gives you the tools to effectively connect your station with today's audience and clients.
CDS" offers Live Assist, Satellite Automation and Live operations. Our tighter integration with
today's technologies brings new efficiencies to the control room. Call
today to learn how CDS" can benefit your station's operation and
...budget.
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FlipJack Fi 500

3channel cell phone interface
• Two headphone jacks
• Two Mic inputs And a Line Input
• Connect To A Standard Telephone Line.
• Operates on " AA' batteries or external power
• Balanced Line Level Output
• Small Size: 1.5H x4.8W x4.5"D
• Tuner input for off- air monitoring

Serve your audience more than just great audio...

• LED level indicator

www.conex-electro.com

CONEXDEST,211111
www.pristinesys.com

1-866-240-6497

I1602 Carolina Sr.
PO. Box 67 Bellingham, WA
360-734-4323
FAX 360-676-4822
EMAIL conex@conex-electro corn

98227

800-645-1061
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The Studio Doug Built on eBay
by Doug McLeod
This is the story of achildhood dream
revisited after more than three decades,
on abudget.
When Iwas first discovering radio at
the age of nine or so, I — in common with
many Radio World readers, I'll bet —
built a "studio" in my bedroom. It consisted of acardboard console, amicrophone
fashioned out of atoilet paper tube and
some polka-dotted wrapping paper that
sort of resembled an RCA DX-77 ribbon
microphone, a 3-inch-reel tape recorder
and aportable record player.

Doug McLeod produces a
voiceover in his home studio.
The key to the whole setup was that
the gearshift speed changer on the record
player could be finessed to a position

between 33-1/3 and 45 rpm, which put
the motor in neutral. Thus, records could
be cued and atight board run for my fantasy DJ shows.

the bottom line with achainsaw. Their
first move was to simulcast our games
using the less expensive radio guy.
Suddenly, Ihad the opportunity — in
fact, the necessity — to ramp up my
voiceover business and begin a longplanned foray into syndication.
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studio almost entirely from eBay, that is
how it turned out.
Through a number of transactions, I
picked up almost every piece of source
equipment Ineeded over aspan of about
eight months. My equipment list ( see
sidebar) includes the expected digital
stuff and some tape-based gear, as well.
It also includes acouple of items that
would be anachronisms in most radio stations: aturntable and acart machine.
The Technics turntable was a must
because Ihave amassed an enormous
amount of material on vinyl, much of
which is not available on CD. As for the
cart machine, that is partially for my
wife. We met at an all-news radio station
more than 20 years ago. Almost every
example of her work as aradio reporter is
preserved on carts, and we needed away
to archive them without asking favors at
radio stations.
An obvious red flag to an engineer
(apart from the fact that asports announcer is fiddling around with all this stuff) is
the fact that most of my source gear is
unbalanced. Ihad to be careful not only
that the input and output levels all
matched but that no stray RE particularly
from my computer, fouled up the works.

Fast forward
Today, while the radio heavyweights
build out their studio clusters, Ihave
completed abuildout of my own. Once
again Ihave a studio in my room, only
this time it resides in anook in my home
office. And this time Iget paid for playing there.
Apart from some old furniture that I
pressed into service and afew pieces of
equipment that Ialready owned, everything in my studio was purchased online
at eBay, "The World's OnLine
Marketplace." Total outlay: less than
$1,500. Believe me, if Ican make that
work, anyone can.
As with many great undertakings, this
one began on amuch smaller scale and
with adifferent purpose.
After completing my 15th season as a
TV play-by-play announcer in the
National Hockey League, Idecided I
Patchbox saves the day
needed ahome studio in which to voice
Fortunately, Hank Landsberg at Henry
The studio sits in a
the many spots, tags, promos and TV
Engineering ironed it all out with one of
home office alcove.
,
voiceovers that were part of my job.
his latest cool tools, the Henry Patchbox.
Rather than make endless trips to apostIt is aterrific little distribution amp that
production house or to our flagship radio
That plus a desire finally to wade
tames both balanced and unbalanced
station, Icould do the voice work more
through years of accumulated audio flotsignals. My Patchbox is the only piece of
quickly and easily in ahome studio.
sam out in the garage convinced me to
new gear that Ipurchased specifically for
Iowned a Shure SM7 microphone,
try for astudio that would include almost
this project and it is the heart of the studio.
Symetrix 528 mic processor, Sharp
every audio source, analog and digital.
With the Patchbox and the right cables
MiniDisc recorder and aRane HC6 headWhile Idid not set out to equip the
See EBAY STUDIO page 41
phone amplifier. Adding Cool Edit to my
laptop gave me all the flexibility I
isinime
thought Iwould need.
Experience
ceptional Quality, Reliability and Service!
Then strangers rode in from the East.
Now, stop me if you've heard this one:
Experience Armstrong Transmitter!
a pack of out- of- market management
types entered the picture and went after

... „iv. . ,

Our single tube high power FM
transmitters offer you exceptional
quality at affordable prices.

.'RODUCT GUIDE

NetStar Is Codec

Built for the " real world" environment,

For Broadcast

these RF workhorses offer long term
reliability and features not found in any
other single tube transmitter available.

NetStar from Musicam USA is a new digital audio codec that provides what the
company touts as new methods and ease of use for sending and receiving real-time
audio, contact closures and ancillary data.
NetStar has astandalone, 2RU chassis. Stereo analog and AES/EBU inputs and outputs are standard. It can send and simultaneously receive bidirectional audio through a
variety of transmission methods, including IP, ISDN and dedicated data circuits.
The codee supports many coding algorithms including G.711, G.722, MPEG 1and
2Layer II and MPEG 1and 2Layer 3, ensuring back-compatibility with CCS and other codecs. NetStar also provides MPEG 2 AAC and MPEG 4 AAC Low Delay for
excellent audio performance at lower bit rates. Bidirectional, uncompressed linear
audio over IP is provided as well.
For more information contact the company in New Jersey at ( 732) 739-5600 or visit
www.musicamusa.com.

Features Include:
1/4 Wave Grounded Grid Tetrode PA
Fiber Optic PA Arc Detection
PA Temperature Protection
Advanced Control System with remote
computer interface
More internal status sensors than any
other transmitter
CD Quality Audio ( AES/EBU optional)
Available from 20 to 35 kW.
Combined systems to 60 kW
FM 30000 TX

Armstrong Transmitter.. the best RF products, the best around the clock
support and the best prices
....because you deserve nothing less!
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Ak ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER CORPORATION
4835 North Street, Marcellus, NY 13108 ( 315) 673-1269

Fax 315 673-9972 www.armstrongtx con;

Products & Services

Towers
Above the Rest
e-mel

Monopoles
Guyed Towers
Self- Supporting Towers
Structural Analysis
Tower Reinforcing

Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road • Chandler, IN 47610
(812) 925-6000 • www.ERlinc.com
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Er Frequency Agile
Outtettandhq Audio
12v 2year Warranty
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lOW STL SYSTEM $ 3,850

Dedicated to Quality Equipment
Customer Talk
"Working with Bext is a Broadcasters dream"
"Bext is top-drawer in their assistance & support"

1888 239 8462

www.bext.com

Outside the US call 619 239 8462

Telephone Solutions by CircuitWerkes
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AUDIO METERING PRODUCTS
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The HC- 3 is ideal for many tasks like listen & concert
lines, remote broadcasting. IFR interfaces, & More.

II
$1495 00

Si 11, • 0

The HC 3hybrid telephone autocoupler

****** ,

DUAL VU METER SET

VUNI-21,4

DUAL PPM METER SET

$1395 00

$1495.00
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The Vet« Telco- 6, six line,
incoming, ring detector

BEIM
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Is someone calling? Find out with the new Telco- 6!
The telco-6 detects telephone ring signals from one to
six lines and provides a dry relay output for each line.

VUM-21VIS

$1760.00

PPM 2MS

t1865 00

PPM 4

52175 00
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CP-1 & CP-2 call progress decoders
Did you ever connect a telephone coupler to a phone
line or PBX only to discover that it won't hang up?
CircuitWerkes' call progress decoders can save the
day on most systems. They listen for dial- tone or busy
signals and, when present. force your couplers offline.

—

The AC- 12 telco autocoupler bank

Jo41.

$14.115.00

VPM 2

Irr:

C=I111111.
DUAL VUPPLI METER SET

SINGIE WAWA METER SET

ei344,6

Get up to adozen, full featured, telephone autocouplers in
just 5.25" of rack space. The coupler bay features a
common power supply and two audio busses for easy
mass feeds. Individual couplers can be used for sending
or receiving seperately from the rest - perfect for IFBs.
Newly updated design improves audio performance and
overall reliablility to anew standard of excellence!

$1995.00

VPM-4

53383.00

VPM-4M

$ 2165 00

Èf5'111111111.
06156 . 4•1›.4 6, •

PNASESCOPE WITH
SWITCHER AND MONITOR

Ft.A.11/1 BROADCAST MANUFACTURING INC.
USA 847 48

CircuitWerkes - (352) 335-6555 Fax 380-0230 http://www.circuitwerkes.com 2805 NW 6th Street, Gainesville FL 32609
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CANADA 705 722 4425
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Search and Buy Electronic Components online at

raduga automation

www.mouser.com

Automate your station in minutes
...No Degree Required

•Great for Music Formats
•LPFM, LICE, Small a Medium Comms
•Live Assist or Full Blown Automation
•Schedule Spots, IDs, Build Rotations

44
-8

O SEMICONDUCTORS
O PASSIVES
O INTERCONNECTS

MOUSER

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
00

My Mouser

O POWER
O ELECTROMECHANICAL

•Plays mp3, way, wma

Ei:?0,

Online Catalog
Project Manager
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O TEST / TOOLS / SUPPLIES
Did we mention...Free Support
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(800) 346-6873
www.raduga.net/rw.htm

Download your FREE Demo
(S 13) 887- 0714

$649 Buyout

MOUSER

ELECTRONICS
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-Same-Day Shipping

Technical Support

Friendly Service

38 Years of Experience
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STUDIO SESSIONS

eBay Studio
Continued from page 39

from Radio Shack, wiring this studio was not
much more complicated than hooking up a
home stereo — albeit abig home stereo.
Studio wiring is straightforward. The
first four pots of the Behringer 1604 are
monaural. The mic preamp is plugged
into Fader 1. Fader 2 is for asecond mic
or the mono ITC cart machine. Faders 3
and 4 are dedicated to the left and right
outputs of my computer soundcard.
The other four pots are stereo and mix
CD 1, CD 2, the Technics turntable and
the output of a Sescom P0-12 passive
input selector box.
The P0-12 handles the unbalanced
outputs from the other source gear. This
includes the Tascam DA 30 DAT deck,
Tascam 112 cassette, Tascam 32 reel-toreel, Sharp portable MiniDisc and apatch
from aTV output.

ting in my garage.
A cherry computer credenza from
Bombay Company holds the mixer and
CD decks. The cart machine and
turntable sit on amore-or-less matching
bookcase that came from Ikea several
years ago. Another bookcase holds the
reel-to-reel deck and afax machine.
Between them, Ifashioned arack out
of an old home stereo cabinet with the
glass door removed and rack rails added.
The only new furnishings are a $70 chair
from Office Max and a cool Atomix
atomic clock ($ 39) from Restoration
Hardware.
Do your homework
If you are going to pick up equipment
on the used market Ihave some advice,
which can be summed up by the Latin
phrase caveat emptor, or buyer beware.
You must know what you are buying and
you have to be careful.
Know exactly what you are looking
for before you begin bidding. For exam-

41

Doug McLeod's eBay Studio Gear
Tascam DA30 DAT
Tascam 32 reel-to-reel
Tascam 112 cassette
Harman-Kardon dual CD burner
Behringer 1604A mixer
ITC PDII cart recorder
Technics SP15 turntable wifechnics
base and Audio-Technica arm
Stanton 310 phono preamp
Crown D75 power amplifier
ESE digital timer
Luxo mike arms (package of 4)
Broadcast Tools Console Controller H
Prolite On-Air light (package of 4)
eBay total:
wanted was one that had been in aradio
station control room. Icannot think of a
piece of equipment that received more
abuse in its day.

$177.30
$175.00
$149.00
$169.99
$115.00
$49.00
$250.00
$30.00
$75.00
$35.00
$100.00
$50.00
$100.00

$1,475.29 (+ shipping)
If you have aquestion, be sure to ask
before you bid because your bid is abusiness contract. eBay makes it easy to do
this with the "ask seller aquestion" e-

Views at the studio. The author uses a Behringer mixer with Broadcast Tools Console Controller Il, ESE timer, Sescom switcher and Shure SM 7 microphone.
A Broadcast Tools Console Controller
II takes asplit from the mic preamp for
speaker muting purposes. It is also fed by
a Sony portable radio and can switch
between over-the-air feeds and board output. The unit provides a volume control
pot for the studio speakers, too, and activates aProlite on-air light.
The main output of the 1604 can be
balanced or unbalanced. Isend a balanced stereo feed via XLR cables to the
Henry Engineering Patchbox, which
distributes clean, unbalanced audio to
the inputs of the MiniDisc, DAT, cassette and reel decks. It also sends balanced audio to the cart recorder, Rane
HC- 6 headphone amp and computer
soundcard.
The equipment is mounted in ahodgepodge of used furniture that had been sit-

pie, Ineeded aCD burner that would dub
CDs at faster-than-real time and also give
me two independent playback decks. I
went to a couple of local electronics
stores where Idiscovered that a consumer unit would meet my price goal but
that some dub only at 2x speed while others do not provide independent playback
outputs for each deck.
Armed with this research, Idecided on
a Harman Kardon CDR-20 dual recordplay deck with 4x dubbing speed and
separate playback outputs. Ihit eBay and
found a lightly used unit in its original
box for less than $ 200. Similar homework went into my other buying decisions.
Knowing how the equipment has been
used is critical. When Isearched for a
cart deck, for example, the last thing I

SHORT TAKE

A Matter of Timing
The old Orange Crush clock on the wall finally gave it up. Its sweep second hand, with a
neat little orange on the end, sputtered, stammered and died just before Thanksgiving.
Rather than get too sentimental, Icalled Radio Systems and opted for adigital solution
that gave me options, features and some pleasant surprises. Ichose the thin Model 14408 CT2002 clock/timer — amere 1inch deep, 2.5 inches high and 7inches wide.
The larger rack- or wall-mounted studio model, with its 2-inch-high display, was too much
for my cozy studio and defeated the need for aportable location unit.
The thin model features aclock; an up-down timer; preset down times, SMPTE time code,
top-of-hour reset; master/slave operation and Ri45 quick connectors. That is all handy; however Iuse two features continually: the clock and timer, both activated with the optional
remote control — an absolute studio necessity.
The Orange Crush clock was agift from the local soft drink distributor while the Radio
Systems clock/timer ran $ 135 plus an additional $25 for the remote. Expensive? Not for a
tough, handmade, all-metal instrument that is continually viewed 2417/365.
For more information contact Radio Systems in New Jersey at (856) 467-8000 or visit
www.radiosystems.com.
— Christopher Springmann

With patience, Ifound adeck that had
mail link that is part of every listing.
been used in aTV master control room.
To find out if the seller is asolid e-citiStill some abuse potential, of course, but
zen, carefully read the comments in
Ifigured that it would have been used
Feedback Profile of your seller. The link
less and treated better by TV technical
is just below the "Seller ( Rating)" listing.
personnel, and so it proved.
On eBay, as in life, bad people exist.
No matter what you are shopping for,
And, as in life, you often can sniff them
remember that eBay essentially is a out with alittle effort.
worldwide garage sale where you do not
Iwill be the first to admit that building
know the neighbors. Article 11 of the
a studio from online sources carries a
eBay User Agreement is chock full of
degree of risk. Homework and due dilidisclaimers that make it clear that you are
gence remove alot of that risk, however,
responsible for determining whether an
and the result can be aterrific little faciliitem is workable and suitable for your
ty at an extremely agreeable price.
needs.
Good luck and good hunting. Now if
Although many people are put off by
you'll excuse me, Ihave to go play in my
pig-in-a- poke shopping, there are good
room.
ways to avoid rip-offs on eBay. The most
Doug McLeod has been a radio and
important thing you can do is to read the
TV announcer for more than 30 years.
item description carefully. Some sellers
He just completed his 15th season as a
provide good details but many do not. If
National Hockey League TV play-by-play
alisting does not specifically say an item
announcer and is CEO of Desert Tracks
will do something, it probably will not.
LLC in Scottsdale, Ariz. He produces
Most items are sold " as- is," but some
radio/TV commercials and voiceovers
sellers provide warranties.
from his studio. e

AFS-2 AUDIO FAILSAFE
CAS-1 CON/AIR SWITCHER
ACU -I AUDI O CO NTROL UNIT
DA 1-2 DIAL- UP AUDI O I
NTERFACE
T11-2 TimEelÉte.-1 D DELIVERY SYSTEM
MBC -1
W E SPECIALIZE IN RELIABLE,
COST EFFECTIVE PRODUCTS FOR

M ESSAGE BOARD CO NTROLLER

RFC-1/B REMOTE FACILITIE S CO NTROLLER
TAS-I TELEPHONE ANNOUNCEMENT SYSTEM

YOUR BROADCAST RELATED NEEDS.
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"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS

LIMITERS/

REMOTE 61

TRANSMITTERS

Want to Sell

AUDIO PROCESSING

MICROWAVE

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

AcousticsFirst",

control & noise elimination

Orban
Optimod
FM
8200
processor, BO. Steve Sisson,
Sherican Media, 1716 KROE Ln,
Sheridan WY 82801. 307-672-7421.

www.acousticsfirst.com

Want to Buy

=:888-765-2900
Full product line for sound •

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
Want to Sell

Superior
Broadcast Products
FM Antennas
All Power Levels.
Contact Jimmie Joynt
Phone 800/279-3326
Pirod SS 80-180'; Utility 340 SR,
25 sections. 513-521-1729.

r•

MICROPHONES
Want to Buy
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.
MISCELLANEOUS

'USED RIGID COAXIAL UNE •
3-1/8" air
.
20' sections, connectors .
I over 1000', kept in storage
I
Price negotiable
•Joe Maloney: 856-786-7200 x16 •

silverlakeaudio.com

Moseley 1620 microprocesso
remote control package. Includes
Taskmaster 20 program, and
manuals. Good condition. Buyer
pays shipping, $ 1750/130. Bob
Rivkin, KPLM/KJJZ, 441 S Calle
Encilia #8, Palm Springs CA 93362.
760-320-4550.

— -

Superior
Broadcast Products
FM STL Transmitter &

For mike flags

Superior
Broadcast Products
FM Transmitters
20 watts to 30 Kw

Reliable, On- time Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair
www,amgroundaystems,com
1-877-766-2999
Jampro midpower 96.5 FM and
94.9 FM antennas, new in box, BO.
Steve Sisson, Sheridan Media,
1716 KROE Ln, Sheridan WY
82801. 307-672-7421.

S.W.R
FM & Television
Antennas

new & rebuilt for Elcom, Harris, CCA,
CSI, McMartin. Goodrich Ent. 11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Antes SX-36 audio card, two
available, excellent condition, buyer
pays shipping, $500 ea/BO. Bob
Rivkin, KPLM/KJJZ, 441 S Calle
Encilia #8, Palm Springs CA 92262.
760-320-4550.

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your #1 Source For
Quality Used Radio
Broadcast Equipment

Contact Jimmie Joynt

View The Latest List On Line At:
http://www.baycountry.com Or
Call And We Wit Fax It To You.

ur 1:411101
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Broadcast Equipment Exchange

COMPLETE

711 7Olivia Rd Baltimore MD 21220
Toll Free 877-722-1031
FM 786-513-0812
E-mail infoCbaycountry corn
Member of BBB

API 0361 3.5" VU meters, A & B
scales
available, $ 35
each;
Assorted VTC audio transformers,
A-20, LS-33, LS-30, some N.I.B.
Delinta, 972-641-0271.

FACILITIES
MONITORS

NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES

Want to Sell

STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER/ANTENNA
OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

SCMS, Inc. ( 800) 438-6040
S

•
•
•

SEE YOUR
AD HERE!

Radio World's
Broadcast Equipment
Exchange
To advertise, fax Simone

9P

703-671-7409

Used Mod Monitors. McMartin & Balar
Many to choose from, tuned & calibrated
on your frequency, full guaranteed.
Goodrich Ent. 402-493-1886.

WE RENT FOR LESS
Hotlines

FM EXCIMIS

Zephyrs
Nexus
Min

STL's
FM

Continental 316F 10 KW 1030
kHz, complete, was on air until
removed from service, $2500/you
ship. Dave Bischoff,
Pam plin
Broadcasting, 888 SW 5th Ave,
#790, Portland OR 97204. 503-5523291.

McMartin BA-1K, 1KW AM. Continental
Communications. 314-6M-4497, email:
contcomm@sbcglobatnel.

From the tag to the small
WWW.BEXT.COM

888 239 8462 1
l

& Antennas'

McMartin BF-5K, 5kW FM. Factory
rebuilt in perfect, like new condition,
includes new tubes, tested & tuned
on your frequency. Guaranteed, fully
adjustable from 0 to 5.5 kW.
Goodrich Enterprises Inc, 402-4931886.
Collins 831-D2, 2.5 KW FM, good
condition, $3900. Tom Toenjes,
KJTY, 6120 Riley Creek, St Marys
KS 66536. 785-640-6047.

RW Online

Eva Amps
Equipment

Test

Two card extenders tor Continental
816RA2 transmitter. Bob Rivkin,
KPLM/KJJZ, 441 S. Calle Encilia #8,
Palm Springs CA 92262. 760-320-4550.

sockets/parts • most all transmitter parts
• rebuilt tuning line assemblies
Goodrich Ent. Inc
402-493-1886

www.goodrichenterprises.com

ai

Want to Buy

CCA HELP
• Tube

11-onsmdterse

Two Collins FM mitts, 831F2, 10KW
tuned@ 93.7, & 831G2, 20 KW @ 94.9,
both functional & in excellent condition
considering age, one dismantled for
moving. One original exciter included,
$6003 eaA30. Steve Sisson, Sheridan
Media, 1716 KROE Ln, Sheridan VW
82801.307-672-7421.

• Rotron Blowers • Rebuilt Plate Blockers • Tubes

BAY COUNTRY

Phone

800/279-3326

•

(
800) 438-6040

"You Know We Know Radio" S

Harris
MW- 10-B.
10KW
AM.
Continental Communications. 314-6644497, email: contcomm@sbcglobal.net.

Moseley MAC 1600 remote control,
16 channel, good condition, $350.
Tom Toenjes, KJTY, 6120 Riley
Creek, St Marys KS 66536. 785640-6047.

•

SCMS Inc

S

Phone 800/279-3326

It's
www.mikeflags.com

Studio & Test Equipment

Contact Jimmie Joynt

Phone 800/279-3326

ROMON MOWERS »Kb PLAIT BLOOGERS,

AM Ground Systems

You Know We Know Radio

Harris FM-3-H, 3KW FM. Continental
Communications. 314-6644497, email:
contcomm@sbcglobal.net.

(516) 763-1776

Receivers 3,500 for both

Want to Sell

S

Silver Lake Audio

FM Exciters - STU FM Pwr Amps - Antennas -

CCA FM-3000-D, 3KW FM. Continental
Communicacns. 314-664-4497, email:
contcomm@sbcgicbal.net

contact Jimmie Joynt

— • — " •

Littv[lel

REMOTE
EQUIPMENT
RENTAL

S
OFF THE AIR?
S
Emergency Back-up Rentals

Continental 316F AM 10 KW 660
kHz, complete, was on air until
removed from service, $2500/you
ship.
Dave
Bischoff., Pamplin
Broadcasting, 888 SW 571 Ave, #790,
Portland OR 97204. 503-552-3291.
Gates/Harris BC-5Hb, 5 KW AM,
good
condition, $4500. Tom
Toenjes, KJTY, 6120 Riley Creek, St
Marys KS 66536. 785-640-6047.

cgoodrich@tconl.com

TUBES
Want to Sell

mute

•Broadcast • Industrial
Communications

RCA BTF 20 El, 20 KW FM, good
condition, $6000. Tom Toenjes,
KJTY, 6120 Riley Creek, St Marys
KS 66536. 785-640-6047.
Tepco J-340 M, 10 to 40W Fm
translator with local modulator includd,
excellent condition, maintained by
manufacturer technicians, $2250/130.
Ray Knudson, KNXR, 1229 Park Ave,
La Crosse WI 54601. 608-782-2254.
Tepco J-3750, 250W FM RF power
amplifier, excellent condibon, maintained
by manufacturer technicians, $1250430.
Ray Knudson, KNXR, 1229 Park Ave, La
Crosse WI 54601. 608-782-2254.

A.,
•EIMAC
•ECONCO

•TAYLOR
•SVETLANA
Also

Motorola • Toshiba • SGS-Thomson

& Mitsubishi Semiconductors
Catalog: www.rfparts.com
Se Habla Espanol • We Export
760-744-0700 • 800-737-2787
Fax 760-744-1943
E-mail. rfp@rfparts.corn

TRANSC011/1 CORP.. .

If we don't have xi, we will gal id
SCMS, INC. ( 800)438-6040

s "Wm Know We Know Roam"

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

STATIONS

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment
,.,.

Want to Sell
Profitable California FM on beautiful
Mendocino Coast. Popular tourist
destination. S3SOK. 707-367-1597.
Want to Buy
AM/FM/CP, no station to small, areas:
RI, CT, MA or FL. Contact Michael
Cardillo, 151 Morgan St, Cranston RI
02920. 401-942-8341 or email:
mondomikeradio@aol.com.
Christian Florida AM station.....lost
phone # and aro very interested to
speak with you again. Please call 401942-8341 ASAP!

USED FM TRANSMITTERS
300w

1988

Harris FM 300K Solid State

2.5kw

1980

Harris FM 5.5K

2.5kw

1978

Collins 83102

25kw

1986

Harris FM25K

25kw

1980

CSI T-25-F

50kw

1982

Harris Combiner w/auto exciter- transmitter switcher

lkw

1980

Harris MWIA

5/10kw

1982

Continental 316F

10kw

1996

Harris DX 10

50kw

1997

Nautel ND50

50kw

1982

Continental 317C2

50kw

1986

Nautel AMPFET 50

600w

— NEW —

Amplifier

USED AM TRANSMITTERS

RECEIVERS/

NEW TV - VHF
10 watt

500 watt
1,000 watt

100 watt
250 watt

NEW TV -UHF
10 watt
100 watt

500 watt
1.000 watt

250 watt

USED EXCITERS
BE EX 30
New 30 watt synthesized

USED MISC. EQUIPMENT
Potomac Ins. AA51 Audio Anyl. ( new)
Potomac Phase Monitor AM19, 2Tower & 3Tow ,-Potomac Phase Monitor AM19, 1901 Digital
Kintronics DL50, 50kw Dummy Load
Dielectric 4Port Motorized Switch
Technics SH9010 Equalizer
SCA Generator ( MX- 15 Module)
Optimad 8100A (cards 3thru 5only) & 9100B AM
Dummy Load 80 kw air cooled, • DPTU-75K

TRANSCEIVERS
CONSOLES
Want to Sell
Autogram IC- 10, 10 channel
stereo, good condition, $950. Tom
Toenjes, KJTY, 6120 Riley Creek, St
Marys KS 66536. 785-640-6047.

Want to Sell
Dayton Industrial AF 200 FM SCA
receiver. Factory installed rack mount
option, brand new, $ 120/80. Ray
Knudson, KNXR, 1229 Park Ave, La
Crosse WI 54601. 608-782-2254.

2655 Philmont Ave # 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

VAILABL
To advertise, ca
703-998-7600,
ext. 154.

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: www.fmamtv.com

AD.

SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO:

transcom@fmamtv.com
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REBUILT

EIMAC,

AMPEREX,
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TEL 800-532-6626
INTL: +1-530-662-7553
FAX: + 1-530-666-7760

1/2 THE COST

www.econco.com

OF NEW!

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

ED-COM,

3CX2500F3, 3CX3000A7, 4CX250B,
4CMOCA, 4CX1000A. 4CX1500B.
4CX5000A, 4-400C, 811, 833C, ETC.
VVESTGATE 800-213-4563.

FOR THE BEST PRICE

& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes &
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call Goodrich
Ent. at 402-493.1886 day or night.
vwcw.goodrichenterprises.com.

I)

5827 Columbia Poke.
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6x

13x

26x

Svetlana

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PROTEK
EEV and many others.
(352) 688-2374
PH. ( 800) 881- 2374
FAX: (
352) 683 -9595

ISO 9001 Certified
The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

e

SE HABLA ESPANOL
WE EXPORT

FAX

703-671 7409

SERVICES
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Distributor Directory
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Call Simone Fewell,
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NEW TUBES

22041

PHONE

Classified Advertising Rates Effective January I, 2003

Nnd C Electronics Co.

for all your needs, at the
lowest pnces direct from
OUR STOO011

1,1 Floor

Falls Church, VA

Professional Card

$100

95

90

85

Station/Studio Services

$195

165

140

119

Classified line Ad

$2/word

Blind Box Ad

SIS additional

reserve space
in the next issue.
Use your credit card to
pay, we now accept
VISA, MASTERCARD

E

For more details,
call Simone Fewell at
703-998-7600, ext. 154 or

and American Express.

VISA MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

e-mail:

sfewell@imaspu.com
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NEW POWER TUBES

DISTRIBUTOR DIRECTORY

Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

The following distributors serving the

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

Worldwide Availability

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

CALL 800-414-8823
Intl ( 650) 592-1221
Fax ( 650) 592-9988

RADIO! The beat goes on!

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS

WOOD BULLNOSING, KICKS AND TRIM!
STURDY BUILT MODULAR COMPONENTS'
A VERY AFFORDABLE CUSTOMIZATION'
FAST AND EASY ASSEMBLY'

SPACEWISE®

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

(76(t) 438-442() Fax: ( 760)438-4759
link(esurcoin.eien x‘x-h: muusu.siirc,irl ri' ti
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1.5' PLYWOOD HARD LAMINATED TOPS!

tops in broadcast equipment

22 15 rat adaV Ave.. Stine A
Carlsbad. California 92008
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SPACEVVISE , is home to the

"BUDGET CRUNCHERS"
QUALITY RADIO STUDIOS FROM $2450!

FROM STOCK

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com

STUDIO FURNITURE?

...Some people get hooked on
broadcast equipment big
time...they think about it...dream
about it...talk about it all the
time...for example.. us...

FROM STOCK

Made in U.S.A.

4111....e

broadcast industry would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

800 775 3660

spacrewisegqwest.net www.spacevrise.com

"Quality Broadcast Furniture, Fer Every Budget"

kkannapolis@worldnet.att.net

Ouse»

CONSULTANTS
egormsEVANS
•

ssocmis

System One Communications
Cffleeting

Communicidions
Engineers

Broadcast ( inixtructors &

onsultants

Bowdon. Texak

SU625-5641
FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineenng • Tower Detuning
Upgrade 8 Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning 8 Proof

2'0 S. Main St . Thiensvine, WI 53092. (262) 242-6000. FAX (262) 242-6045
http://wenv.evansassoc.com
Member AFCCE

Communications Technologiei, Inc.

Doug Vernier

Firoadeata Engineering Consultants
AM Fit4 Tv

Telecommunication Consultant.

•
P.O. Bin 1130. Marlton, NJ 010153
Phone: 035(0985-0077

Vas: 18561 985-812-1
Interact: commtechrf.coni
•
Clarence M. Beverage
Laura NI. Nlizrahi
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--datawcple
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‘%•xxx.tliita‘‘orld.com
8041-368-5754

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AMIFNVTV/LPTViDTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

V

S

oft
Software for your

FCC Anal( ations and Field Engineering

PC

(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com

Market Analysis
Engineering Software
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages
info (
IdataW orld.com
fax: 301-656-5341

GRAHAM
BROW.

ill

Vsl

BROCK, INC.
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•Frequency Searches and Coordination

n

"is sl V,, eris..%illcara anal

•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV
», AM- FM Site Construction

•EMC Test Lab- FCC and Euro t
an IEC

Specialists
1> Complete Tower Service

EXPERTS 1141.
TV • DTV Transition • FM • Directional Antennas • RF Exposure

Cell:liar/PCS Site Analysis

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

»..• Antenna & Transmission
Line Diagnostics

infoeowlenecom

1-800-797-1338

MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE

*Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
*Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Gable
(MDS/MMDS/ITES/OFS)
*Environmental Radiation Analysis
*Field Work
*Expert Testimony

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping
•Fully Integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg. MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757
email: mullengr@aol.com

SCriaberg

P-7
7\

—1

Visit us on the the web at www.radiosolt.com
10) West Knapp Ave • Edgewater FL 386;426-2521

Structural Analysis

PR Ore-

Ailecatiex Specialist
FM & AM Frequency Searches
Move-ins, upgrades, allocations
Maximization of signals
"If someone else says it can't be
done, then we want the opportunity
to prove them wrong!"
Since 1989
3105 S. Martin Luther King Jr.. Blvd.
Lansing. MI 48910-2939

www.starradio.net

800-393-1037

tii

UNI

Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610
(812) 925-6000
www.ERlinc.c,om

TS'

ce(

0

STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS
ERI

Incorporated
1941

REINIf 0

anti

.15

rears engineering
eXpellellCe

912-638-8028
202-393-5133

ni«

FASTER_

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers

David-C.

Fax ( 763) 785-4631

8899 Hastings SI NE, Minneapolis, MN 55449 ( 763) 785-4115

Over

M Celenza
Communications Consultants
"IV-$550; LPTV-$550: FNI-S250:

AM Fret] Searches- Call for quote
Applications, Amendments
& Upgrades
Antenna Structure Registration.
Field Work Avail
631-928-0077
Fax: 631-928-1905

PROMOTE
YOUR
BUSINESS
HERE!

For more information, call
Simone Fewell at
703.998.7600, ext. 154.
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360 Systems

37

AEQ

39

Armstrong Transmitters

28

All

2

Auditronics/Wheatstone

38

Autogram Corporation

22

Belar

www.belar.com

40

Bext

www.bext.com

31

Bradley Broadcast

19

Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI)

10

Broadcast Tools

24,25

BSW

4

Burk Technology

38

Circuit Werkes

www.circuitwerkes.com

40

Circuit Werkes

www.circuitwerkes.com

26

CKE/HVCA

www.rectifiers.com

38

Comet North America

www.cometna.com

7

Comrex

38

Conex Electric Systems

Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service for radio stations only All other end users will be charged
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40

Electronic Research Inc.

18

ESE

35

Full Compass

38

Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co.

www.gorman-redlich.com

26

Grace Broadcast Sales

www.gracebroadcast.com

1

Harris

www.broacast.harris.com

15

Harris

www.broadcast.harris.com

CE position wanted. Experienced
with
computers,
transmitters,
automations, DCS, UDS, digital
studios. Robert King, 978-4794855.
Friendly, industrious, commercial
FCC is' Class with radar-amateur
radio extra licensed, asst CE, seeks
FT, PT, contract, with AM/FM, cable,
TV, preferred within 75 mile radius
of metro NYC area. 718-969-5224
or write: Mitchell Rakoff, 81-12
Roosevelt Ave # 702, Jackson
Heights NY 11372-6746 or email at
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.
Hard working, exciting, original 8i
fresh sports broadcaster seeks
employment. Iwill take your station
to the top! Delinta, 972-641-0271.
Have a craving for something
sweet? Chantele is just what you
need. Rookie radio talent looking to
stay close fo Oklahoma. 405-3201059.

ADS GET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY
AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL TWO WEEKS!
COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR
RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY
COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY
AND THEN SOME!

mew. R

W

Online.com

Call Simone Fewell for all the details at

What's up America? Are you finally
ready for someone who is totally
diverse? Ready to go where
opportunity is knocking. Dustin 31E304-9526.

il

between 9-5 EST
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Henry Engineering

Telephone

8

Inovonics
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per word or per inch basis.
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Logitek

www.logitekaudio.com

17

Mackie

www.mackie.com

27

MediaTouch

20

Moseley Associates

40

Mouser Electronics

38

Nott Ltd.

23

NPR Satellite Services

29

OMB

9

Omnia, alelos Company

38

Pristine Systems

5

Radio Systems

40

Raduga Automation

40

RAM Broadcast Systems, Inc.

3

S.C.M.S.

33

Sierra Automated Systems

41

Sine Systems
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Telos Systems

47

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com

48

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com
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COMMENTARY

The Cost to Put an LPFM on the Air
One Radio Station's Trash May Not, in Fact,
Be a Low-Power Station's Treasure
by Daniel Slentz

I

tdoes not take $ 100,000 to put a
good LPFM on the air. It also can't
be done for $ 5,000. My research
shows that it takes about $30,000 in gear
and tower costs to launch areliable, technically stable LPFM that sounds good.
Certainly many variables could affect
this. For instance, if you are in the
Florida Keys, your tower needs to be
built with hurricanes in mind. For our
own LPFM station, we saved on installation labor through sweat equity from the
volunteer staff and myself.
As you plan your own LPFM, you
may be tempted to look for used gear.
Recently I've noticed alot of the online
auction companies listing broadcast gear.
Not everyone selling gear on eBay or other sites is out to grab low-power broadcasters' limited funds. But unfortunately I've
seen alot of gear listed as "broadcast" that is
antiquated or no longer manufactured or supported. Worse, I've seen non-type-accepted
transmitters, antennas and equipment that
could result in fuies if used on the air.
There is a lot of good gear, new and
used, available to LPFM broadcasters
through legitimate resellers. For lowpower stations planning to get on the air,
here are some tips.
Specific brands mentioned are based
on my own experience. But remember:
nothing — not this article, or any other
— can replace the expertise of your own
engineer, either as an employee or aconsultant, to help you. This article simply
helps you ask the right questions.

should not be distinguishable from traditional commercial or public broadcasters.
A listener won't have abutton that says
"AM/FM/LPFM." Why make it obvious
by giving your station awhining sound,
hum on the audio, no stereo pilot or lifeless
sound? You will only project an image of a
rookie, home-brew radio station.
And will it matter to alistener that her
life may have been saved by an EAS
announcement aired on an LPFM vs. a
traditional broadcaster? Not achance.
You don't have to spend a fortune to
sound good to the average listener if the
job is done right in the first place.
Don't shop the music store for acompressor/limiter. Look at long-time broadcast processor manufacturers for a lessexpensive unit. Certainly $ 10,000 to
$15,000 would be too costly for most
LPFMs, but the big names in the audio
processing field generally also offer
stripped-down versions of their products,
and good models from other reliable vendors are available in the low thousands.

need dependability and aphone number
to call if you have aproblem.
Companies like Mackie and Behringer
make good audio boards, but they generally are not designed for on-air broadcast.
If your LPFM is looking for aproduction
board, a decent sound mixer board
should work. But for on- air, you will
want mix- minus (phone) ability, muting
relays, on-air relays, board firing relays
and other features unique to radio.
Yes, some of these can be added after
the fact, but then things become home
brew, less reliable, more complicated.
Your costs creep up.

Daniel Slentz

ronment are needed. Wavecart is avirtual
10-slot cart machine that, like the old analog decks, can be told to transition from
one virtual "deck" to the next.
The marketplace offers many good
Use common sense
audio management products with abroad
A word of caution about used audio
range of pricing and features.
boards: they are being sold for areason.
Reel to reels — These bring many of the
Anything older than about 10 years probably
same problems described above for carts.
has been beaten senseless. It is not likely to
With the availability of hard-disk editors, the
be the reliable board it once was. It may be
reel machine is no longer needed for the fast
noisy and not supported by the manufacturphone recording and playback that many staer, if that company is even still in business.
tions once used it for. CD burners are affordThere are good manufacturers offering
able and may be built right into your PC.
smaller audio boards with the necessary
As for recording, a PC used as a
features at areasonable cost, in the low
recorder or a traditional cassette deck
thousands of dollars.
will work. Iuse cassettes for imported
Remember when making your equipmaterial. There will be phase and sound
quality issues, but the format remains
readily available and inexpensive.
Mks — I'm adie-hard ElectroVoice
RE- 20 fan. Many companies make fine
upscale microphones for on-air use. But if
money is really tight, ask your vendor to
available to LPFM broadcasters through
recommend an affordable alternative, perhaps amodel that is intended as ahandheld
legitimate resellers. Here are some tips.
mic with agood reputation for durability,
like the Shure SM58. The popular EV
635A is afine field mic, but its omnidirectional pattern will pick up room noise.
Remember, the same peak-per- minute
ment choices that LPFM is a training
Modulation monitors and EAS gear —
rule applies to us all. Keep your audio in
ground with alot of rookies and people
Talk to your engineering consultant about
the legal limit.
who won't treat gear gingerly.
what monitoring and alert gear you need to
Careful shopper
Although LPFM uses sufficiently low
Some notes about other popular gear
play by the rules. Iwouldn't buy used in this
Your transmitter needs to be reliable
power that monster antennas aren't required,
in the studio:
category except from atrusted source.
and, most of all, put out aclean signal. I "Billy Bob's LPFM Antenna Company"
CD players — Sometimes the throwMod monitors are there to reflect
wouldn't consider going on the air with a would not be my first choice. A clothing
aways work just fine. Remember that
accurately what you're putting out. How
40-year-old tube-type transmitter. Many
hanger with an N-connector does not qualify
consumer CD players can't be fired from
accurate is tube-type model going for $40
LPFM outlets will lack an engineer expeas an antenna. And the greatest transmitter
the console without modification, which
on eBay going to be? And the FCC now
rienced enough to maintain this stuff.
on acrappy antenna does not radiate asignal
may void warranties. Sometimes wireless
requires LPFMs to install certified EAS
As abuyer, I'd go with new gear from a effectively. That antenna could make or
remotes can be modified, but you need to
decoders. Lives may depend on the relialong-time manufacturer. Crown, Broadcast
break the success of your 100 watts.
be creative.
bility of your EAS gear. Do it right.
Electronics and Harris come to mind;
Again, look at trusted names in broadCart machines — Ican't understand
In closing, talk to several broadcast
there are many more. Warranty and tech
cast antennas. A major broadcast gear
why anyone still would want to use
equipment vendors. Be honest about your
support should be readily available. A reseller will have knowledgeable sales
these. Inotice eBay selling a lot and
general need to keep within abudget, and
good reseller will support you even if the
people who can offer great recommendaguess they're being bought by LPFMs.
then choose a salesperson who will take
manufacturer isn't the quickest to respond.
tions. Yes, they're in the sales business;
At one time you couldn't live without
the time to help you. A good vendor is a
If you must buy used, look for aprodbut they know that you're coming to
them; now it's hard to live with them
source of valuable insight.
uct still being manufactured and supportthem with atight wallet and looking for
thanks to the cost of replacement heads
Talk to radio station engineers. Most
ed. The old saying "you get what you pay
good help. Take their recommendations.
and pinch rollers, bent shafts, phase
will be happy to give you ahand when it
for" generally is a good rule of thumb.
Northern climate readers, don't forget to
problems, crappy carts and pressure
comes to selecting gear. Find one whom
Steer away from suppliers that aren't easresearch radomes or de-icers, products to
pads. Avoid them.
you trust and hire him or her.
ily recognized by experienced engineers.
keep your antenna from freezing over. Ask
Why not go for virtual carts instead?
Be cautious when buying used gear,
Find an experienced engineer in your
your broadcast sales person. If they don't
Research a good digital audio manageparticularly if you don't know the vendor
market to take alook at apossible equipknow, find avendor who can help you.
ment system. The Oct. 23, 2002, Radio
or source. Is the model outdated? Is it still
ment list and make suggestions. If you
Don't buy important components like
World included an entire Buyer's Guide
compliant with any pertinent rules? Does
feel funny asking for help from another
feed line at a retail electronics shop.
section with contact information for comit function properly? Does the factory still
station's engineer, remember, you are
Although Radio Shack can be agreat source
panies that make automation and audio
support it with parts and service?
helping to protect them by seeking equipfor parts in ajiffy, stores like this are not in
management products.
It was an uphill battle for LPFMs to come
ment that is not prone to cause interferthe business of supplying critical on-air gear
Just one example of an excellent vendor
into existence. Let's show the people who
ence. That engineer may even have an old
for radio stations. Work with your consulis Broadcast Software International. Iam a didn't want it that we'll be agood neighbor
piece of gear or two to offer. It doesn't
tant and sales person to choose the right
beta tester for their software and think they
and not ablemish on the radio dial.
hurt to ask. Try to find a way to pay an
product. Line loss can be areal signal killer.
do agreat job. The Simian system is suitThe author is audio/visual services
experienced engineer for their expertise.
Choose your audio board with care.
able if virtual cart machines in acompletemanager for
the
Longaberger
To the listener at home, an LPFM
Home brew is not recommended. You
ly automated, live-assist or manual envi- Company..

There is a lot of good gear
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IBOC and AM
Just read the editorial in the Jan. 15
edition, " Those Mysterious Digital
Noises."
Call me adinosaur, but exactly what
are the "potential benefits" IBOC offers
AM broadcasters?

11. eel 1b. » 40
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Is Narrow AM IBOC Allen Brings
Bandwidth Bad?
Hill Skills
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$500 per foursome. The tee-off will be at
9a.m. on Saturday, April 5. We will play
the Lexington Course at Revere Golf
Club in Henderson, Nev. (For more information, visit www.revereatanthem.com.)
This is one of the best courses in Las
Vegas and offers breathtaking views of
the Vegas Valley. Anyone wishing to sign
up for play
may contact me
at SAS (
brian@sasaudio.corn), Cam
Eicher at Logitek (
cam@ logitekaudio
.com) or Mark Goins at Harris
(mgoins@harris.com).
Thanks to Radio World and our generous sponsors for helping make this asuccessful event. It means alot to us, and to
Scott's family, who, by the way, will be
represented in the tournament by Scott's
stepfather, Tom Stout.
Let's tee ' em up!
Brian McConnell
Regional Sales Manager
Sierra Automated Systems
Las Vegas
Pirates of the IBOC?

Iknow as apublisher who makes aliving by selling ad space to manufacturers
— especially with new technology —
you are more or less forced to agree with
their contentions if you wish to keep their
advertising. Still, Ihave seen very little
"benefit" to be derived by an AM broadcaster. If there are benefits, Ithink Radio
World as the leading periodical should
write its own story on them based solely
upon tests performed by Radio World.
Jerry Arnold
Director of Engineering
Bright Tower Broadcasting
Terre Haute, Ind.
Commemorating Scott Beeler
We are putting together what we hope
will be afitting tribute, the Scott Beeler
Memorial Golf Tournament, to a man
who meant so much to us. All of the proceeds will be sent to the Scott Beeler
Memorial Trust Fund and benefit his now
very pregnant wife and the family's kids.
While we have enough money to go
ahead with the tournament, it would be
nice to find a few more hole sponsors.
Several sponsorships remain available for
$1,500. There are additional sponsorship
opportunities at alower dollar figure.
Regardless, the tournament will go on.
We are now signing up teams to play at

In reference to the Jan. 15 article by
Skip Pizzi, " Will HD Radio Be a
Royal(ty) Pain":
Are they serious to think that people
are going to be busy capturing music
from IBOC "perfect" stations? Most stations overlap their audio, which to me, is
just as irritating as the songs on 8-tracks
that were split in half and ( in my opinion)
would be useless or less than ideal if I
were creating my own mix for use on a
personal playback device.
Being abroadcast engineer in the midwestern part of the United States for most
of my career, Ihave engineered for stations that operate in less-than-ideal conditions. Ihaven't had the opportunity to
listen to IBOC in these terrains, but if its
anything like aCD, once it's scratched, it
fails to work completely.
Ihave some real apprehensions about
the robustness of IBOC to function in
place of anoisy analog signal. The slightly noisy FM signal is still listenable for
most people's taste, but might be completely unusable in the digital domain.
In the spirit of the article, Ithink that it
should be enough to assume that most
people aren't going to be taking up a
hobby of collecting music from an on-air
source because of IBOC. Ithink that
most people are turned off (using on-air
recording as a source) by the segues or
overlapping between songs, and if they
are seeking acoustically perfect songs,
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More Incentives for HD
Kudos to Ibiquity Digital for sensing aneed and continuing to offer stations incenfives to adopt HD Radio early.
As reported on page 2, the first 125 commercial stations to qualify after Feb. 1
would see their one-time audio license fee limited to $5,000. Better news is that all
noncom stations that sign up by midyear will not have to pay that particular fee at all.
Ibiquity officials no doubt are aware of the risk of launching HD Radio only to see
demand sputter after the first few early adopters sign on. It's their intention to nudge
the marketplace into keeping those signups coming.
Meanwhile, the company took ahigher profile than expected at the recent RAB
convention, which is normally the domain of radio sales folk, not technologists.
Ibiquity apparently feels it's time to reach out more to both engineers and managers.
President/CEO Bob Struble attended RAB for the first time and said he was
impressed.
"RAB members and the organizations they represent are keys to the success of HD
Radio technology rolling out in the coming year," he told us.
And it is rolling out. As we write, press releases are arriving almost daily from
transmitter companies receiving orders for HD Radio gear, from groups big and small.
With 130 stations in 40 cities already committed by the end of 2002, and more presumably eager to take advantage of the incentive, the outlook for HD-R on the transmission side is looking up.

Copps Seeks to Protect Dissenters
More troubling are recent remarks by the FCC's Michael Copps, who called on fellow commissioners to set up aspecial procedure to fight retribution against those who
testify against media consolidation.
"I hear privately that speaking out on this issue would cost many people their
careers," he said in an official FCC statement. He wants to set up an anonymous testimony procedure.
Although Copps didn't say so directly, this retribution presumably comes from
broadcast group owners (who else could it be?). In radio, this, we assume, would be
directed not only against performers, whose music radio would not play, but against
station employees and others within the spheres of the broadcasters.
We'd be naive to think big businesses don't work hard to get their way. Radio has
indeed become abig business. And any worker in any industry should think twice
about publicly condemning an employer.
But we also want to believe that the great majority of radio people — from the
Lowrys and the Mels to the part-time Joes who run the board — are decent, honest
folk. If Copps has good reason to hint that any given broadcasters are acting in this
way, he needs to air details. It's avague and generalized slam otherwise.
Meanwhile, allow anonymous testimony. We understand the reasoning for that. But
also takes steps to make sure this new system does not become merely achannel for
disgruntled ex-employees and other special interests to bash radio without fear of public disclosure.
— RW

they would be likely to get them from
other sources.
Ithink a better way to solve this
dilemma is to require that all stations
using IBOC to make more than 70 percent of their songs overlap with something else. Any radio station that is in a
money making venture wouldn't consider
playing their music "album style" with
three seconds dead air between each
song. This type of thing is popular with
classical music stations, but that is the
only format Ican think of where alack of
overlapping is popular.
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY!

W HEATSTONE'S fourth
generation digital console has what you need: dual- domain
input modules that accept both analog and digital sources; builtin router integration with 8- character displays; a choice of features like auxiliary sends, equalization, dynamics control and
event memory/recall—all without the aid of an external computer.
The D-8000 is an all- modular design with no active components
mounted inside. And best of all, it uses Wheatstone's exclusive
VDIP'setup software, letting you easily configure individual.
console modules, logic modes and automatic functions. Contact

Wheatstone— the digital audio people!

sales@wheatstane.
tel 252-638-7000

w.vvheatstone.com
copyright (0 2002 by Wheatstone Corporation
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ONE I
NTERCONNECT DOES I
TALL!
THAT'S RIGHT— ONE DUPLEX FIBEROPTIC L
INK OR ASINGLE CAT5WIRE = 64 channels
of simultaneous bi-directional digital audio, intercage communication, logic signals, XY
controller commands, plus auxiliary RS- 232 data streams. This single interconnect
between your studio and central rackroom can save you thousands— if not TENS of
thousands— of feet of wire in atypical installation!
THE W HEATSTONE BRIDGE DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORK ROUTER can start small with a
single cage and only a few cards, or fully populated units can be stacked to form
larger systems. Wheatstone's STAR TOPOLOGY ARCHITECTURE lets you connect multiple
locations to your central rack room, providing shared resources for all yet still permitting
independently functioning studios, each with its own combination of plug-in modules
specifically suited for aselect set of gear.
SIGNALS ARE ROUTED entirely in the digital domain.
All AES cards have
sample rate converters on each input, freeing you from
\worry about varying
sample rates throughout your facility. A family of plug-in \
,connector modules
technologies and
makes installation easy, letting you mix varied signal ,
standards all within the same ca. W HEATSTONE'S intuitive ¡Ole \ graphic based
and salvo presetup software handles system con figuration, matrix selection
for seamless
sets. All systems interface directly with Wheatstone consoles
source selection and display.

THE BRIDGE
DIGITAL AUDIO
NETWORK ROUTER
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